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SOFTWARE RELEASE NOTICE

1. SRN Number: PA-SRN-195

2. Project Title: TSPA & Technical Integration Code Project No. 20-1402-762

3. SRN Title: TPA Version 3.2.3

4. Originator/Requestor: Bruce Mabrito Date: 07/14/99

5. Summary of Actions

E1 Release of new software

* Release of modified software:

* Enhancements made

* Corrections made

El Change of access software

/'Software Retirement Af i //Zi/ a

6. Persons Authorized Access

Name | Read Only/Read-Write | Addition/Change/Delete

Sitakanta Mohanty RW
Ron Janetzke RW
Tim McCartin (NRC) RW
M. Rose Byrne (NRC) RW

7. Element Manager Approval: Date:

8. Remarks:
TPA Version 3.2.3 software was sent to NRC Headquarters on 07/14/99.
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SOFTWARE SUMMARY FORM

01. Summary Date: 07/14/99 02. Summary prepared by (Name and phone): 03. Summary Action:
Sitakanta Mohanty (210) 522-5185 Modified

04. Software Date: 07/14/99 05. Short Title: TPA Version 3.2.3

06. Software Title: TPA -System Performance Assessment Computer Code, Version 3.2.3 07. Internal Software ID:
None

08. Software Type: 09. Processing Mode: 10. Application Area:

El Automated Data System li0 Interactive a. General:
El Scientific/Engineering El Auxiliary Analyses

* Computer Program * Batch * Total System PA
El Subsystem PA El Other

El Subroutine/Module El Combination
b. Specific:

11. Submitting Organization and Address: 12. Technical Contact(s) and Phone:

CNWRA/SwRI Sitakanta Mohanty (210) 522-5185
6220 Culebra Road
San Antonio, TX 78228

13. Software Application: The TPA Code consists of the following modules: UZFLOW, NFENV, EBSREL, UZFT, SZFT,
DCAGW, FAULTO, SEISMO, VOLCANO, ASHPLUMO, ASHRMVO, DCAGS, LHS, EXEC.

14. Computer Platform: 15. Computer Operating 16. Programming 17. Number of Source
SUN Workstation System: UNIX Language(s): FORTRAN Program Statements:

Approx. 38,000 lines w/o
Stand Alone Codes

18. Computer Memory 19. Tape Drives: None 20. Disk Units: N/A 21. Graphics: N/A
Requirements: 72 Mb

22. Other Operational Requirements:

Uses system environment variables: TPATEST and TPADATA.

23. Software Availability: 24. Documentation Availability:
* Available r12 Limited [1 In-House ONLY [1 Available [n Preliminary * In-House ONLY

25.

Software Developer: . / Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _

CNWRA Fom TOP-4-1 (05/98)
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a tpa323/ 0 tape blocks
a tpa323/CLEANUP 3 tape blocks
a tpa323/array.f 56 tape blocks
a tpa323/ashplumo.f 42 tape blocks
a tpa323/ashrmovo.f 47 tape blocks
a tpa323/condxyzt.f 21 tape blocks
a tpa323/dcags.f 46 tape blocks
a tpa323/dcagw.f 89 tape blocks
a tpa323/ebsfail.f 72 tape blocks
a tpa323/ebsrel.f 130 tape blocks
a tpa323/exec.f 633 tape blocks
a tpa323/execa.i 4 tape blocks
a tpa323/execb.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/faulto.f 22 tape blocks
a tpa323/fileunit.f 12 tape blocks
a tpa323/findelev.f 13 tape blocks
a tpa323/invent.f 108 tape blocks
a tpa323/Makefile 2 tape blocks
a tpa323/max500yr.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/maxchain.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/maxnnucl.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/maxnsuba.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/maxntime.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/mv.f 23 tape blocks
a tpa323/nfenv.f 149 tape blocks
a tpa323/reflux2.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/nintv.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/notice.i 3 tape blocks
a tpa323/numrecip.f 10 tape blocks
a tpa323/path.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/peakfind.f 13 tape blocks
a tpa323/ran.f 87 tape blocks
a tpa323/reader.f 156 tape blocks
a tpa323/reader.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/sampler.f 169 tape blocks
a tpa323/seismo.f 109 tape blocks
a tpa323/setfiles.i 4 tape blocks
a tpa323/stop.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/subarea.f 69 tape blocks
a tpa323/szft.f 138 tape blocks
a tpa323/szft.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/tpa.inp 88 tape blocks
a tpa323/tpa.inp.meanvalues 94 tape blocks
a tpa323/uzflow.f 109 tape blocks
a tpa323/uzft.f 226 tape blocks
a tpa323/volcano.f 22 tape blocks
a tpa323/ful.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/fu2.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/inventa.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/inventb.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/inventc.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/inventd.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/invente.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/inventf.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/inventg.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/inventh.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/inventi.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/inventj.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/inventk.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/inventl.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/inventm.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/inventn.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/mva.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/mvb.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/mvc.i 1 tape blocks
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a tpa323/mvd.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/mve.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/mvf.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerO.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerl.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/sampler2.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/sampler3.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplera.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerb.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerc.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerd.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplere.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerf.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerg.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerh.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/codes/ 0 tape blocks
a tpa323/codes/Makefile 2 tape blocks
a tpa323/codes/README 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/codes/SIZES.INC 5 tape blocks
a tpa323/codes/SIZES2.INC 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/codes/ashplume.f 185 tape blocks
a tpa323/codes/failt.f 159 tape blocks
a tpa323/codes/nefmks.f 602 tape blocks
a tpa323/codes/releaset.f 339 tape blocks
a tpa323/codes/snllhs.f 375 tape blocks
a tpa323/codes/ebsfilt.f 20 tape blocks
a tpa323/sampleri.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerj.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerk.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerl.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerm.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplern.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplero.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerp.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerq.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerr.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplers.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplert.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/sampleru.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerv.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerw.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerx.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplery.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/samplerz.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/subareaa.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/subareab.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/subareac.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/subaread.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/subareae.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/uz-climi.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/uz-climr.i 2 tape blocks
a tpa323/uz-climz.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/uz-flowi.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/uz-flowr.i 2 tape blocks
a tpa323/uz-flowz.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/uzparms.i 6 tape blocks
a tpa323/zportunx.f 19 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/ 0 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/multiflo.dat 2491 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/strmtube.dat 9 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/climatol.dat 1661 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/climato2.dat 5 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/dilution.dat 4 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/ebsfail.def 9 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/ebsrel.def 9 tape blocks
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a tpa323/data/rectedge.dat 5 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/soildem.dat 965 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/elevdem.dat 589 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/gscbad.dat 6 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/gscbci.dat 5 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/gs-pb-ad.dat 6 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/gs-pb ci.dat 5 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/gwcb ad.dat 7 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/gwcbci.dat 3 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/gw-pb-ad.dat 7 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/gw-pb-ci.dat 3 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/tefkti.inp 1473 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/tpanames.dbs 182 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/ebsfilt.def 2 tape blocks
a tpa323/data/drythick.dat 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/ccdf/ 0 tape blocks
a tpa323/ccdf/tccdf.f 45 tape blocks
a tpa323/ccdf/tccdf.i 1 tape blocks
a tpa323/ccdf/tccdf.inp 2 tape blocks
a tpa323/ccdf/Makefile 1 tape blocks
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Center for Nuclear Waste
Regulatory Analyses
6220 CULEBRA ROAD * P.O. DRAWER 28510 * SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, U.S.A. 78228-0510
(210) 522-5160 * FAX (210) 522-5155

July 14, 1999
Contract No. NRC-02-97-009
Account No. 20-1402-762

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Mr. James Firth
Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards
Division of Waste Management
Performance Assessment and HLW Integration Branch
Mail Stop 7C-18
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Transmittal of the TPA Version 3.2.3 Code

Dear Mr. Firth:

Attached herewith is a tape containing FORTRAN source code for the TPA Version 3.2 code. This version of the code
has the following modifications:

(i) Undue influence of the mixing zone source length on the dispersion along the NEFTRAN legs, has
been eliminated.

(ii) The time intervals for representing TPA outputs has been increased from 201 to 401.

(iii) The interpolation procedure has been modified so that the time of release from the saturated and
unsaturated zones is consistent with the time of release from the EBS.

If you have any questions regarding the installation and use of the software or the technical content of the guide please
contact Dr. Sitakanta Mohanty at (210) 522-5185 or Mr. Ron Janetzke at (210) 522-3318.

Sincerely yours,

Gordon W. Wittmeyer, Ph
Manager, Performance Assessment

GWW/cg
cc: J. Linehan B. Reamer W. Patrick

D. DeMarco K. McConnell CNWRA Directors
B. Stiltenpole T. McCartin CNWRA Element Managers
B. Meehan R. Codell S. Mohanty
J. Greeves R. Janetzke
J. Holonich

Washington Office * Twinbrook Metro Plaza, #210 *12300 Twinbrook Parkway * Rockville, Maryland 20852-1606
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: /Project No:
Assigns): PA-SCR-273 TPA 3.2.3 20-1402-762

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

dcagw.f, ebsfail.f, ebsrel.f, exec.f, nfenv.f, seismo.f, szft.f, uzflow.f, uzft.f, and ia.f.

The TPA code does not have the capability to support importance analysis. This modification
provides this capability.

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):
S. Mohanty S. Mohanty gR
Date: 5-28-99 Date: 5-28-99

Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (If changes not implemented, please
justify):

A new module, ia.f, was added to facilitate the removal of repository components from the
system. The function aiafilter( is used to override sampled parameters for all realizations to
reflect the removal of various components from the system.

Implemented by: Date:
Ron Janetzke 7-16-99

Description of Acceptance Tests: -

e Ar-dl.AeA t fl4> t VoL Ded O

Tee by: Rob Rice Date: ([ z w ~ -/ n
:4 ~~~~~~~~Ad yobJAd

CNWRA Form TOP-5 (01/99)
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TPA Version 3.3 Test Plan: PA-SCR-273

Task Description: Add importance analysis input flags

Reason for Change: Enable the generation of component, sub-system, and barrier importance
analysis

Analyst: Robert Rice Date: 9/9/99

Controlled Version:
Modified Version:

Version 3.2.3 Released July 15,1999
Version 3.2.3e Received from R. Janetzke via email attachment on 9/8/99

Tests:
(note: the flag descriptions are from the Scientific Notebook by Ron Janetzke)

Flag 1:
Description:

Test 1.

Purpose:

ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes= 1 ,no=0)
This is the master flag to control the importance analysis process. If this flag is zero all
importance analysis is skipped regardless of the other component flag values.

Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=1,no=O) = 0 in
Version 3.2.3e.

Because Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e should have the same results using their
accompanying tpa.inp files, this test verifies the modifications introduced in Version
3.2.3e do not change the output with the importance analysis OFF.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in all output files should be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision
in the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run. See the filecomp.out file for the differences
between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flagl/testl directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of these
subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e). All testing output files are archived on a CD.



Test 2. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=1,no=O) = 1 (ON)
in Version 3.2.3e.

Purpose: Because Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e should have the same results using their
accompanying tpa.inp files, this test verifies the modifications introduced in Version
3.2.3e do not change the output. Moreover, with only the importance analysis flag = 1
(ON) and all other importance analysis flags = 1 (Barrier Present), there should be no
difference in the results for Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in all output files should be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision
in the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run. See the filecomp.out file for the differences
between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flagl/test2 directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of these
subdirectories have the v3.2.3e subdirectory. The Version 3.2.3 results are the same files as those stored
in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and SCR273/flagl/testl/100k. All testing output
files are archived on a CD.

Test 3. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 0
(OFF) but all other importance analysis flags = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version
3.2.3e.

Purpose: Because Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e should have the same results using their
accompanying tpa.inp files, this test verifies the modifications introduced in Version
3.2.3e do not change the output. Moreover, with the importance analysis flag = 0 (OFF)
and all other flags = 0 (Barrier NOT Present), there should be no difference in the results
for Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp



- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in all output files should be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision
in the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run. See the filecomp.out file for the differences
between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flagl/test3 directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of these
subdirectories have the v3.2.3e subdirectory. The Version 3.2.3 results are the same files as those stored
in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and SCR273/flagl/testl/lOOk. All testing output
files are archived on a CD.

Test 4. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=1,no=O) = 1 (ON)
and all other importance analysis flags = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version 3.2.3e.
Also, in a third run of Version 3.2.3, modify the tpa.inp file for Version 3.2.3 (as
described for each flag) to be consistent with the changes made when the flags are
activated and thus agree with the output from Version 3.2.3e.

Purpose: By activating all the importance analysis flags, the UTJL (including soil thickness), UZ,
SZ, and well pumping should be removed. Consequently, the EBS releases should be
equal to the UZ and SZ releases, with the parameters described for Flags 2 through 6 and
15 utilized in the Version 3.2.3e run. This test verifies that all of the flags can be
activated in the same run and the results are reasonable. The test also verifies that by
modifying the input parameters in the Version 3.2.3 tpa.inp file, the Version 3.2.3e
results can be generated. This third run verifies the correct implementation of all flags.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- ebsfail.inp
- ebsrel.inp
- chlrdmf.dat

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in the Version 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e output files should be different, with equal EBS, UZ, and SZ
releases for Version 3.2.3e. The Version 3.2.3e releases and doses should be larger and earlier than in
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Version 3.2.3. In the Version 3.2.3e run, the ebsfail.inp, chlrdmftdat, and ebsrel.inp should contain the
appropriate values (see the descriptions for Flags 2,3, and 6), the soil thickness should be removed (Flag
5), and the well pumping rate set equal to zero (Flag 15). By modifying the Version 3.2.3 input file to
agree with values used when the importance analysis flags are activated, the Version 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e
results should be consistent. The filecomp.out file contains the differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flagl/test4 directory with l0k and 100k subdirectories; both of these
subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3e and v3.2.3_modified). The second subdirectory
(v3.2.3_modified) contains output for the Version 3.2.3 run with modified tpa.inp parameters (see the
previous section). The Version 3.2.3 results (not modified tpa.inp values) are the same files as those
stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and SCR273/flagl/testl/lOOk. All testing
output files are archived on a CD.



Flag 2: InnerContainerPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=O)
Description: This component is modeled in EBSFAIL for corrosion properties and in NFENV for

thermal properties. InnerWPThickness represents the inner container and is set to 1.Oe-
22 when the component is removed from the system. Note that SEISMO has a
Package-Stiffness parameter which appears to be uncorrelated with the
InnerWPThickness.

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=O) = 1 (ON)
and InnerContainerPresenceFlag(yes= 1,no=O) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version
3.2.3e. If the WP failure time is different in these two runs, run Version 3.2.3 with
InnerWPThickness = 1.Oe-22.

Purpose: This test verifies that the TPA value for InnerWPThickness is set to 1.Oe-22 in Version
3.2.3e in the EBSFAIL input file (ebsfail.inp). Also, because there is potentially an
earlier failure time with no inner WP material, this test checks that InnerWPThickness in
the Version 3.2.3 tpa.inp file can be set at 1.Oe-22 to generate the same results as Version
3.2.3e.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- ebsfail.inp

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in the output may be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision in the
cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run, depending on whether the decreased inner WP
thickness causes an earlier failure time. If the WP failure times are equal in Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e,
then the TPA results from both runs should be the same. If the WP failure time is earlier in Version
3.2.3e results, then these results should exhibit earlier releases. (In this case, an additional run of the
Version 3.2.3 code will be conducted with the InnerWPThickness set equal to 1.Oe-22, and these results
should be the same as the results from Version 3.2.3e). In the ebsfail.inp file for Version 3.2.3e, the
InnerWPThickness (cthickl) should be 1.Oe-22. See the filecomp.out file for the differences between
these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flag2/testl directory with l0k and 100k subdirectories; both of these
subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3e and v3.2.3_modified). The second subdirectory
(v3.2.3_modified) contains output for the Version 3.2.3 run with the InnerWPThickness set equal to
1.Oe-22 in the tpa.inp file for the instances when a another run of Version 3.2.3 is required (see the
previous section). The Version 3.2.3 results (not modified tpa.inp values) are the same files as those
stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and SCR273/flagl/testl/lOOk. All testing
output files are archived on a CD.
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Flag 3: OuterContainerPresenceFlag(yes= 1,no=0)
Description: This component is only modeled in EBSFAIL for corrosion and mechanical properties

and in NFENV for thermal properties. OuterWPThickness represents the outer container
and is set to 1.0e-22 when the components is removed from the system. Note that
SEISMO has a PackageStiffness parameter which appears to be uncorrelated with the
OuterWPThickness.

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 1 (ON)
and OuterContainerPresenceFlag(yes=1,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version
3.2.3e. If the WP failure time is different in these two runs, run Version 3.2.3 with
OuterWPThickness = 1.0e-22.

Purpose: This test verifies that the TPA value for OuterWPThickness is set to 1.0e-22 in Version
3.2.3e in the EBSFAIL input file (ebsfail.inp). Also, because there is potentially an
earlier failure time with no outer WP material, this test checks that OuterWPThickness
in the Version 3.2.3 tpa.inp file can be set at 1.0e-22 to generate the same results as
Version 3.2.3e.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- ebsfail.inp

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in the output may be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision in the
cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run, depending on whether the decreased outer WP
thickness causes an earlier failure time. If the WP failure times are equal in Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e,
then the TPA results from both runs should be the same. If the WP failure time is earlier in Version
3.2.3e results, then these results should exhibit earlier releases. (In this case, an additional run of the
Version 3.2.3 code will be conducted with the OuterWPThickness set equal to 1.0e-22, and these results
should be the same as the results from Version 3.2.3e). In the ebsfail.inp file for Version 3.2.3e, the
OuterWPThickness (cthick2) should be 1.0e-22. See the filecomp.out file for the differences between
these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flag3/testl directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of these
subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3e and v3.2.3_modified). The second subdirectory
(v3.2.3_modified) contains output for the Version 3.2.3 run with the OuterWPThickness set equal to
1.0e-22 in the tpa.inp file for the instances when a another run of Version 3.2.3 is required (see the
previous section). The Version 3.2.3 results (not modified tpa.inp values) are the same files as those
stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and SCR273/flagl/testl/lOOk. All testing
output files are archived on a CD.



Flag 4: CladdingPresenceFlag(yes= l,no=0)
Description: This component is not handled by the code at this time.

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 1 (ON)
and CladdingPresenceFlag(yes=1,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version 3.2.3e.

Purpose: This test verifies that the component of the importance analysis that considers cladding
is not activate at this time.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- ebsrel.inp

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in the output files should be the same (within the differences of single versus double
precision in the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run. Also, the values for the cladding
correction factor in the ebsrel.inp file should not be different in Version 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e. See the
filecomp.out file for the differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flag4/testl directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of these
subdirectories have the v3.2.3e subdirectory. The Version 3.2.3 results are the same files as those stored
in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and SCR273/flagl/testl/lOOk. All testing output
files are archived on a CD.
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Flag 5:
Description:

Test 1.

Purpose:

SoilPresenceFlag(yes= 1 ,no=O)
UZLOW was changed to allow the removal of the soil component. There is no input
parameter for soil thickness, so an approach was used which simulates the effect of no
soil. An artifical parameter name MNinimumlnfiltrationPrecipitationRatio' is used to
identify the desired value to the routine aiafilter. The effect of soil in the system is that it
permits evaporation of the precipitation and thus lowers the infiltration amount. By
removing the soil the infiltration should be equal to precipitation since UZFLOW does
not account for transpiration or diversion.

Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 1 (ON)
and SoilPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version 3.2.3e.

This test verifies that the flag SoilPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0) effectively sets infiltration
equal to precipitation.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in the output files should be different, because the infiltration is greater with no soil (Version
3.2.3e) than with soil (Version 3.2.3). The increased infiltration should cause larger and possibly earlier
releases from the EBS, UZ, and SZ and larger groundwater doses. Specifically, the dcagw.ech file
contains the AAP (average annual precipition) and the uzflow.rlt file provides the flow rate into each
subarea. By comparing these values, it should be clear whether the soil thickness was effectively set
equal to zero. See the filecomp.out file for the differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flag5/testl directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of these
subdirectories have the v3.2.3e subdirectory. The Version 3.2.3 results are the same files as those stored
in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and SCR273/flagl/testl/100k. All testing output
files are archived on a CD.



Flag 6: UpperUnsaturatedLayerPresenceFlag(yes= l,no=0)
Description: The implementation of the UUL component involved variables in NFENV, EBSREL,

and EXEC. As discussed in the User's Guide for 3.1.4 in section 4.2.1 NFENV
considers several parameters that are properties of the UUL, namely:
rock temperature
relative humidity
downward flow rate of groundwater
pH and chloride concentration

For the purposes of importance analysis the following concepts were implemented.

rock temperature

The tpa.inp file contains several parameters which affect rock temperature. The ones
considered for importance analysis are:
AmbientRepositoryTemperature[C]
MassDensityofYMRock[kg/mA3]
SpecificHeatofYMRock[J/(kg-K)]
ThermalConductivityofYMRock[W/(m-K)I
EmissivityOfDriftWall[-]
ElevationOfGroundSurface[m]

When considering the UUL removed case the repository essentially becomes a surface
facility. That is, it is exposed to wind and rain. Lightning and wind driven hail and
sand are not considered. The canisters are considered to be in a ditch (drift) at the
surface with a semicircular cross section , submerged to 50% of their height at
emplacement with base case wall clearances.

The ambient repository temperature is not changed for this case since this is considered a
starting temperature for the host rock.

The mass density of the rock is set to 1.Oe-27 to reflect the low density of air.

The specific heat of the rock is set to 0.1 to reflect the low specific heat of air.

The thermal conductivity of rock is set to 1000.0 to reflect the large cooling effect of the
atmosphere.

The emissivity of the drift wall was set to 0.4 which is half of the original value.
This may be ignored by the code for the backfill case.

The elevation of the ground surface was set to 1072.0 to match the repository
elevation.

relative humidity

No adjustments are made to the handling of relative humidity, since it is calculated
from the temperature which is already adjusted.



downward flow rate of groundwater

Both NFENV and EBSREL were modified to affect the UUL removal. The call to
'nfdrip' was changed in NFENV to base the amount of water entering a drift on the
WP proportional precipitation in a subarea rather than account for reflux or other
diversions.

EBSREL parameters FMULT, FOW, and SubareaWetFraction are adjusted to
remove local diversions of water due to dripping. FMULT is set to 0.1 =
1.0*1.0*0.3*0.35. That is, the reduction of water hitting WP due to diversion around
drift via the capillary barrier is 1.0. The reduction of water hitting the WP due to
diversion to sheet flow is 1.0. The fraction of water dripping due to a drip not hitting
an open hole is 0.3. The fraction of water entering a corrosion hole due to closure by
corrosion products is 0.35. The latter two values are means of the distributions in
the base case.

FOW is set to 1.0 since it represents the fraction infiltration participating in the
wetting process.

The latter two parameters are also changed in EXEC.

SubareaWetFraction is set to 1.0 since 100% of the WP will receive precipitation.

pH and chloride concentration

The pH remains hard coded at 9.0 as requested by S. Mohanty.

The chloride concentration was set to 0.0 to reflect atmospheric conditions. A newly
created name 'ChlorideConcentration" is used to modify the 'xmfcl' variable in
NFENV for the UUL removal case.

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=1,no=0) = 1
(ON) and UpperUnsaturatedLayerPresenceFlag(yes=1,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT
Present) in Version 3.2.3e. Also, a run of the Version 3.2.3 code will be conducted
by setting the tpa.inp file parameters to the values described above (i.e., spent fuel
wet fractions = 0.5, rock density = 1.Oe-27, rock specific heat = 0.1, rock thermal
conductivity = 1000.0, drift wall emissivity = 0.4, ground surface elevation =

1072.0, Fmult = 0.1, Fow = 1.0, subarea wet fraction = 1.0, and chloride
concentration = 0.0) and these results should match the Version 3.2.3e output.

Purpose: This test verifies that (1) the TPA code output is reasonable considering the UUL is
removed and (2) the TPA values as described above are changed in Version 3.2.3e.
In the third run with Version 3.2.3 (change tpa.inp parameter values), the test
verifies that the only changes made are those associated with the tpa.inp parameters
listed above.

TPA Output Files to Compare:
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(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- ebsfail.inp
- ebsrel.inp
- chlrdmf.dat

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results from Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e (with the UUL flag = 0) should be different and most
likely will show earlier and larger releases from the EBS, UZ, and SZ and larger groundwater doses,
because the UUL has been removed. The values for the parameters described above should be in the
ebsfail.inp, ebsrel.inp, and chlrdmf.dat files. For the second run of Version 3.2.3 (using the above
values for the input parameters), the output files should be consistent with the Version 3.2.3e results.
See the filecomp.out file for the differences between these runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flag6/testl directory with l0k and 100k subdirectories; both of
these subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3e and v3.2.3_modified). The second subdirectory
(v3.2.3_modified) contains output for the Version 3.2.3 run with modified tpa.inp parameters (see
the previous section). The Version 3.2.3 results (not modified tpa.inp values) are the same files as
those stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and SCR273/flagl/testl/lOOk. All
testing output files are archived on a CD.
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Flag 7: TSwPresenceFlag(yes= l,no=0)
Description: All NEFTRAN layers can be removed by setting their leg lengths to zero.

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=O) = 1
(ON) and TSwPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version
3.2.3e.

Purpose: This test verifies that the TPA value for thickness of the unsaturated zone TSw unit
was set to zero in the nefiiuz.inp (nefii.inp) file.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- nefiiuz.inp (nefii.inp)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in the output may be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision in
the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run, depending on whether the TSw unit is used in
the unsaturated zone NEFTRAN flow and transport calculations. The TSw unit may be skipped (and
not written to the NEFTRAN input file [nefii.inpl), because of a fast travel time. If the TSsw unit is
skipped in Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e, then the TPA results from both runs should be the same. (In
this case, an additional run will be performed with the TSw unit thickness increased by an order of
magnitude until the unit appears in the nefiiuz.inp file in Version 3.2.3, and this unit should be
missing in the Version 3.2.3e nefiiuz.inp file.) If the TSw unit is not skipped in Versions 3.2.3, then
the Version 3.2.3e results should show the TSw unit is missing from the nefiiuz.inp file and the
release rates should be earlier than in the Version 3.2.3 results. See the filecomp.out file for the
differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flag7/testl directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of
these subdirectories have a v3.2.3e subdirectory. The Version 3.2.3 results (not modified tpa.inp
values) are the same files as those stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and
SCR273/flagl/testl/lOOk. There will be a second subdirectory at the level of the v3.2.3e subdirectory
(force.TSw) with v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e subdirectories for the instances when additional runs of
Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e are required to adjust the thickness of the TSw unit (see the previous
section). All testing output files are archived on a CD.



Flag 8: CHnvPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0)
Description: All NEFTRAN layers can be removed by setting their leg lengths to zero.

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=1,no=0) = 1
(ON) and CHnvPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version
3.2.3e.

Purpose: This test verifies that the TPA value for thickness of the unsaturated zone CHnv unit
was set to zero in the nefiiuz.inp (nefii.inp) file.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- cp.tpa
- nefiiuz.inp (nefii.inp)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in the output may be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision in
the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run, depending on whether the TSw unit is used in
the unsaturated zone NEFTRAN flow and transport calculations. The TSw unit may be skipped (and
not written to the NEFTRAN input file [nefii.inp]), because of a fast travel time. If the TSsw unit is
skipped in Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e, then the TPA results from both runs should be the same. (In
this case, an additional run will be performed with the TSw unit thickness increased by an order of
magnitude until the unit appears in the nefiiuz.inp file in Version 3.2.3, and this unit should be
missing in the Version 3.2.3e nefiiuz.inp file.) If the TSw unit is not skipped in Versions 3.2.3, then
the Version 3.2.3e results should show the TSw unit is missing from the nefiiuz.inp file and the
release rates should be earlier than in the Version 3.2.3 results. See the filecomp.out file for the
differences between these two runs.

The results in the output may be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision in
the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run, depending on whether the CHnv unit is used
in the unsaturated zone NEFTRAN flow and transport calculations. The CHnv unit may be skipped
(and not written to the NEFTRAN input file [nefii.inp]), because of a fast travel time. If the CHnv
unit is skipped in Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e, then the TPA results from both runs should be the same.
(In this case, an additional run will be performed with the CHnv unit thickness increased by an order
of magnitude until the unit appears in the nefiiuz.inp file in Version 3.2.3, and this unit should be
missing in the Version 3.2.3e nefiiuz.inp file.) If the CHnv unit is not skipped in Versions 3.2.3, then
the Version 3.2.3e results should show the CHnv unit is missing from the nefiiuz.inp file and the
release rates should be earlier than in the Version 3.2.3 results. See the filecomp.out file for the
differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:
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This test is stored in the SCR273/flag8/testl directory with l0k and 100k subdirectories; both of
these subdirectories have a v3.2.3e subdirectory. The Version 3.2.3 results (not modified tpa.inp
values) are the same files as those stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and
SCR273/flagl/testl/lOOk. There will be a second subdirectory at the level of the v3.2.3e subdirectory
(force CHnv) with v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e subdirectories for the instances when additional runs of
Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e are required to adjust the thickness of the CHnv unit (see the previous
section). All testing output files are archived on a CD.
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Flag 9: CHnzPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0)
Description: All NEFTRAN layers can be removed by setting their leg lengths to zero.

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=1,no=0) = 1
(ON) and CHnzPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version
3.2.3e.

Purpose: This test verifies that the TPA value for thickness of the unsaturated zone CHnz unit
was set to zero in the nefiiuz.inp (nefii.inp) file.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- nefiiuz.inp (nefii.inp)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in the output may be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision),
except for the time and date of the run, depending on whether the CHnz unit is used in the
unsaturated zone NEFTRAN flow and transport calculations. The CHnz unit may be skipped (and
not written to the NEFTRAN input file [nefii.inp]), because of a fast travel time. If the CHnz unit is
skipped in Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e, then the TPA results from both runs should be the same. (In
this case, an additional run will be performed with the CHnz unit thickness increased by an order of
magnitude until the unit appears in the nefiiuz.inp file in Version 3.2.3, and this unit should be
missing in the Version 3.2.3e nefiiuz.inp file.) If the CHnz unit is not skipped in Versions 3.2.3, then
the Version 3.2.3e results should show the CHnz unit is missing from the nefiiuz.inp file and the
release rates should be earlier than in the Version 3.2.3 results. See the filecomp.out file for the
differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flag9/testl directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of
these subdirectories have a v3.2.3e subdirectory. The Version 3.2.3 results (not modified tpa.inp
values) are the same files as those stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and
SCR273/flagl/testl/100k. There will be a second subdirectory at the level of the v3.2.3e subdirectory
(forceCHnz) with v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e subdirectories for the instances when additional runs of
Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e are required to adjust the thickness of the CHnz unit (see the previous
section). All testing output files are archived on a CD.



Flag 10: PPwPresenceFlag(yes=1 ,no=0)
Description: All NEFTRAN layers can be removed by setting their leg lengths to zero.

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 1
(ON) and PPwPresenceFlag(yes=1,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version
3.2.3e.

Purpose: This test verifies that the TPA value for thickness of the unsaturated zone PPw unit
was set to zero in the nefiiuz.inp (nefii.inp) file.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- cp.tpa
- nefiiuz.inp (nefii.inp)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in the output may be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision in
the cp.tpa.file), except for the time and date of the run, depending on whether the PPw unit is used in
the unsaturated zone NEFTRAN flow and transport calculations. The PPw unit may be skipped (and
not written to the NEFTRAN input file [nefii.inpl), because of a fast travel time. If the PPw unit is
skipped in Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e, then the TPA results from both runs should be the same. (In
this case, an additional run will be performed with the PPw unit thickness increased by an order of
magnitude until the unit appears in the nefiiuz.inp file in Version 3.2.3, and this unit should be
missing in the Version 3.2.3e nefiiuz.inp file.) If the PPw unit is not skipped in Versions 3.2.3, then
the Version 3.2.3e results should show the PPw unit is missing from the nefiiuz.inp file and the
release rates should be earlier than in the Version 3.2.3 results. See the filecomp.out file for the
differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flaglO/testl directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of
these subdirectories have a v3.2.3e subdirectory. The Version 3.2.3 results (not modified tpa.inp
values) are the same files as those stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and
SCR273/flagl/testl/lOOk. There will be a second subdirectory at the level of the v3.2.3e subdirectory
(forcePPw) with v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e subdirectories for the instances when additional runs of
Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e are required to adjust the thickness of the PPw unit (see the previous
section). All testing output files are archived on a CD.



Flag 11: UCFPresenceFlag(yes=1 ,no=0)
Description: All NEFTRAN layers can be removed by setting their leg lengths to zero.

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=1,no=0) = 1
(ON) and UCFPresenceFlag(yes= l,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version
3.2.3e.

Purpose: This test verifies that the TPA value for thickness of the unsaturated zone UCF unit
was set to zero in the nefiiuz.inp (nefii.inp) file.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- nefiiuz.inp (nefii.inp)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in the output may be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision in
the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run, depending on whether the UCF unit is used in
the unsaturated zone NEFTRAN flow and transport calculations. The UCF unit may be skipped (and
not written to the NEFTRAN input file [nefii.inp]), because of a fast travel time. If the UCF unit is
skipped in Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e, then the TPA results from both runs should be the same. (In
this case, an additional run will be performed with the UCF unit thickness increased by an order of
magnitude until the unit appears in the nefiiuz.inp file in Version 3.2.3, and this unit should be
missing in the Version 3.2.3e nefiiuz.inp file.) If the UCF unit is not skipped in Versions 3.2.3, then
the Version 3.2.3e results should show the UCF unit is missing from the nefiiuz.inp file and the
release rates should be earlier than in the Version 3.2.3 results. See the filecomp.out file for the
differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flagl 1/testl directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of
these subdirectories have a v3.2.3e subdirectory. The Version 3.2.3 results (not modified tpa.inp
values) are the same files as those stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and
SCR273/flagl/testl/lOOk. There will be a second subdirectory at the level of the v3.2.3e subdirectory
(forceUCF) with v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e subdirectories for the instances when additional runs of
Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e are required to adjust the thickness of the UCF unit (see the previous
section). All testing output files are archived on a CD.



Flag 12: BFwPresenceFlag(yes= l,no=0)
Description: All NEFTRAN layers can be removed by setting their leg lengths to zero.

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 1
(ON) and BFwPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version
3.2.3e.

Purpose: This test verifies that the TPA value for thickness of the unsaturated zone BFw unit
was set to zero in the nefiiuz.inp (nefii.inp) file.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- nefiiuz.inp (nefii.inp)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in the output may be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision in
the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run, depending on whether the BFw unit is used in
the unsaturated zone NEFTRAN flow and transport calculations. The BFw unit may be skipped (and
not written to the NEFTRAN input file [nefii.inp]), because of a fast travel time. If the BFw unit is
skipped in Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e, then the TPA results from both runs should be the same. (In
this case, an additional run will be performed with the BFw unit thickness increased by an order of
magnitude until the unit appears in the nefiiuz.inp file in Version 3.2.3, and this unit should be
missing in the Version 3.2.3e nefiiuz.inp file.) If the BFw unit is not skipped in Versions 3.2.3, then
the Version 3.2.3e results should show the BFw unit is missing from the nefiiuz.inp file and the
release rates should be earlier than in the Version 3.2.3 results. See the filecomp.out file for the
differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flagl2/testl directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of
these subdirectories have a v3.2.3e subdirectory. The Version 3.2.3 results (not modified tpa.inp
values) are the same files as those stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and
SCR273/flagl/testl/lOOk. There will be a second subdirectory at the level of the v3.2.3e subdirectory
(forceBFw) with v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e subdirectories for the instances when additional runs of
Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e are required to adjust the thickness of the BFw unit (see the previous
section). All testing output files are archived on a CD.



Flag 13: STFFPresenceFlag(yes= l,no=0)
Description: All NEFTRAN layers can be removed by setting their leg lengths to zero.

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes= 1,no=0) = 1
(ON) and STFFPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version
3.2.3e.

Purpose: This test verifies that the TPA value for thickness of the saturated zone STFF unit
was set to zero in the nefiisz.inp (nefii.inp) file.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- nefiisz.inp (nefii.inp)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results should be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision in the cp.tpa
file), except for the time and date of the run, through the input values to the SZ. The SZ release rates
and groundwater doses should show an earlier release with Version 3.2.3e than with Version 3.2.3,
because one of the SZ transport legs (STFF) is removed. The removal of the STFF unit from the
NEFTRAN input file (nefiisz.inp [nefii.inp]) should be evident when comparing the Version 3.2.3
and 3.2.3e nefii.inp files. See the filecomp.out file for the differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flagl3/testl directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of
these subdirectories have the v3.2.3e subdirectory. The Version 3.2.3 results are the same files as
those stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and SCR273/flagl/testl/100k. All
testing output files are archived on a CD.



Flag 14: SAVPresenceFlag(yes=l ,no=0)
Description: All NEFTRAN layers can be removed by setting their leg lengths to zero.

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes= l,no=0) = 1
(ON) and SAVPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in Version
3.2.3e.

Purpose: This test verifies that the TPA value for thickness of the saturated zone SAV unit
was set to zero in the nefiisz.inp (nefii.inp) file.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- nefiisz.inp (nefii.inp)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results should be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision in the cp.tpa
file), except for the time and date of the run, through the input values to the SZ. The SZ release rates
and groundwater doses should show an earlier release with Version 3.2.3e than with Version 3.2.3,
because one of the SZ transport legs (SAV) is removed. The removal of the SAV unit from the
NEFTRAN input file (nefiisz.inp [nefii.inp]) should be evident when comparing the Version 3.2.3
and 3.2.3e nefii.inp files. See the filecomp.out file for the differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flagl4/testl directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of
these subdirectories have the v3.2.3e subdirectory. The Version 3.2.3 results are the same files as
those stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and SCR273/flagl/testl/100k. All
testing output files are archived on a CD.



Flag 15: PumpingWellPresenceFlag(yes= l ,no=0)
Description: The pumping rate in dcagw.f was set to zero to reflect no pumping.

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=O) = 1
(ON) and PumpingWellPresenceFlag(yes=1,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in
Version 3.2.3e.

Purpose: This test verifies that the TPA value for well pumping rate was set to zero and the
larger of the UZ flow rate and streamtube flow rate was used to compute the
groundwater dose.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results should be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision in the cp.tpa
file), except for the time and date of the run, through the output values from DCAGW. The
difference between the Version 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e results should be attributable to using different
dilution volumes. The ratio of the dilution volumes should be equal to the ratio of the Version 3.2.3
and Version 3.2.3e doses at corresponding times. See the filecomp.out file for the differences
between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the SCR273/flagl5/testl directory with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of
these subdirectories have the v3.2.3e subdirectory. The Version 3.2.3 results are the same files as
those stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in SCR273/flagl/testl/lOk and SCR273/flagl/testl/lOOk. All
testing output files are archived on a CD.

Approved by: /SK, 1 Date:
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

An SCR must be filled up for reporting any problems found in a developed code or any necessary
modifications that must be brought into the code. A revised Software Requirement Document (SRD) is
needed if extensive modifications to the code are expected. If one SCR description of a group of small
changes, it will be considered acceptable if specific changes are clearly identified with the modified
modules.

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version:
./tware Developer V. Ca J2
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exec.f.diff

For:
Date:

bigbend!rrice
Thu Dec 10 14:38:22 CST 1998

Submit queue:
Submitted:
Started:

IF 1 / Ethernet / UHSW
Wed Dec 10 14:43:16 1998
Wed Dec 10 14:43:16 1998

R gNig.
QMS 3825 Print System QMS 3825 Print System



0 0(prepared by R. Rice 12/10/98)
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Modified exec.f to scaLLe the tpa outputs by the

number of subareas and the number of realizations

analyzed.

The diff file between the new file ( < ) and the

dev file ( > ) is provided below.

3999,4001d3998

< cc rwr 12/3/98 modified to weight values by the

< nsaanalyzed = istopsuba - istartsuba +

number of subareas analyzed

4003,4009c4000,4002

< cc rwr 12/3/98 modified to weight values by the number of subareas analyzed

< cc cumtempwp(itime)=cumtempwp(itime)/dble(nsa)

< cc cumrelhumwp(itime)=cumrelhumwp(itime)/dble(nsa)

< cc cumcLwp(itime)=cumclwp(itime)/dble(nsa)

< cumtempwp(itime)=cumtempwp(itime)/dbLe(nsaanalyzed)

< cumrelhumwp(itime)=cumrelhumwp(itime)/dble(nsa analyzed)

< cumcLwp(itime)=cumclwp(itime)/dble(nsa analyzed)

> cumtempwp(itime)=cumtempwp(itime)/dble(nsa)

> cumrethumwp(itime)=cumrethumwp(itime)/dble(nsa)

> cumclwp(itime)=cumclwp(itime)/dble(nsa)

4053,4055d4045

< cc rwr 12/3/98 modified to weight values by the number of subareas analyzed

< nsa analyzed = istopsuba - istartsuba + 1

4057,4063c4047,4049

< cc rwr 12/3/98 modified to weight values by the number of subareas analyzed

<cc cumpercinfil(itime,1)=cumpercinfil(itime,1)/dble(nsa)

< cc cumpercinfil(itime,2)=cumpercinfil(itime,2)/dble(nsa)

< cc cumpercinfil(itime,3)=cumpercinfil(itime,3)/dbLe(nsa)

< cumpercinfiL(itime,1)=cumpercinfil(itime,1)/dble(nsaanaLyzed)

< cumpercinfil(itime,2)=cumpercinfiL(itime,2)/dble(nsaanalyzed)

< cumpercinfiL(itime,3)=cumpercinfit(itime,3)/dbLe(nsaanalyzed)

> cumpercinfil(itime,1)=cumpercinfil(itime,1)/dble(nsa)

> cumpercinfil(itime,2)=cumpercinfil(itime,2)/dble(nsa)

> cumpercinfiL(itime,3)=cumpercinfiL(itime,3)/dble(nsa)

4464,4466c4450

< & ciperyraLlsafromsz, cutoff, nsa, istopsuba, istartsuba

< cc rwr 12/3/98 modified to weight values by the number of subareas analyzed

< cc & ciperyrallsafromsz, cutoff, nsa )

> & ciperyralLsafromsz, cutoff, nsa )

5166,5172c5150,5151

< cc rwr 12/3/98 modified to weight values by the number of subareas analyzed

< cc call gsarea(isa, area)

< cc ta = ta + area

< if (isa .ge. istartsuba .and. isa .le. istopsuba) then

< call gsarea(isa, area)

< ta = ta + area

< endif

call gsarea(isa, area)

ta = ta + area



5329,5333c5308

< cc rwr 12/3/98 modified to weight values by the number of realizations analyzed

< cc call scale(1.OdO/dble(nr),maxntime*maxnnuclremperyrgwna(1,1))

< nr analyzed = istopreal - istartreal + 1

< call scale(1.OdO/dble(nr analyzed),

< & maxntime*maxnnuclremperyrgwna(1l1))

> call scale(1.OdO/dbLe(nr),maxntimelmaxnnuclremperyrgwna(1l1))

5340,5342c5315

< cc rwr 12/3/98 modified to weight values by the number of realizations analyzed

< cc call scale( 1.OdO/dble(nr), ntim, remperyrgwsa(1) )

< call scale( 1.OdO/dble(nr analyzed), ntim, remperyrgwsa(1)

> call scale( 1.OdO/dbLe(nr), ntim, remperyrgwsa(1)

5358,5361c5331

< cc rwr 12/3/98 modified to weight values by the number of realizations analyzed

< cc call scale( 1.OdO/dbLe(nr), ntim, remperyrgssa(1)

< nranalyzed = istopreaL - istartreal + 1

< call scale( 1.OdO/dbLe(nranalyzed), ntim, remperyrgssa(1)

> call scale( 1.OdO/dble(nr), ntim, remperyrgssa(1)

5390,5393c5360

< cc rwr 12/3/98 modified to weight values by the number of realizations analyzed

< cc call scale( 1.OdO/dble(nr), maxntime*43, remperyrgsna(1,1)

< call scale( 1.OdO/dble(nr analyzed),

< & maxntime*43, remperyrgsna(1,1) )

> call scale( 1.OdO/dble(nr), maxntime*43, remperyrgsna(1,1)

5641,5643c5608

< & ciperyrallsafromsz, cutoff, nsa, istopsuba, istartsuba

< cc rwr 12/3/98 modified to weight values by the number of subareas analyzed

* cc & ciperyrallsafromsz, cutoff, nsa

> & ciperyrallsafromsz, cutoff, nsa

5665,5667d5629

< cc rwr 12/3/98 modified to weight values by the number of subareas analyzed

< c istopsuba = input, integer, Last subarea analyzed

< c istartsuba = input, integer, first subarea analyzed

5721,5727c5683,5684

< cc rwr 12/3/98 modified to weight values by the number of subareas analyzed

< cc call gsarea(isa, area)

< cc ta = ta + area

< if (isa .ge. istartsuba .and. isa .le. istopsuba) then

< call gsarea(isa, area)

< ta = ta + area

< endif

" -, // 6 ?-

call gsarea(isa, area)

ta = ta + area



SCR-272 Test report

The following are scientific notebook entries from Rob Rice recorded
during the testing of the TPA code for SCR-272. The key phrase
"tested the differences" indicates both that the test were performed
and successfull.

12/3/98

continued to edit and rewrite the tpa3. 1.4 paper

after testing the script file tparun, this file was
copied by Hollis Thomas onto his disk that will
be delivered to the NRC (along with the fortprocess
source code and input file) - these files may be
found at d:\fortprocess

modified exec.f to correctly determine the average
values in infilper.res, nearfld.res, and the r*a.tpa
files for the cases when the user sets start/stop for
the subareas and realizations at something besides
1 to 7 and 1 to the maxrealization
(tested the differences)
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SCR-272 Test report

The following are notebook entries from Rob Rice recorded
during the testing of the TPA code for SCR-272. The key phrase
"tested the differences" indicates both that the test were performed
and successful.

12/3/98

continued to edit and rewrite the tpa3 .1.4 paper

after testing the script file tparun, this file was
copied by Hollis Thomas onto his disk that will
be delivered to the NRC (along with the fortprocess
source code and input file) - these files may be
found at d:\fortprocess

modified exec.f to correctly determine the average
values in infilper.res, nearfld.res, and the r*a.tpa
files for the cases when the user sets start/stop for
the subareas and realizations at something besides
1 to 7 and 1 to the maxrealization
(tested the differences)
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: /Project No:
Assigns): PA-SCR-274 TPA 3.2.3 20-1402-762

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

szft.f, and uzft.f.

The test for 0 release from EBS and uzft assumes that the release curves are monotonically
increasing for the duration of the simulation. This is true for 10k year runs , but does not hold
for 100k years. Runs with early peaks are erroneously reset to zero when their last time step
has a small release.

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):
S. Mohanty S. Mohanty
Date: 5-28-99 Date: 5-28-99

Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (If changes not implemented, please
justify):

The testing loops were changed to include all time steps in the test for zero releases.

Implemented by: | Date:
Ron Janetzke 7-20-99

Description of Acceptance Tests:

e e + Ad TeL ub

Test y: Rob Rice Date: d o Aj
TIC UP I * 'e m oh's By 9~~~~~~401

CNWRA Form TOP-5 (01/99)
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TPA Version 3.3 Test Plan: PA-SCR-274

Task Description:

Reason for Change:

Adjust test for zero release in uzft.f at line 295 to capture early peaks
followed by a tail approaching zero

If the release of the last time step is less than i0-' for the sum of all
nuclides, then all releases for all times are set to zero. This can zero out
peaks that occur early in the simulation.

Analyst: Robert Rice Date: 9/8/99

Controlled Version:
Modified Version:
9/8/99

Version 3.2.3 Released July 15,1999
Version 3.2.3e Received from R. Janetzke via email attachment on

Tests:

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 1 0,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON.

Purpose: Because Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e should have the same results using their
accompanying tpa.inp files, this test verifies the modifications introduced in
Version 3.2.3e do not change the output.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in all output files should be the same (within the differences of single versus double
precision in the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run. See the filecomp.out file for the
differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This is the same test that was performed for SCR-273. Refer to the SCR273/testl directory with
10k and 100k subdirectories; both of these subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3 and
v3.2.3e). All testing output files are archived on a CD.

Test 2. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr, and all append files ON, but switch from IMODEL=2 to IMODEL = 1 (early
releases rates that decrease to very small values [essentially zero] at 100,000 yr)



Purpose: The EBS release rates using the basecase model (IMODEL=2) are J L
typically a slowly decreasing release rate with time. However,
other models (e.g., IMODEL=I) have high release rates at early
times which quickly decrease to small values, less than 10-'5 Ci/yr,
at later times. This test verifies that the test to determine whether
to set all EBS release rates to zero in uzft.f by checking only the
release rates at the end of the simulation (which is implemented in
Version 3.2.3) is correctly replaced in Version 3.2.3e with a test to
check all time steps.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in the output files should be the same (within the differences between single versus
double precision in the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date, through ebsrel.ech. (i.e., the
uzflow, nfenv , and ebsfail *.rlt and *.ech files). Thereafter, the release rates in ebsrel.rlt should be
examined and for those runs with releases less than I0-'5 Ci/yr at 100,000 yr, the Version 3.2.3
code results should show zero releases at all times in uzft.rlt. Whereas the Version 3.2.3e code
should have early, nonzero release rates with very small releases at 100,000 yr. If the release rates
are less than I0' Ci/yr, then this will also be evident in the 10,000 yr results; otherwise the
Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e results will be the same for 10,000 yr. See the filecomp.out file for the
differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

The test documentation is archived on a CD in the SCR274/test2 directory with 10k and 100k
subdirectories; both of these subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e). All testing
output files are archived on a CD.

Approved by: Date:
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SOFT`WARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: /Project No:
Assigns): PA-SCR-275 TPA 3.2.3 20-1402-762

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

exec.f, ashplume.f, snllhs.f

Standalone codes ASHPLUME and SNLLHS do not display date and time of execution in the
standard out put stream. This is contrary to code development QA requirements.

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):
S. Mohanty S. Mohanty By l
Date: 5-28-99 Date: 5-28-99 q p
Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (If changes not implemented, please
justify):

The ZPORT system interface routines were used to access host machine date and time function
and display the execution start time in the standard output stream.

Implemented by: ,jDate:
Ron Janetzke 7-20-99

Description of Acceptance Tests:

by:RobRie DTaeteAteY:

Tested by: Rob Rice •~ Date: / S£ s'>*fi- ~ Ah~ ./<ro)

CNWRA Form TOP-5 (01/99)
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TPA Version 3.3 Test Plan: PA-SCR-275

Task Description:

Reason for Change:

Add date and time to ashplume.f and snllhs.f output files.

The date and time are not present now. This change will bring these codes
in line with the standard QA procedures..

Analyst: Robert Rice Date: 9/8/99

Controlled Version:
Modified Version:
9/8/99

Version 3.2.3 Released July 15,1999
Version 3.2.3e Received from R. Janetzke via email attachment on

Tests:

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON.

Purpose: Because Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e should have the same results using their
accompanying tpa.inp files, this test verifies the modifications introduced in
Version 3.2.3e do not change the output.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in all output files should be the same (within the differences of single versus double
precision in the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run. See the filecomp.out file for the
differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This is the same test that was performed for SCR-273. Refer to the SCR273/testl directory with
1 Ok and I 00k subdirectories; both of these subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3 and

v3.2.3e). All testing output files are archived on a CD.

Test 2. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr, including all append files ON and the VOLCANO flag ON.

Purpose: Because Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e should not have the same results with
their accompanying tpa.inp files, this test verifies that, by activating the
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VOLCANO flag, the modifications introduced in Version 3.2.3e do not
change the output and the time and date in the snllhs.out and ashplume.out
files are written correctly in a format that matches the time and date in
other output files.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- snllhs.out
- ashplume.out

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in the *.tpa, *.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum files should be the same (within the differences
between single versus double precision in the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run.
The values in the snllhs.out and ashplume.out files should be the same, except there should be a
header giving the correct time and date of the run in the format used in other output files (e.g., the
*ech, *.rlt, *.cum, and *.tpa files). See the filecomp.out file for the differences between these two
runs.

Documentation of Testing:

The test documentation is archived on a CD in the SCR275/test2 directory with 10k and 100k
subdirectories; both of these subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e). All testing
output files are archived on a CD.

Approved by: Date:
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORI (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: /Project No:
Assigns): PA-SCR-276 TPA 3.2.3 20-1402-762

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

sampler.f

The sampler output file 'cp.tpa' displays only 6 digits of precision. This is not enough to
capture all of the digits of an integer of the size of the random number seed (9). Some integers
could require as much as 11 digits.

Change Requested by: |Change Authorized by (Software Developer): l
S. Mohanty S. Mohanty JO l
Date: 5-28-99 Date: 5-288-99 k
Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (If changes not implemented, please
justify):

The output format was changed to 16 digits of precision for floating point values. The integer
format was also changed to align the integer display with the new format.

Implemented by: Date:l
Ron Janetzke $( |8-9-99

Description of Acceptance Tests:

%ee 6jfo-cf-e Peslf& y2a ~tfi s D
~~e e z~'#O/e re St

Tested by: Rob Rice Date: ,S£E 4 S o t a

CNWRA Form TOP-5 (01/99)
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TPA Version 3.3 Test Plan: PA-SCR-276

Task Description:

Reason for Change:

Convert the format of the cp.tpa file from single precision to double
precision. This file is not read by other TPA modules. The controlling
format statement is in sampler.f.

Currently all floating point values are provided in a single
precision format. This is a problem for integers that are converted
to double precision in the reader subroutine (e.g.
RandomNumberSeed).

Analyst: Robert Rice Date: 9/8/99

Controlled Version: Version 3.2.3 Released July 15,1999
Modified Version: Version 3.2.3e Received from R. Janetzke via email attachment
on 9/8/99

Tests:

Test 1. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000
and 100,000 yr with all append files ON.

Purpose: Because Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e should have the same results
using their accompanying tpa.inp files, this test verifies the
modifications introduced in Version 3.2.3e change only the
constant values specified in tpa.inp, which are written to cp.tpa in
double (Version 3.2.3e) instead of single (Version 3.2.3) precision.
The calculated values should be the same in the two versions.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in all output files should be the same, except for the time and date of the run
and the differences of single (Version 3.2.3) versus double (Version 3.2.3e) precision in
the cp.tpa file. See the filecomp.out file for the differences between these two runs.
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Documentation of Testing:

This is the same test that was performed for SCR-273. Refer to the SCR273/testl
directory with l0k and 100k subdirectories; both of these subdirectories have two
subdirectories (v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e). These subdirectories the output file comparisons
(filecomp.out). All testing of these output files are archived on a CD.

317

Approved by: ..2r i V'-) Date:
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: /Project No:
Assigns): PA-SCR-277 TPA 3.2.3 20-1402-762

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

exec.f, reader.f, readerl.i, reader2.i, reader3.i, reader4.i and tpanames.dbs

The tpanames.dbs file must be updated whenever a new parameter is added to the tpa.inp input
file. This can be a cumbersome process for the user or developer. An automated scheme is
desired to insert the new parameter and its abbreviation into the tpanames.dbs file.

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):
S. Mohanty S. Mohanty
Date: 5-28-99 Date: 5-28-99 a__

Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (If changes not implemented, please
justify):

A set of new routines were developed to read the tpanames.dbs file into an internal data base ,
and permit rapid search and update activities. The data base consists of two arrays, one for the
parameter name and one for the abbreviation. These changes require all parameters to be
registered in the tpanames.dbs file except types of 'iflag', even if they are used as run control
information and not necessarily as physical parameters.

Implemented by- Date:
Ron Janetzke _ 8-27-99

Description of Acce 9 tance Tests:

T e b: Roe Re Dte 5T rS Am

Tested by: Rob Rice Date: /¢ > C = o

CNWRA Form TOP-5 (01/99)



TPA Version 3.3 Test Plan: PA-SCR-277

Task Description: Automate the generation of the tpanames.dbs file by updating this
file with parameter names and abbreviations whenever new
parameters (non-iflags) are added to tpa.inp.

Reason for Change: The tpanames.dbs file contains all of the parameter names in tpa.inp
and an abbreviation for each name. When parameter names are
added to the TPA code, it may be a cumbersome process to update
the tpanames.dbs file. This change will automatically update the
tpanames.dbs file.

Analyst: Robert Rice Date: 9/8/99

Controlled Version: Version 3.2.3 Released July 15,1999
Modified Version: Version 3.2.3e Received from R. Janetzke via email attachment
on 9/8/99

Tests:

Test 1.Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON.

Purpose: Because Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e should have the same results
using their accompanying tpa.inp files, this test verifies the
modifications introduced in Version 3.2.3e do not change the output.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in all output files should be the same (within the differences of single versus
double precision in the cp.tpa files), except for the time and date of the run. See the
filecomp.out file for the differences between these two runs.
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Documentation of Testing:

This is the same test that was performed for SCR-273. Refer to the SCR273/testl directory
with 10k and 100k subdirectories; both of these subdirectories have two subdirectories
(v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e). All testing output files are archived on a CD.

Test 2. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON and add ten new parameter names (ten
different distribution types) and two parameter names that are iflags to each tpa.inp
file.

Purpose: Because Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e should have the same results
using their accompanying tpa.inp files, this test verifies the
modifications introduced in Version 3.2.3e do not change the output.
The test also checks that the tpanames.dbs file from Version 3.2.3e
contains the new tpa.inp parameter names and abbreviations without
the parameter names that are iflags. The Version 3.2.3 tpanames.dbs
should not be different.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- tpanames.dbs

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in all output files should be the same (within the differences of single versus
double precision in the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run. The new
parameter names (without the parameter names that are iflags) should be contained in the
tpanames.dbs file in the Version 3.2.3e run. See the filecomp.out file for the differences
between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

The test documentation is archived on a CD in the SCR277/test2 directory with 10k and
100k subdirectories; both of these subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3 and
v3.2.3e). All testing output files are archived on a CD.



Test 3. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON and add a new parameter name that is in all in
upper case letters and matches one of the abbreviations in the tpanames.dbs file.

Purpose: Because Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e should have the same results
using their accompanying tpa.inp files, this test verifies the
modifications introduced in Version 3.2.3e do not change the output.
The test also checks that the Version 3.2.3e code accepts a
parameter name that matches one of the abbreviations in the
tpanames.dbs file. The Version 3.2.3 tpanames.dbs should not be
different.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- tpanames.dbs

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in all output files should be the same (within the differences of single versus
double precision in the cp.tpa file and additional parameter names introduced in Version
3.2.3e tpa.inp file), except for the time and date of the run. The new parameter name with
all upper case letters that matches an abbreviation in tpanames.dbs should be included in
the Version 3.2.3e tpanames.dbs file. See the filecomp.out file for the differences between
these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

The test documentation is archived on a CD in the SCR277/test3 directory with 10k and
100k subdirectories; both of these subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3 and
v3.2.3e). All testing output files are archived on a CD.

Test 4. Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON and add a two new parameter names that are
the same in upper case letters, but different in lower case.

Purpose: Because Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3e should have the same results
using their accompanying tpa.inp files, this test verifies the
modifications introduced in Version 3.2.3e do not change the output
and the tpanames.dbs file from Version 3.2.3e reconciles having
two parameters names with the same upper case letters in the



abbreviation written to the tpanames.dbs file. The Version 3.2.3
tpanames.dbs should not be different.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- tpanames.dbs

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in all output files should be the same (within the differences of single versus
double precision in the cp.tpa file and the two parameter names introduced in Version
3.2.3e tpa.inp file), except for the time and date of the run. The two new parameter names
with the same upper case letters should be accepted and included in the abbreviations
written to the Version 3.2.3e tpanames.dbs file. See the filecomp.out file for the differences
between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

The test documentation is archived on a CD in the SCR277/test4 directory with 10k and
100k subdirectories; both of these subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3 and
v3.2.3e). All testing output files are archived on a CD.

Approved by: Date:
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'testing began to the Test Plans for SCRs 273 - 277. A directory structure described in the test plans was

created on the -c:\" partition in the subdirectory 'testing_3.2.3e".
Srhe tests will be conducted in the same order provided in the test plans with the first being for SCR 273.

TESTING FOR SCR273

Note: (1) the file comparisons [filecomp.bat and filecomp.outl are located in the v3.2.3 subdirectories for
all tests unless otherwise noted)

(2) contrary to the information stated on the test plans, the v3.2.3 and v3.2-3e source codes wcrc

delivered on a single CD prepared by R. Janetzke on 9124/99.

SCR273\flag1ltest1\1Ok - Expected Resultst The filecomp.out file shows no differences in the output files
when compared to the results in the SCR273\flagl Vtestl\l OkWv3.2-3 subdirectory(*.res, *.tpa [except

spquery.tpa, see below], *.rlt, ..ech, and .cum), except for the expected differences noted in the test plan

for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision) and the time, date ad header of the run A comparison
between the v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e cp.tpa files performed using an EXCEL spreadsheet indicates no

differences except those attributable to precision. It is also noted that the 15 new flags for the importance
analysis are present in the cp.tpa file from v3.2.3c. Additionally, there are a handful (I 0 or so) parameter

names that are queried for a value one more time in version 3.2.3e than in version 3.2.3. The reasons fbr

these differences are identified below for the 1 00k-yr run.

SCR273\f1sg1\testl\100k - Unexpected Results: The filecomp.out file in the v3.2.3 subdirectory shows

many differences in the output files when compared to the results in the SCR273\flagl testl\1 OOk\v3.2.3

subdirectory in addition to the expected differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs.

double precision) and the time, datc. and header of the run. As mentioned earlier, there are a handful (10 or
so) parameter names that are queried for a value one more time in version 3.2.3c than in version 3.2.3. The
reasons for this difference are attributable to a different methodology used to determine the WP_Stiffiess in
the two versions. In version 3.2.3e, the following approach is used (from seismo.f):

cc rwj 7-2-99 importance analysis
cc Calculate package stiffness.
cc (Page 4-41 of 3.1.4 User's Guide)
cc 3.14159do is pi

WPWall = OuterWPThickness + AInnerWPThickne3s
Rave = WPDiameter - WPWall/2.OdO

Package-Stiffness = 48.dO * Package_Modulus * 3.14159dO *

& Rave**3 * WPWall / WPLenqth**3

and the screen print shows the following:

(v3.2-3):
xec! calling seismo
xec: failed WPs from INITIAL event = 16 at time = 0.0 yr

xec: failed WPs from CORROSION event = 1647 at time = 20525.6 yr

(v3.2.3):
xec: calling seismo
xec: failed WPs from INITIAL event = 16 at time = 0.0 yr

Z00'd d86e:0 66/SZ/TT e580-le5-516-l



xec: failed WPS from SEISMIC event = 4 at time - 4169.3 yr

xec: failed WPs from CORROSION event = 1643 at time * 20525.6 yr

The results, as documented in filecomp.out, before the execution of SUISMO are the same for both
versions, however after SEISMO the results are inconsistent.

To verify that the additional code in SEISMO was causing this difference, TPA runs were performed with

the SEISMO flag OFF in "test" subdirectories located below the v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e subdirectories. A

comparison of the output from these two runs verifies that the differences in the output were caused by the

additional code in SEISMO. All other results were expected and consistent between the v3.2.3 and v.3.2.3e

runs. Furthermore, the increased number of times certain parameters were queried for a value (as identified
in the 1 Ok-yr analysis) is solely attributable to the additional code in SEISMO.

SCR273\fltg1%test2k10k - Expected Results: The filecomp.out file in the SCR273\flalgl\test2\1 Ok\v3.2.3c
subdirectory shows no differences in the output files when compared to the results in the
SCR273\flagl\testl\l0k\v3.2.3 subdiroctory(*.rcs, *.tpa, *.rlt, *.ech, and *.cum), except for the expected

differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header

of the run, and differences described and explained carlicr in this report. Based on the previous testing,
there arc no unexpected results.

SCR273\AK1\test2\100k - Expected Results: The filecomp.out file in the
SCR273\flagl\test2\lOOk\v3.2.3c subdirectory shows no diffurences in the output files when compared to

the results in the SCR273\flaglktestl l OOkWv3.2.3 subdirectory(*.res. *.tpa, *.rlt, *.ech, and *.cum), except

for the expected differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time,
date, and header of the run, and differences described and explained earlier in this report. To remove the
differences in results attributable to modifications in the SEISMO methodology that was identified in testl
at 100 kyr, the "test" subdirectory below the SCR273\flagl \test2\1 OOkv3 .2.3e subdirectory contains a

TPA run perforned without SEISMO. The TPA results in this subdirectory (specifically, refer to the
filecornp.out file) verify that the output from v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e are consistent. Thus, based on the previous
testing, there are no unexpected results.

SCR273Xflag1\tcst3%1Ok- Expccted Results: The filecomp.out file in the SCR273\klagl\rest3\lOk\v3.2.3c
subdirectory shows no differences in the output files when compared to the results in the
SCR273\flagl\testl\l0k\v3.2.3 subdirectory(*.res, *.tpa, *.rit, *.ech, and *.cum), except for the expected
differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header

of the run, and differences described and explained earlier in this report. Based on the previous testing,
there are no unexpected results.

SCR273UIag1\tcst3U80k - Expected Results: Thu filecomp.out file in the
SCR273\flagl\test3\l00k\v3.2.3e subdirectory shows no differences in the output files when compared to
the results in the SCR273\flaglitestl\100k\v3.2.3 subdirectory (*.res, *.tpa, .rlt, *.ech, and *.cum), except

for the expected differences noted in the test plan for the ep.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time,
date, and header of the run, and differences described and explained earlier in this report. '1o remove the

differences in results attributable to modifications in the SEISMO methodology that was identified in test I

at 100 kyr, the "test" subdirectory below the SCR273\flagl\tcst2\l 00k\v3.2.3c subdirectory contains a

TPA run performed without SEISMO. The TPA results in this subdirectory (specifically, refer to the

filocomp.out Mile) verify that the output from v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e are consistent. Thus. based on the previous
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testing, there arc no unexpected results.

SCR273lg1l\test4\10k and SCR273\fg1\test4\100k; The v3.2.3e subdirectories in the
SCR273\flagl test4\1 Ok and SCR273\flaggl cst4\lOOk directories contain the preliminary output from
these runs. Final testing for SCR273\flagl\test4\lOk and SCR273\flagl\test4\O00k will be conducted after
the changes identified in this report arc addressed to verify that all flags can be activated and the results are
reasonable. The testing performed for this SCR indicated that all flags could be activated and that the
I O-kyr and I QO-kyr results are reasonable (i.e., all WPs fail at tP-O; EBS, UZ, and SZ releases are equal;
and peak doses and doses at the end of the simulation time are high). These results are reasonable because
with all flags activated the groundwater dose directly arises from EiBS release rates.

SCR273\hg2ItestlUOk - Expected Results: The filecomp.out file in the
SCR273\flag2\testl\ I Ok\v3.2.3_modified subdirectory shows no differences in the output files (*.res, t.tpa,
*.rlt, '.ech, and .cum) compared to the v3.2.3e subdirectory, except for the expected differences noted in

the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run, and
differences described and explained earlier in this report. Based on the previous testing, there are no
unexpected results.

SCR273\Uu2\test1l1OOk - Expected Results: The filecomp-out file in the
SCR273Xflag2\Iestl\l OOkv3.2.3 modified subdirectory shows no differences in the output files (*.res,
*.tpa, *.rlt, .ech, and *.cum) compared to the v3.2.3e subdirectory, except for the expected difficrences
noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run,
and differences described and explained earlier in this report. Based on the previous testing, there are no
unexpected results.

SC2713\kfg3\tcstl\10k- Expected Results: The filecomp.out file in the
SCPR273\flag3\testl\lOk\v3.2.3 modified subdirectory shows no differences in the output tiles ('-res, Stpa.
*.rt, .ech, and *.cum) compared to the v3-2.3c subdirectory, except for the expected differences noted in
the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run, and
differences described and explained earlier in this report. Based on the previous testing, there are no
unexpected results.

SCR273lt3\testl\100k - Expected Results: The filocomp.out file in the
SCR273\flag3\tcstl\l OOkv3.2.3_modified subdirectory shows no differences in the output files (4Xres,
*.tpa. *.rlt, *.ch, and *.cum) compared to the v3.2.3c subdirectory, except for the expected differences
noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, dale and header of the run,
and differenccs described and explained earlier in this report. Based on the prcvious testing, there are no
unexpected results.

SCR273\Lag4\testl\10k - Expected Results: The lilecomp.out file in the SCR273\flag4\testl\10k\v3.2.3e
subdirectory shows no differences in the output files when compared to the results in the
SCR273V1ag1\testl\1Ok\v3.2-3 subdirectory(*.rcs, *Apa, *.rlt, .ech, and .cum), except for the expected
differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header
of the run, and differences described and explained earlier in this report. Based on the previous testing,
there arc no unexpected results.

SCR273\flag4\testl\100k - Expected Results: The filecomrp.out file in the
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SCR273\flag4\tcstl\1 OOk\v3.2,3e subdirectory shows no differences in the output files when compared to

the results in the SCR273\flag\ltestl\100k\v3.2.3 subdirectory (.res, *.tpa, *.rlt, *.ech, and *.cum), except

ror the expected differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time,

date, and header of the run, and differences described and explained earlier in this report. To remove the

differences in results attributable to modifications in the SEISMO methodology that was identified in tcstl

at 100 kyr, the -test" subdirectory below the SCR273\flag4\tcstl\lOok\v3.2.3c subdirectory contains a

TPA run performed without SEISMO. ThB: TPA results in this subdirectory (specifically. refer to the
filecomp.out file) verify that the output fromn v3.2.3 and v3.2.3c are consistent. Thus, based on the previous
testing, there are no unexpected results.

SCR273\flaOStest\1IOk - Expected Resubs: The filecomp.out file in the SCR273\flag5\tCstl \ I Ok\v3 .2.3c
subdirectory shows many expected differences in the output files when compared to the results in the

SCR273\flagl\testl\lOk\v3.2.3 subdirectory(*.res, *.tpa, *.rlt, *.ccb, and *cum), including the expected

differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header

of the run, and differenecs described and explained earlier in this report.

SCRZ73\fitg5\test1\100k - Expected Results: The filecomp-out file in the
SCR273\flag5\testl\100k\v3.2.3c subdirectory shows many expected differences in the output files when

compared to the results in the SCR273\flagl\testl\I OOk\v3.2.3 subdirectory(*.res, *.tpa, *.rlt, *.ech, and

*.cum), including the expected differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double

precision), the time, date and header of the run, and differences described and explained earlier in this

report.

For flagS testing, to explain the results and understand whether the behavior is reasonable the following
hand calculations were conducted and plots prepared.

To compute the area of subarea 1, the following EXCEL was used (note that the area of subarea 1 is

791,564 mn2) using the methodology in subarea.f.

Subarea 1
x y di 625.8528

547472 4079324 d2 I 338817
548069.2 4079137 d3 114641 5 areal 415011.4
547847.3 4077816
547318.4 4077934 dl 541.8598

d2 1398.163
d3 82467.62 area2 376553.2

total area 791564.6

From the dcagw.ech file, the AAP (average annual precipitation) at a representative time (i.e., t 0) is

6.4094 in/yr [or 0. 1628 m/yrj. Since subarea has an area of about 792,000 mA2, the volumctric now rate

of year in subarea I is 129,000 mr3/yr. This valuv is reasonable when compared to the volumetric flow

rate in uzflow.rit. which is 141,320 mn3/yr. The difvrcnes appear to be attributable to subarea
dependencies and the differences are reasonable.
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The Following plot shows the difference between v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e flow rates if the soil is removed. As
expected, when the soil is removed, the flow rate shows a large increase.

UZFLOW Output Flow Rates for Subarea 1

2-510 -O-V3.23 (SoilIPresenl)

S 2 10 '43 2.3e (No Sol
0210,

To firther 5_ _ x explore these
results and 110 whether the flow
rates are 5 104 reasonable,
additional 0 TPA runs For

I OO kyr were 2 104 41 4 6 104 8 lo" 110i performed with
the SEISMO Time (yr) flag OFF using
v3.2.3e and v3.2.3 (see the
SCR273\flag5testl\1 00k\v3 .2.3e~test and SCR273\flag5\test I \1 OOk\v3.2.3_modified subdirectories). The
v3.2.3 code was run using modified soil depth data in soildem.dat with all the soil thicknesses set equal to
zero. Using the filecomp.bat file, the results in these two directories were found to be the same. Thus, based
on this run and the plot and hand calculation presented previously, the flag in v3.2.3c is correctly setting
the soil thicknesses to zeo.

SCR273\flag6Mtest1\t0k and SCR273 g6Xtcast1\lUOk - Unexpected Results: The filecomp-out file in
the SCR273\flag6\testl\1Ok\v3.2.3c and SCR273\flag6\testl\100k\v3.2.3e subdirectories shows many
differences in the output files when compared to the results in the SCR273\flagl~testl\lOk\v3.2.3 and
SCR273\flagl\testM\l00k\v3.2.3 subdirectories and the SCR273\flag6\testl\l WOkv 2.3_modified and
SCR273\flag,6\testl \ I OOlcv3.2.3_modified stibdirectories (.res, 4.tpa, .rlt, *.ech, and .cum). The results
from these runs are quite different because of what appears to be a inconsistency in the implementation of
the UUL presence flag. The other changes (i.e., factors affecting the repository temperature, FOW,
FMULT, removal of near-field reflux and losses, and the subarea wet fraction) appear to be correctly
implemented. The inconsistency is related to setting the chloride concentration equal to zro The following
example shows that the screm message has a different WP corrosion time for the v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e
simulations. This difference are most likely attributed to tho cbloride concentrations (note the expected
results of an later failure time for v3.2.3, with [Cl] = 0, than for v3.2.3e, which has a nonzero [Cl]):

v3.2.3:

subarea 1 of 7 realization 1 of 1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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xec:
xec:
xec:

xec:
xec:
xec:

calling uzilow
calling nfenv
calling ebsfail
ebsfail; time of WP failure -
calling seismo
failed WPs from INITIAL event -
failed WPs from CORROSION event =

26840.6 yr

16 at time =
1647 at time -

0.0 yr
26840.6 yr

v3.2.3c

subarea 1 of 7 realization 1 of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1

xec:
xec!
xec:

xec:
xec:
xec:
xec:
e **

calling uzflow
calling nfenv
calling ebsfail
ebstail; time of WP failure =

calling seismo
failed WPs from INITIAL event =
failed WPs from SEISMIC event =
failed WPs from CORROSION event =
failed WPs; all WPs failed ***

197S6..2 yr

16 at time -
4 at time =

1643 at time -

0.0 yr
4169.3 yr

19756.2 yr

xec: calling ebsrel

Note: For the following tests (flags 7 to 14) which remove hydrostratigraphic units from the UZ or SZ, the
test procedure was streamlined from that described in the Test Plan, in that for v3.2.3e, the flag was
activated, while for v3.2.3 the hydrostratigraphic unit thickness was set cqual to zero in tpa.inp (i.e.,
instead of forcing the hydrostratigraphic unit to be considered, the unit was rcmoved using the flag in
v3.2.3c and the thicknesses were set equal to zero in v3.2.3; thus, the results should be the same). For these
tests, the filecomp.out file should be the same, whereas filecorn2.out, (comparison between v3.2.3e runs
with the different hydrostratigraphic units removed and the base case runs of v3.2.3 in SCR273\flagl\testl
for I Ok yr and 100 kyr) should be different.

SCR273ftlAg7\test\10k - Expeced Results: The filecomp.out file in the SCR273\flag7\testI\1 Ok\v3.2-3e
subdirectory shows no differences in the output files compared to the
SCR273\flag7\testl\I Ok\v3.2.3 modified subdirectory, except for the expected difficrnces noted in the test
plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. doubic precision), the time, date and header of the run, mid differences
described and explained earlier in this report. As expected, filecom2.out file (comparison bctwemn
SCR273\flag7\testl\l Ok\v3.2.3e and SCR273\Vlagl\tcstl\lOk\v3.2.3 results) shows ditTerences in the
results, which indicates the unit was removed from the calculations.

SCR273%flag7Atest1X100k - Expected Restlts: The filecomp.out file in the
SCR273\flag7\testl\I OOkXv3.2.3e subdirectory shows no differences in the output files compared to the
SCR273\flag7\testl\l OOkv3.2-3 modifled subdirectory, except for the expected differences notod in the
test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run, and
differences described and explained earlier in this report. (Note that for the IOG.-kyr simulations the
SEISMO flag was not activated, because of reasons described previously.) As expected, filocom2.out file
(comparison between SCR273\flag7\test1\10)0k\v3.2.3c and SCR273\flag1\testl\1Ok\v3.2-3 results)
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shows differences in the results, which indicates the unit was removed from the calculations.

SCR273%flag8\tcst1\10k - Expected Results; The filecornp.out tile in the SCR273\flag8\tcstl\l Ok\v3.2.3e
subdirectory shows no differences in the output files compared to the
SCR273\flagf\testlUlOkW3.2.3_modified subdirectory, except for the expected differences noted in the test
plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run, and differences
described and explained earlier in this report. As expected, filecom2.out file (comparison between
SCR273\flag8\testl\l0k\v3.2.3e and SCR273\flagl\tcstl\lOk\v3.2.3 results) shows differences in the
results, which indicates the unit was removed from the calculations.

SCR273\flg8tcstl\100k - Expected Results; The filecomp.out file in the
SCR273\flag8\testl\l00k\v3.2.3e subdirectory shows no differences in the output files compared to the

SCR273\flag8\tcstl\100k\v3.2.3_modified subdirectory, except for the expected differences noted in the
test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run, and
differences described and explained earlier in this report. (Note that for the I 00-kyr simulations the

SEISMO flag was not activated, because of reasons described previously.) As expected, filecom2.out file
(comparison between SCR273\fta&8\testl\00k\v3.2.3e and SCR273\flagI \tcstl\ OOk\v3.2.3 results)

shows differences in the results, which indicates the unit was removed from the calculations.

SCRZ73\Oxg9\testl\1Ok - Expected Results: The filecomp.out file in the SCR273\flag9\testl\l Ok\v3.2.3e
subdirectory shows no differences in the output tiles compared to the
SCR273\flag9\testl\lOkXv3.23 _modified subdirectory, except for the expected differences noted in the test
plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run, and differences
described and explained earlier in this report. As expected, filecom2.out file (comparison berween
SCR273\flag9\testl\l0k\v3.2.3e and SCR273\flagl\testl\1Ok\v3.2.3 results) shows differences in the
results, which indicates the unit was removed from the calculations.

SCR273\fIag9\test1\100k - Expected Results: The filecompjout file in the
SCR273\flag9\testl\l0Ok\v3.2.3e subdirectory shows no differences in the output files compared to the
SCR273\flag9\testl\O00k\v3.2.3_modified subdirectory, except for the expected differences noted in the
test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run, and
differences described and explained earlier in this report. (Note that for the I 00-kyr simulations the
SEISMO flag was not activated, because of reasons described previously.) As expected, fl'ecorn2.out file

(comparison betwecn SCR273\flag9\tcstl \1 OOk\v3.2.3c and SCR273\flagl\testl\I OOk\v3.2.3 results)
shows differences in the results, which indicates the unit was removed from the calculations.

SCR273\fglO\tcstlU\k - Expected Results: The fluocomp.out file in the
SCR273\flagl O\testl\I Ok\v3.2.3c subdirectory shows no differences in the output files compared to the
SCR273\flagl Otestl\l Ok\v3.2.3_modified subdirectory, except for the expected differences noted in the
test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run, and
differences described and explained earlier in this report. As expected, filecomr.out file (comparison
between SCR273\11agl O\tcstl \1 Ok\v3.2.3c and SCR273\flagl\tcstl \1 Ok\v3.2.3 results) shows differences in
the results, which indicates the unit was removed from the calculations.

SCR273\ftiglO\testl\lOOk - Expected Results: The filoecomp.out file in the
SCR273\flaglO\testl\lOOk\v3.2.3e subdirectory shows no differences in the output files compared to the
SCR273\flagl \tcstl \1 00k\v3.2.3_ modified subdirectory, except for the expected differences noted in the
test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run, and
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differences described and explained earlier in this report. (Note that for the I 00-kyr simulations the
SEiISMO flag was not activated, because of reasons described previously.) As expected, filecorn2.out file
(comparison between SCR273\flagl O\testl\l OOkOv3.2.3e and SCR273\flag I \tcstl \1 OOkv3 .2.3 results)
shows differences in the results, which indicates the unit was removed from the calculations.

SCR273\flag \ltestl \1 Ok - Expected Results: The filecomp.out file in the
SCR273kflagl lXtestl\lOk\v3.2.3c subdirectory shows no differences in the output files compared to the
SCR273\flagl 1\test l\ OkWv3.2.3 modified subdirectory, except for the expected diftercnccs noted in the
test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run, and
differences described and explained earlier in this report. As expected, filecom.2.out file (comparison
between SCR273\flagl l\testl\lOkWv3.2.3e and SCR273\flagl\tcstl\l0k\v3.2.3 results) shows difterences in
the results, which indicates the unit was removed from the calculations.

SCR273\flag1 tcstlklOOk- Expected Results: The filocomp.out file in the
SCR273\flagl I\testl\lOOk\v3.2.3e subdirectory shows no differences in the output files compared to the
SCR273\flagl P\testl\lOOk\v3.2.3_modified subdirectory, except for the expected differences noted in thc
test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run, and
diffecrcnces described and explained earlier in this report. (Note that for thc I 00-kyr simulations the
SETSMO flag was not activated, because of reasons described previously.) As expected, filecom2-out file
(comparison between SCR273\flagl l\testl\lOOk\v3.2.3e and SCR273\flagl\testl\tOOk\v3.2.3 results)
shows differences in the results, which indicates the unit was removed from the calculations.

SCR273\1fae12\test1k1Ok - Expected Results: The filecomp.out file in the
SCR273flagl2\testl\l0k\v3.2.3e subdirectory shows no differences in the output files compared to the
SCR273\flagl 2\testl \ Ok\v3.2.3 modificd subdirectory, except for the expected differences noted in the
test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run, and
differences described and explained earlier in this report As expected, filecom2.out file (comparison
between SCR273\flag l 2\test 1\1 OkWv3.2,3e and SCR273\flagl \test I \1 OkWv3 .2.3 results) shows differences in
the results, which indicates the unit was removed from the calculations.

SCR273\flagi2\test1\100k - Expected Results: The filecomp.out file in the
SCR273\tlag 1 2\test 1\1 OOk\v3,2.3e subdirectory shows no differences in the output files compared to the
SCR273\flagl 2test l\llk\v3 2.3 modifted subdirectory, except for the expected dif!arences noted in the
test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header of the run, and
differences described and explained earlier in this report. (Note that for the I 00-kyr simulations the
SEISMO flag was not activated, because of reasons described previously.) As expected, filecom2.out file
(comparison between SCR273\flagl 2\testl \ OOk\v3.2.3e and SCR273\flagl \testl\I OOk\v3.2.3 results)
shows differences in the results, which indicates the unit was removed fromn the calculations.

SCR273\fg13\test1\1Ok- Expected Results- The filocomp.out file in the
SCR273\flagl 3\testl\lOk\v3.2.3e subdirectory shows no differences through the UZ release rates in the
output files compared to the SCK273\flagl test I \1 Okv3.2.3 subdirectory, cxcept for the expected
differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header
of the run, and differences described and explained earlier in this report. The differences in the results begin
after the SZ computation when the STFF layer is removed. The following information shows that the STFF
layer was removed from nefiisz.inp and that the (iWTT was affected. Moreover, the SZ release rates with
STFF removed began at 2,800 yr, whereas these releases began at 3,200 yr with the STFF layer present. It
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was not possible to readily modified the data to generate v3.2.3 results that matched v3.2.3e results with
the STFF layer removed

SCR273\flagI3\est1t\1Ok - Expected Reults: The filecomp.out file in the

SCR273\flagl 3\testl\1 COkMv32.3e subdirectory shows no differences through the UZ release rates in the
output files compared to the SCR273\flagl\testl\I00k\v3.2.3 subdiroctory, except for the expected
differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header
of the run, and differences described and explained earlier in this report. The differences in the results begin
after the SZ computation when the STFF layer Ls removed. The following information shows that the STFF
layer was removed from nefiisz.inp. Moreover, the SZ release rates with STFF removed began at 2,800 yr,
whereas these releases began at 3,200 yr with the STFF layer present. It was not possible to readily
modified the data to generate v3.2.3 results that natched v3.2.3e results with the STFF layer rcmovcd.
(Note that for the 100-kyr simulations the SE£1SMO flag was not activated, because of reasons described
previously.)

5 �)
Z/6 z

1

2

k * A #-,

1

2
3

nefiis z .inp
1 2 187.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 3 8039.0 0.0 0.0 C.0

MIGRATION PATH PROPERTIES ARRAY
C:\TESTING 3.2-3ER\SCR?73\FLAG1\TEST\1\0K\V3.2.3\NEFIISZ-INP

1 2 187.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 3 14294.9 0.0 0.0 0-0
3 1 8039.0 0.U 0.0 0.0

MIGRATION PATH PROPERTTES ARRAY

***** gwttuzsz.reS
l 2-8018E+01 2-6307E-1-01 2.93J8F+01

l.7330F+03 1..9684E+03 2.4106E+01
5.4781E±-02 4.8541E03 4.8541E+03 2.1640E+03
2.2151E+03 2.2151E+03 2-2151E+03
2.9154E+03 4.8821E+03 4.8804E+03 2.1933Z+03
3.9481E403 4.1835E+03 2.2392F.+03
3. 5023E+03

C:\TESTING 3.2.3F\SCR2-,3\FLAG1\TEST1\101<\V3.2.3\GWTTUZSZ.RES
1 2.8018Et01 2. 6307E-I-01 2.9378E+01

l.7330E+03 l.9684E+03 2.4106E+01
5.4781E+02 5.0860E+03 5-0794E+03 2.3381E+03
2.3794E103 2.3758E+03 2.3743E+03
3.1383E+03 5.1140E+03 5.1057E+03 2.3675E+03
4.Jl24E+03 4.3442F+03 2.3984E+03
3. 6861E-103

2. 5479E+ 01

2.1640E-VO3

2.1894E+03

2.5479E+01

2.3349E+03

2.3604E+03

SCR273Xlag141testX1 Ok - Expected Results: The filecomp.out file in the
SCR273\flag14\test I \10k\v3.2.3e subdirectory shows no differences through thc UZ release rates in the
output files compared to the SCR273\flagl\testl\1 Ok\v3-2-3 subdirectory, except for the expected
differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header
of the run, and differences described and explained earlier in this report. The differences in the results begin
after the SZ computation when the SAV layer is removed. The following information shows that the SAV
layer was removed from nefiisz.inp and that the GwTrTr was affected. Moreover, the SZ release rates with
SAV removed began at 1,700 yr, whereas these releases began at 3,200 yr with the STEF layer present. It
was possible to readily modified the data to generate v3.2.3 results that matched v3.2.3e results with the
SAV layer removed (refer to the filecon2.out file in SCR273\flagl 4\testl\l Ok\v3.2.3e which compares
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results in this run with those in SCR273\flagl4\tcstl\1 Ok\v3.2.3 modified). 'Ihe results are consistent, as
expected.

SCR273\fIgl4\testl\t00k- Expected Results: The filecomp.out file in the
SCR273\flagl4\testl\100k\v3.2.3e subdirectory shows no differences Through the IJZ release rates in the
output files compared to the SCR273\flaglcstl \100k\v3.2.3 subdirectory, except for the expected
differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header
of the run, and differences described and explained earlier in this report. The differences in the results begin
after the SZ computation when the SAV layer is removed. The following information shows that tile SAV
layer was removed from nefiiszinp. Moreover, the SZ release rates with SAV removed began at 2,800 yr,
whereas these releases began at 3,200 yr with the SAV layer prcsent.(Note that for the 100-kyr simulations
the SEISMO flag was not activated, because of reasons described previously.) It was possible to readily
modified the data to generate v3.2.3 results that matched v3.2,3e results with the SAV layer removed (refer
to the filecom2.out file in SCR273\flagl4\testl\100k\v3.2.3e which compares results in this run with those
in SCR273\flagl4\testl\100kWv3.2.3_modified). The results are consistent, as expected,

***** riefiisz.inp
2 2 3 14294.9 0.0 0.0 0.0

MIGRATION PATH PROPERTIES ARRAY
C:\TESTING 3-2.3E\SCR273\FLAG1\TEST1\10K\V3.2.3\NEFIISZ.INP

2 2 3 14294.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 3 4 8039.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

MIGRATION PATH PROPERTIES ARRAY

gwttuzsz.res
1 2.8018E+01 2.6307F.+01 2.9378E+01

1.7330Ei03 1.9684E2O3 2.4106E+01
5.4781E+02 2.31.96F-+02 2.2538E+02 1.7412Ei-02

1.6429E+02 1.6072E+02 1.5917E+02
1.8380E402 2.5997F1-02 2.5169E+02 2.0350F+02

1.8973E+03 2.1291E+03 1.8327E+02
7.3160E+02

C:\TESTING_3.2.3E\SCR273\FLAG1\TEST1\10K\V3.2.3\GWTTUZSZ.RES
1 2.8018E+0] 2.6307E+01 2.93782+01

1-7330E+03 1.9684E+03 2.41062+01
5.4781E+02 5.0860E+03 5.0794E+03 2.3381E+03

2.3794E+03 2.37502+03 2.3743E+03
3.1383E+03 5.1140E+03 5.1057F+03 2.3675E+03

4.1124E+03 4.3442E+03 2.3984E4-03
3.6861E+03

* * ** A

2.5479E+01

1.7093F+02

1.96412+02

2.5479-+01

2.3349E±03

2.3604E+03

SCR273\Nflg15\test1\1@k - Expected Results: The filocomp.out file in the
SCR273\flagl 5\testl\1 Ok\v3,2.3e subdirectory shows no differences through the SZ release rates in the
output files compared to the SCR273\flag I\test I\ I Okv3.2-3 subdirectory, except for the expected
differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header
of the run, and differences described and explained earlier in this report. The differencecs in the results begin
after the computation of dose which uses the pumping rate in v3.2.3 and the streamtube flow rate in v3.2.3e
for the dilution volume. See the file totdose.res for the dilution volume. The pumping rate is 1 .0902c+07
m3/yr (sampled parameter) in v3.2.3. This value is replaced in the v3.2.3e simulation for flag15 with
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3.7452e-'05 m3/yr in v3.2.3e, which is the sum of the SZ streamtube flow rates (5624-585+523+377
m3/yr/m) times the mixing zone thickness (182.9616 m). In the v3.2.3e runs, a smaller dilution volume is
used and the doses are higher by this ratio (e.g., the dose at tO Iyr is I .6624E-0 I mrem/yr (v3.2.3e)
compared to 5,71 01 -03 inrern/yr (v3.2.3). Note that the ratio of these doses is the same ratio as the
dilution volume ratio (29.1). Thus, the results are reasonable and expected. Also, an additional run was
performed in the SCR273\fla.l 5\test1\10k\v3.2.3_modified subdirectory in which the pumping volume was
made very small that caused the next largest dilution volume to be used in the computations. These results
exactly matched those in SCR273\flagl 5\testl \1 Ok\v3.2.3c (see
SCR273\flagl 5\testl\1Ok\v3.2.3c\rilocom2.out).

SCR123\flag15\testl1\00k - Expeteid Results: The filecomp.out file in the
SCR273\flagl 5\test\lOOk\v3.2.3c subdirectory shows no differences through the SZ release rates in the
output files compared to the SCR273\flagl \test I \ I OOkMv3.2.3 subdirectory, except for the expected
differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision), the time, date and header
of the run, and diftfrences described and explained earlier in this report. The differences in the results begin
after the computation of dose which uses the pumping rate in v3.2.3 and the streamntube flow rate in v3.2.3e
for the dilution volume. See the file totdose.res for the dilution volume. The pumping rate is 1 .0902e+07
m3/yr (sampled parameter) in v3.2.3. This value is replaced in the v3.2.3e simulation for flagl 5 with
3.7452e+05 m3/yr in v3.2.3e, which is the sum of the SZ streamtube flow rates (562-S85+523+377
m3/yr/m) times the mixing zone thickness (182.9616 in). In the v3.2.3e runs, a smaller dilution volume is
used and the doses are higher by this ratio (e.g., the dose at 100 kyr is 9.2359E+300 mrernyr (v3.2.3e)
compared to 3.1716E-01 Iren/yr (v3.2.3). Note that the ratio of these doses is the same ratio as the
dilution volume ratio (29.1). Thus, the results are reasonable and expected. Also, an additional run was
performed in the SCR273\flagl 5\testl\ OOkv3.2.3_modified subdirectory in which the pumping volume
was made very small that caused the next largest dilution volume to be used in the computations. These
results exactly matched those in SCR273\tlagl 5\test I \ I OOk\v3 .2.3c (see
SCR273\flagl 5\test] \ I OOk\v3.2.3edfilecom2.out).

TESTING FOR SCR274

SCR274\testi\IOk - Expected Results! See the description above of SCR273 for flagl\testl\lOk. The
results are in the v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e subdirectories of SCR273 for flagl~testl\IOk and are consistent with
the expected results.

SCRZ74\test1\100k - Expected Rnflts! See the description above of SCR273 for flagltesil\100k. The
results are in the v3 23 and v3.2.3e subdirectorics of SCR273 for flagl\testl\lOOk and are consistent with
the expected results. The output below from the information printed to the screen during a TPA simulation
(see tpa inp) illustrates that the early peak releases are not being treated as no releases in v3.2.3c. Note that
only Tc99 was analyzed in this test for illustrative purposes because it exhibits source depletion using SF
dissolution rate model l and has no ingrowth.

v3.2.3e----------- --------- -- - - - -- - - - - - -
subarea 1 of 7 realization 1 of 1

xec: calling uzflow
xec: calling nfenv
xec: caltinq ebstf.3l

ebsfail: time of WP failure - 20525.6 yr
xec: failed WPs from INITIAL event = 16 at time = 0.0 yr
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xec- fai led WPs from CORROSION event 1647 at time = 20525-6 yr
*** failed WPn: all WPS tai led

xec: calling ebsrel
Highest release rates from Sub Area 1

Tc99 2.5854E+0]. [Ci/yr/SA] aL 2.216E+04 yr
xec: calling uzft

*** NF.FTRAN is skipped for this UZ path since no layers have significant
ground water travql timne. **

Highout roleease rates from UZ
Tc99 2.5854E+01 [Ci/yr/SAl at 2.216E+04 yr

xcc: calling szft
Highest release rates from SZ

Tc99 1.0061E+01 [Ci/yr/SA] at 5.37hFR+04 yr

v3.2.:…
subarea 1 of 7 realization 1 of 1

xec: calling uzflow
xec: callinq nfenv
xec: calling ebsfail

ebsfail: time of WP failure = 20525.6 yr
xec: failed WPs from INITIAL event = 16 at time = 0.0 yr
xec: failed WPs from CORROSION event 1647 at time = 20525.6 yr

*** failed WPs: all WPq; failed 4-'
xec: calling ebsrel

Highest release rates from Sub Area 1
Tc99 2.S954P,+01 (Ci/yr/SAl at 2.216E104 yr

xec: callinq uzft
There is no uZ release

xec: calling szft
There is no SZ release

TFSTINSG FOR-SCR275

SCR275\testl\10k - Expected Resunl: See the description above of SCR273 for flagl \test I \ I Ok. The
results are in the v3.2.3 and v3 2.3e subdirectories of SCR273 for flagl\tcstl\lOk and are consi.stent with
the expected results.

SCR275ktet1\10Ok - Expected Results: See the description above of SCR273 for flag I \test 1 \ 1 00k. The
results are in the v3.2.3 and v3.2-3e subdirectories of SCR273 for flagl\testl\1 00k and are consistent with
the expected results.

SCR275tcst2\10k and SCR275\test2\100k - Expected Resulb: The filecomp.out file in the
SCR275Mtest2\ I Ok\v3.2.3e and SCR275\test2\l OOk\v3.2.3c subdirectories shows the time and date are
included in the ASI IPLUME output file

T 7STJG FOR SCR276

SCR276\testl\10k - Expected Results: See the description above of SCR273 for flag] testl \l Ok. The
results are in the v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e subdirectories of SCR273 for flagl \tcstl\l Ok and are consistent with
the expected results (i.e., the constant parameters in cp.tpa arc wrincn to this v3.2.3e file in double
precision, instead of single precision as in v3.2.3).

SCRZ76\teqt1\1 00k - Expected Results: See the description above of SCR273 for flag] \testl\l 00k. The
results are in the v3.2.3 and v3.2,3e subdirectories of SCR273 for flagl~testlAlOOk and are consistent with

S10'd d8S:b0 66/SZ/TT E580-185-516-1
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the expected results (i.e., the constant parameters in cp.tpa are written to this v3.23e tile in double
precision, instead of single precision as in v3.2.3).

TES;9TING FOR SCR277

SCR2'77%testI1 Ok - Expected Results: See the description above of SCR273 for flag I \testl \ 1Ok. The
results ae in the v3.2.3 and v3 2.3e subdirectories of SCR273 for flaglQtestl\l Ok and are consistent with
the expected results.

SCR277\testflO0k - Expected Results: See the description above of SC R273 for flag I \tcstl\100k. The
results arc in the v3.2.3 and v3.2.3c subdiroctorics of SCR273 for flag] \testl \1 00k and arc consistent with
the expected results.

SCR277\test2\I Ok and SCR277\test2\100k - Expected Results: The filecomp.out files in the
SCR277\test2\ I Ok\v3 2.3e and SCR277\test2\l OOk\v3 .2.3e subdirectories show many differences in the
results compared to the SCR273\flagl\testl\10k\v3.2.3 and SCR273\flagl\testI\1I OOk\v123
subdirectories, including the expected differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double
precision), the time, date and header of the run, and difibrenecs described and explained earlier in this
report. The v3.2.3_modified subdirectories contains output from simulations that stopped execution
because the TPA v3.2.3 code did not have the capability to accept a tpa.inp parameter names that wasn't
previously defined in the tpanaxnes.dbs file. The differences in the v3.2.3 and v3.2.3e results arise from the
addition of new sampled parameters in the tpa.inp file, which causes a different set of output values from
the LIHS sampling. Most significant to this test is that not only were the 10 new sampled parameters and
two flags added to the sp.tpa, ep.tpa, spqucry.tpa files, but also the 10 new parameters were added to the
tpanames.dbs file was shown below:

newlparameter 1
new2parameter 2
new3parameter 3
newiparameter 4
new5parameter 5
new6parametcr 6
new7parameter 7
new8paxrameter 8
new9parameter 9
newl2parameter 10

Additionally, in the samplpar.hdr file, the new parameter names are not listed with a name or abbreviation
(see below):

Input tile tpa.inp as supplied with W'A Version 3.2.4b Code.

8-27-99

TPA 3.2.3.e PVM capable, Job started; Sat Nov 06 09:21:44 1999
Names for Sampled Parameters (Nonconstant)

Specified in "tpa.inp`' - Values for Each Vector

1

tTo'd dee:to se/ez/Ti ES80- T8S-S16- 1 an ! Sj 1 IaqOH
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2
3
4
5
6

8
9

10
11 AZ\MAIUS ArealAverageMeanAnnitilInti-ltraitionAtStart [nmn/yrI
12 MAPMOGM MeanAveraqePrecipitationMnltipl erAtclacialMaximum
13 MATT@GM MeanAverageTemperatureIncreaseAtGlacialMaximrzmn degc]
14 FOC-R FractionOfCondensateRemoved[l/yrI

It would be reasonable to write either a dummy abbreviation or a number with the parameter name in this
file

SCR277\tcst3XlOk and SCR277\tcst3l1Ok - Expected Results: The filecomp.out files in the
SCR277\test3\1 Ok\v3.2.3c and SCR277\test3\l 00k\v3.2.3e subdirectories show many differences in the
results compared to the SCR,273\flagl \testl \l Ok\v3.2.3 and SCR273\flag \tcstl\1 OOk\v3.2.3
subdirectories, including the expected differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double
precision), the time, date and header of the run, and differences described and explained carlier in this
report. The differences in the results arise from the addition of new sampled parameters in the tpa.inp file,
which causes a different set of output values from the LHS sampling. Most significant to this test is that
not only was the new sampled parameter added to the sp.tpa, cp.tpa, spquery.tpa files, but also the new
parameter was added to the tpanames.dbs file was shown below:

BeginllirngOfSETISMOWPFailurelnterval3 [yr) Sexslnt3
BeginningOfSEISMOWPFailureinterval4 yr) SeisTnti
FOCTR FOCTRI

(note that parameter name matched an abbreviation in tpanames.dbs and that the abbreviation was changed
appropriately)

SCR277\test41Ok and SCR277\tcst4\1OOk - Expected Results: The filecomp.oLit files in the
SCR277\tcst4\1 OkW3.2.3e and SCR277\tcst4\1 OOkMv3.2.3e subdirectories show many differences in the
results compared to the SCR273\flaglIestl\10k\v3.2.3 and SCR273\flagl\testl\lOOk\v3.2.3
subdirectories, including the expected differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double
precision), the time date and header of the run, and differences described and explained earlier in this
report. The differences in the results arise from the addition of two new sampled parameters in the tpa.inp
file, which causes a different set of output values from the LHS sampling. Most significant to this test is
that not only wire the two new sampled parameter added to the sp.tpa, cp.tpa, spquery.tpa files, but also
the new parameter was added to the tpanamcs.dbs file was shown below:

BeginfninqOfSEISMOWtPFailureInLerval3 [yr] SeisInt3
BeginningOfSTSTMOWPFailureinterval gfyr1 SeisInt4
AbCdEfGhIj KlMnOpQrStUvWxYz ACEG IKMO
AaCcEeGqIi KkMrnOoQqSsUuWwYy ACEGIKM1

(note that the upper case letters were the same in the two parameter names and that t abbreviation was
changed appropriately)

,<W1bA4/, 7/2322
siod dee:to GG/ez/TT E50- 185-516- 1 a !N 1 z aqo8
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Follow-up Testing to

TPA Version 3.3 Test Plans: PA-SCR-273 to 277
>fi~~~~t6 X s3 J.2.3 ; 7o- ;z L e- .3. 3

Task Description: Perform follow-up testing on issues identified in testing conducted for SCRs 273
to 277 as documented in the test report submitted to R. Janetzke on 11/19/99.

Reason for Tests: The following two tests will be performed as a follow-up to SCR 273 to 277
testing: (1) Some modifications were made to version 3.2.3e to ensure the
chldmf dat file was not overwritten byfailtf when the UUL was removed in the
importance analysis (Test 2) and (2) SEISMO contains a modified methodology,
which is a part of the importance analysis, to compute the WP stiffness instead of
using a sampled parameter in tpa.inp; the correct implementation of this
methodology will be tested (Test 3); this test was not performed in the initial
testing for SCRs 273 to 277, because it was not clear that this modification had
been implemented. Note the *.cum files (APPEND option files) were not
generated in the PC runs, but were written during UNIX runs; the TPA code will
be modified for version 4.0 to address this issue and no testing will be performed
in this test plan. Other issues identified in the SCR 273 to 277 testing do not
require additional testing.

Analyst: Robert Rice Date: 11/21/99

Controlled Vei
Modified Versi

Tests:
P uall 1

Test I.

Purpose:

rsion:
ion:

Version 3.2.3 Released July 15,1999
Version 3.2.3n Received from R. Janetzke on a CD 11/19/99

Run Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3n with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=1,no=0) = 0 in
Version 3.2.3n.

Because Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3n should have the same results using their
accompanying tpa.inp files, this test verifies the modifications introduced in Version
3.2.3e do not change the output with the importance analysis OFF. tY, 5 c

6,,4e. 1, te,
iles to Compare: YTPA Output Fi

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)



Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in all output files should be the same (within the differences of single versus double precision
in the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run and small differences in the release rates that are
attributable to modifications to the interpolator in releaset.f of v3.2.3n which allows for a variable time
steps. See the filecomp.out file for the differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the followup/testI directory with 10k and l00k subdirectories; both of these
subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3 and v3.2.3n). All testing output files are archived on a CD.

Test 2. Repeat the test for SCR273\flag6\testl\10k and SCR273\flag6\testl\100k, which involves
running Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3n with their accompanying tpa.inp files for 10,000 and
100,000 yr with all append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 1 (ON)
and UpperUnsatLratedLayerPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 0 (Barrier NOT Present) in
Version 3.2.3n. Also, a run of the Version 3.2.3 code will be conducted by setting the
tpa.inp file parameters to the values described above (i.e., rock density = 1.Oe-27, rock
specific heat = 0.1, rock thermal conductivity = 1000.0, drift wall emissivity = 0.4,
ground surface elevation = 1072.0, Fmult = 0.1, Fow = 1.0, subarea wet fraction = 1.0,
and chloride concentration = 0.0) and these results should match the Version 3.2.3n f
output. T$c TXL u i it e T( al '*L- te4 r.2 //r-f-7ooi-

Purpose: This test verifies that (1) the TPA code output is reasonable considering the UUL is
removed and (2) the TPA values as described above are changed in Version 3.2.3n. In
the third run with Version 3.2.3 (change tpa.inp parameter values), the test verifies that
the only changes made are those associated with the tpa.inp parameters listed above.
Additionally, this test verifies that zero values for the chloride concentration are found in
the chlrdmf.dat file.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)
- ebsfail.inp
- ebsrel.inp
- chlrdmf.dat

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results from Versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3n (with the UUL flag = 0) should be different and most
likely will show earlier and larger releases from the EBS, UZ, and SZ and larger groundwater doses,
because the UUL has been removed. The values for the parameters described above should be in the
ebsfail.inp, ebsrel.inp, and chlrdmf.dat files. For the second run of Version 3.2.3 (using the above values
for the input parameters), the output files should be consistent with the Version 3.2.3n results.
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Specifically, because the chloride concentrations will be the same, WP failure time from corrosion should
be consistent in v3.2.3 and v.3.2.3n. See the filecomp.out file for the differences between these runs.

Documentation of Testing:

Test 3.

This test is stored in the followup/test2 directory with 10k and 1OOk subdirectories; both (f these
subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3n and v3.2.3_modified). The second subdirectory
(v3.2.3 modified) contains output for the Version 3.2.3 run with modified tpa.inp parameters
(see the previous section). The Version 3.2.3 results (not modified tpa.inp values) are the same
files as those stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in followup/testi/lOk and followup/testl/lOOk. All
testing output files are archived on a CD. /

T-; 5 2 L' X-f((v TeC)( Co 5cyg27 y(>1cj.I(7e~I (6cOh
This test will verify the implementation of the method to compute the WP stiffness in
v3.2.3n, instead of the v3.2.3 method which uses a value specified in the tpa.inp file. The
SEISMO module contains a methodology, which is a part of the importance analysis, to
compute the WP stiffness instead of using a sampled parameter in tpa.inp. The correct
implementation of this methodology will be tested. This test was not performed in the
initial testing for SCRs 273 to 277, because it was not clear that this modification had
been implemented. To accomplish this testing, runs of versions 3.2.3 and 3.2.3n with
their accompanying tpa.inp files will be conducted for 10,000 and 100,000 yr with all
append files ON, and ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=O) = 0 in Version 3.2.3n. The
only change to the v3.2.3 tpa.inp file will be specifying a constant value for the WP
stiffiness that is consistent with the value that should be computed in v3.2.3n. The WP
stiffness will be computed using the following equations.

4 ?.

WPWall = OuterWPThickness + AInnerWPThickness
Rave = WPDiameter - WPWall/2.0d0

Package-Stiffness = 48.dO * PackageIModulus * 3.14159dO *

& Rave**3 * WPWall / WPLength**3

with the following values (these values are specified in tpa.inp):

OuterWPThickness = 0.1 m
AInnerWPThickness = 0.02 m

WPDiameter = 1.802 m

PackageModulus = 2.07 x 1011 Pa

WPLength = 5.682 m

Thus, using these values, PackageStiffness = 1.2146 x 1010 Pa-m. This value will be
specified in the v3.2.3 tpa.inp file for the WP stiffness.

Purpose: This test verifies the correct implementation of the above equations which are used to
compute the WP stiffness.

TPA Output Files to Compare:

(use the "fc" DOS command in WINDOWS NT 4.0 with the script file filecomp.bat)
- tpa.inp
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- all *.res files
- all *.tpa files
- all append files (*.ech, *.rlt, and *.cum)

Pass/Fail Criteria:

The results in all output files should be the same (within the differences of single versus double
precision in the cp.tpa file), except for the time and date of the run. See the filecomp.out file for the
differences between these two runs.

Documentation of Testing:

This test is stored in the followup/test3 directory with I Ok and 100k subdirectories; both of these
subdirectories have two subdirectories (v3.2.3n and v3.2.3_modified). The second subdirectory
(v3.2.3 modified) contains output for the Version 3.2.3 run with modified tpa.inp parameters for
WP stiffness (see the previous section). The Version 3.2.3 results (not modified tpa.inp values)
are the same files as those stored in the v3.2.3 subdirectory in followup/testl/lOk and
followup/testl/lOOk. All testing output files are archived on a CD.

Approved by: iL_ ; Date: (i ?2 >(

I /ol
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Follow-up testing for SCRs 273 to 277 was performed and the results summarized below. This
write-up will be extracted and used for the test report.

Note: In the follow-up test results provided in this report, the v3.2.3 and v3.2.3n output is
different not only because of the reasons identified in the test plan (i.e.. differences of single
versus double precision in the cp.tpa file and the time and date of the run) but also because of
changes introduced in the versions from 3.2.3e to 3.2.3n. Specifically, the releaset.f values
are somewhat different because of a modification in the interpolation algorithm that
allowed for variable firne steps. Also, determination of the SEISMO magnitude of events
was changed from the method in v3.2.3 and v3.2.3c to the method in v3.2.3n.
Consequently, comparison of the results as descnbed in the follow-up test plan may need
to be altered slightly. Any differences will be highlighted in the following discussion of
results.

followyp\*U&tl\Ok - Expected Results: This test is establishes a baseline between the version 3.2.3 and
3.2.3n results for 10,000 yr and is a follow-up to SCR273\flagl\testl\10k. The fileconp.out file in
follow up\test 1 \ I Ok\v3.2.3 n shows reasonable results and no unexpected differences in the output files
when compared to the results in the follow up\testl \1Ok\v3.2.3 subdirectory, except for the expected
differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision); the time, date and header
of the run; and the differences in the release rates from releaset.f and the magnitude of the seismic events,
which were expected as described at the beginning of this test report.

folowupktestllOOk - Expected Results: This test is establishes a baseline between the version 3.2.3 and
3.2.3n results for 100,000 yr and is a follow-up to SCR273\flagl\testl\1 00k. The filecomp.out file in
follow up~testl\lOOk\v3.2.3n shows reasonable results and no unexpected differences in the output files
when compared to the results in the follow -up\tcsl 1 \lOOkOv3.2.3 subdirectory, except for the expected
differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa rile (single vs. double precision); the time, date and header
of the run; and the differences in the release rates firom releaset.f and the magnitude of the seismic events,
which were expected as described at the beginning of this test report.

tollowup\tesl2\lOk- Expected Results; This test is a follow-up to SCR273\flag6\testl\lOk. The
filecomp.out file in followv up\test2\1 Ok\v3.2.3n shows reasonable results and no unexpected differences in
the output files when compared to the results in the followup~test2 I Ok\v3.2.3 subdirectory, except for the
expected differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision); the time, date and
header of the run; and the diflfernrces in the release rates from releaset.f and the magnitude of the seismic
events, which were expected as described at the beginning of this test report. Specifically, this test verifies
that the chloride concentration is zeroed out in the chlrdinf.dat file for v3,2.3n when the UUL is removed.

follow up~test2IOOk - Expected Result.; This test is a follow-up to SCR273\Ulag6\esal\1 OOk. The
tilecomp.out file in follow_ up\tcst2\l00k\v3.2.3n shows reasonable results and no unexpected differences
in the output files when compared to the results in the follow up\test2\100k\v3 2.3 subdirectory. except for
the expected differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpn file (single vs. double precision); the time, date
and header of the run; and the diffeencos in the release rates from releaset.f and the magnitude of the
seismic events, which were expected as described at the beginning of this test report Specifically, this test
verifies that the chloride concentration is zeroed out in the chlrdrrif.dat file for v3.2.3n when the UUL is
removed.
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follow up\test3Uflk mad folowup\test3\100k- Expected Results: This test is a follow-up to the
SCR273\flagl\tcstl \1 Ok and SCR273\flagl\testl\1 00k testing which identified a difference in the
implementation of the WP stiffiness (i.e., a tpa.inp parameter in v3.2.3 and a computed value in v3.2.3n).
The filecomp.out file in follow up\test3\l0k\v3.2.3n shows reasonable results and no unexpected
diffcrcnces in the output files when compared to the results in the follow up\test3\ I OktW3 .2.3 subdirectory,
except for the expected differences noted in the test plan for the cp.tpa file (single vs. double precision); the
time, date and header of the run; and the differences in the release rates from releaset.f and the magnitude
of the seismic events, which were expected as described at the beginning of this test report. Because of the
change in the methodology used to determine the magnitude of the seismic cvent and that there were no
seismic events in both v3.2.3 and v3.2.3n output, it was not possible to directly match outputs. However, a
hand calculation using an equation in the v3.2.3n scismo.f and the values specified in tpa.inp that were used
to compute the WP stiffness in v3.2.3n was consistent with the constant value for the WP stiffness
specified in v3.2.3 tpa.inp. The hand calculation and source code in v3.2.3n scismo.f are shown below:

WPWall = OuterWPThickness + AInnerWPThickness
Rave - WPDiameter - WPWall/2.OdO
Package Stiffness 48.dO * PackageModulus * 3.14159dO *
& Rave**3 * WPWaaI / WPLength**3

with the following values (these values are specified in tpa.inp):

OuterWPThickness = 0.1 m
AInnerWPlThickness = 0.02 mn
WPDiametex = 1.802 m
Package Modulus = 2.07 x 10:1 Pa
WPLength - 5.682 m

Using these values, PackageStiffness 1.2146 x 1010 'a-m. A value of 1.21 x 10'0 Ia-m was specified in
v3.2.3 tpa.inp. Thus the values are consistent.

2)



SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: /Project No:
Assigns): PA-SCR-278 TPA 3.2.3 20-1402-762

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

dcagw.f

Introduce new options so that the user can specify dilution volume and plume capture fraction
from the input file and override the calculations performed by the code internally.

Change Requested by: |Change Authorized by (Software Developer):
S. Mohanty S. Mohanty(--
Date: 5-28-99 Date: 5-28-99 (

Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (If changes not implemented, please
justify):

Two new control flags and two new parameters were added to the tpa.inp input file.

PlumeCaptureModel = 0 for internal calculations; 1 for user defined value.
DilutionModel = 0 for internal calculations; 1 for user defined value.

UserDefinedPlumeCaptureFraction = fraction of plume captured during well pumping.
UserDefinedDilutionVolume[gal/day] = dilution volume for dose calculations (gallons per
day).

Implemented by: | Date:
Ron Janetzke P t 9-2-99

Description of Acceptance Tests: /1 e iLj-c-' & waer-'e

CNWRY



tListing for Ron: Janetzke * ;00 Sep 317.18:30 1999

2, 3c2, 3
< c File Name: dcagw.f
< c File Date: 07/16/99

> c File Name: %M%
> c File Date: %G%
152al53,156

> cc rwj 9-2-99 Add user defined plume capture and dilution models
> integer dilflg
> integer plumflg
280a285,304
> cc rwj 9-2-99 Add user defined plume capture and dilution models

> call clearchar( 60, name
> name = 'PlumeCaptureModel'
> iplumflg = ispquery( name
> plumflg = ivaluesp(iplumflg)

> call clearchar( 60, name
> name = 'DilutionModel'
> idilflg = ispquery( name
> dilflg = ivaluesp(idilflg)

> call clearchar( 60, name
> name = 'UserDefinedPlumeCaptureFraction'
> iuserplumefraction = ispquery( name

> call clearchar( 60, name
> name = 'UserDefinedDilutionVolume[gal/day]'
> iuserdilutionvolume= ispquery( name

647a672,673
> cc rwj 9-2-99 Dilution model should not be "user defined" for importance
> cc analysis of pumping well presence.
701a728,732
> cc rwj 9-2-99 Add user defined plume capture and dilution models
> userplumefraction = valuesp( iuserplumefraction
> userdilutionvolume= valuesp( iuserdilutionvolume

747a779,783

> cc rwj 9-2-99 Allow user defined dilution volume.
> if (dilflg eq. 1) dilutionvolume = userdilutionvolume
> & * 365.25dO / 264.172dO

883a920,923

> cc rwj 9-2-99 Allow user defined plume capture fraction.
> if (plumflg eq. 1) fractionmasscaptured = userplumefraction

920a961,964
> cc rwj 9-2-99 Allow user defined dilution volume.
> if (dilflg .eq. 1) dilutionvolume = userdilutionvolume
> & * 365.25dO / 264.172dO

924a969,971
> cc rwj 9-2-99 Allow user defined plume capture fraction.
> if (plumflg .eq. 1) fractionmasscaptured = userplumefraction

temp
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cc

cc

cc
cc

cc

cc

cc
cc

cc

cc

cc

common / dcagw5 / iownpeakdouev
common / dcagw6 / iownpeakdoset
common / dcagw7 / ipeakdosev
common / dcagw8 / ipeakdoset
common / dcagw9 / iownpeakdosenv(43)
common / dcagwlo / iownpeakdonent(43)
common / dcagwll / ipeakdosenv(43)
common / dcagwl2 / ipeakdosent(43)

rwr 6/13/97 modified for dilution volume determination
common / dcagwl3 / ipump

external valuesp
integer ah
external sh
save il
print *, ' dcagw: entered into dcagw

if( (nnucl .le. 0) .or. (nnucl .gt. 43) ) then
print *, ' ***>>> Error in DCAGW <cc*** '

print *, ' (nnucl .le. 0) .or. (nnucl .gt. 43)'

print * ' nnucl ', nnucl
STOP

endif
if( ntim .gt. mxntime ) then
print *, ' ***>>> Error in DCAGW c

print *, ' ntim -gt. mxntime I
print * ' mxntime = ', mxntime
print *, ' ntim ', ntim
STOP

endif
if( ntim .le. 0 ) then
print *, ' ***>>> Error in DCAGW '

print *, ' ntim .Jle. 0 I
print *, ' ntim ', ntim
STOP

endif

� Y//6 �

if (ikey .ne. 39231) then
cc to avoid warning message, make trivial use of tim()

ajunk - tim(l)

c tjm 4/2/99
ichange _ 0

c tjm 4/2/99

it ho- #22-

call clearchar( 60, name )
cc rwr 7/8/98 receptor group distance is 10 or 20
cc name - 'DistanceToCriticalGrouptkm][should be_5 or 201'

name - 'DistanceToReceptorGroupEkmJ should be_10_or 20]'
idist - ispquery( name )

cc rwr 6/13/97 modified for dilution volume determination
cc call clearchar( 60, name )
cc name = 'WellPumpingRateAtCriticalGroup[gal/day]'
cc ipump = iopguery( name )

cc rwr 6/13/97 modified for dilution volume determination

call clearchar( 60, name )
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ikey =39231
end if

cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc name - 'Peak Annual Dose [rem/yr]'
cc iownpeakdosev = iaddconsmv( name )
cc ipeakdosev = imvquery( name

cc call clearchar( 60, name )
cc name = 'Time of Peak Annual Dose [yr]'
cc iownpeakdoset = iaddconsmv( name
cc ipeakdoset = invquery( name

cc do ii = 1, nnucl
cc call clearchar( 60, name
cc name - 'Peak Annual Dose from ' // names(ii) // ' [rem/yr]'
cc iownpeakdosenv(ii) - iaddconsmv( name )
cc ipeakdosenv(ii) = imvquery( name
CC call clearchar( 60, name )
cc name - 'Time of Peak Annual Dose from ' // names(ii) // ' [yr]'
cc iownpeakdosent(ii) = iaddconsmv( name
cc ipeakdosent(ii) = imvquery( name
cc enddo

cutoffpt = valuesp( icutoffpt)
diet valueop( idist )

cc rwr 6/13/97 modified for dilution volume determination
cc pump valuesp( ipump

pump5 = valuesp (ipumpS )

c tjm 4/2/99
if (pump5 .lt. 0.0) then
pump5 - -pumpS
ichange G 1
print *,'pump rate negative use: ',pump5
endif

c tjm 4/2/99

cc rwr 9/3/97 modified name for 20 km critical group
cc pump30 = valueep (ipump3O

pump2O = valuesp (ipump20

c tjm 4/2/99
if (pump20 lt. 0.0) then
pump2O = -pump20
ichange = 1
print *,'pump rate negative use: ',pump2O
endif

c tjm 4/2/99

cc rwr 1/5/98 modified for 5km dilution determination
cc amix5 valuesp (iamix5 )

plume5 _ valuesp (iplume5 )
cc rwr 9/3/97 modified name for 20 km critical group
cc amix30 valuesp (iamix30

amix2O = valuesp (iamix20 )

cc rwr 1/5/98 modified for 5km dilution determination
cc open (unit=ireadtubefile,file-'strmtube.dat',atatue='old')
cc 100 continue

O
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print *,' will b ',dist
print *, '***>>> WARNING in DCAGW ccc**'
cutoffpt = anearfielddist + i.Od-10 (20/)

endif

cc rwr 1/5/98 modified for 5km dilution determination
cc close ( ireadtubefile )

cc convert from tpa.inp units (gal/day) to dcagw units (m3/yr)
pumpS = ( pumps* 365.25dO / 264-172do )

cc rwr 9/3/97 modified name for 20 km critical group
cc pump3O = ( pump3O* 365.25dO / 264-172dO

pump20 = ( pump2O* 365.25dO / 2f4A172dO

if( dist .lt. cutoffpt ) then
pump - pump5
pumpm3perday = pump / 365.25dO
dilutionvolume - pump
amix = plumeS

c tjm 4/2/99
c modified to skip capture fraction calculation
c when the ichange flag is set to "l', which occurs
c when the pump rate is input as a negative value

if (ichange -eq. 1) then qD

fractionmasscaptured - l.OdO
print *,'for the residential group'
print *,'entire plume captured & pump rate used for dilution'
else

c tjm 4/2/99

cc rwr 1/5/98 modified for 5km dilution determination
if ((aqthickness5km .gt.

& tableaqthicknesscwct(numberaqthicknesscwct)) .or.

& (aqthickness5km .lt. tableaqthicknesscwct(l))) then
print , ' >> Error in DCAGW ccc*** I
print ¾ ' check aquifer thickness in dilution.dat and the'
print *, ' values specified in "tpa.inp"'
print *, ' - the sampled value for aquifer thickness in'
print i, ' outside the range for data in dilution.dat'
print * ' sampled value for aquifer thickness (m) - '

& aqthickness5km
print *,' in dilution.dat - aq thickness lower limit (m) =

& tableaqthicknesscwct(i)
print *,' in dilution.dat - aq thickness upper limit (m) =

& tableaqthicknesscwct(numberaqthicknesscwct)
print *, '

STOP
endi f

if ((pumpm3perday .gt, tablepumpratesal(numberpumpratessl)) .or.
& (pumpm3perday .lt. tablepumpratessl(l)) .or.
& (pumpm3perday .gt . tahlepumpratescwct(numberpumpratescwct)). or
& (pumpm3perday .lt. tablepumpratescwct(l))) then

13
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C a _

c css 7/15/98: forstudy - capturedepth used without being initialized;
C should have used capturethickness

print *,' capture depth = ',capturethickness
c print *,' capture depth ',capturedepth

print *,'
STOP

endif

2//

c tjm 4/2/99
endif

c tjm 4/2/99

, hr- -J�, 9 Io

cc
cc
cc

else
rwr 9/3/97 modified name for 20 km critical group

pump - pump3O
amix - amix3O

pump - pump20
amix _ amix2O

c
c
c
c

tjm 4/2/99
modified to skip dilution volume calculation
when ichange flag is set to "1" which occurs
when the pump rate is a negative value -* I �-Dif (ichange .eq. 1) then

dilutionvolume = pump
print *,'for the farming group'
print *,'pump rate only used for dilution and,
print *,'entire plume assumed captured'
else

c tjm 4/2/99

cc rwr 1/5/98 modified for 5km dilution determination
flowinmixingzone - sumflow * amix

it ( flowinmixingzone .gt. pump ) then
dilutionvolume = flowinmixingzone

else
dilutionvolume = pump

endif

if(dilutionvolume-it.aveqm3peryrallsafromuz)then
dilutionvolume = aveqm3peryrallsafromuz

endif

c tim 4/2/99
endif

c tjm 4/2/99

- 4�
I 6Q-

60

fractionmasscaptured = l.OdO

endit

if (fractionmaeacaptured .gt. i.OdO) then
fractionmasscaptured = l.OdO

I Z
TOTAL P.05
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Task Description: Add new parameters for dilution volume and plume capture fraction to
tpa.inp: PlumeCaptureModel=O (for current model), (=1 for user defined
value) and DilutionModel=O (for current model), (=1 for user defined
value). If a user defined value is chosen, these parameters are activated:
UserDefinedPlumeCaptureFraction=fraction of plume captured during
well pumping, and UserDefinedDilutionVolume[gal/day]=dilution volume
for dose calculations (note that user input is gal/day and TPA source code
and TPA output is m 3/yr).

Affected module: dcagw.f

Analyst: Michael Muller

Controlled Version: TPA Version 3.2, May 28, 1999.
vulcan:/project/tpa/testsrc_3.3/323e/ runI

323i version: directory: vulcan://project/tpa/testsrc_3.3/323i-ebs/ runl-runl 1

Tests:

PCM = PlumeCaptureModel flag
DM = DilutionModel flag
UserCapFrac = UserDefinedPlumeCaptureFraction
UserDilVol = UserDefinedDilutionVolume[gal/day]

1) Compare control with new version and PCM=O and DM=O.
2) Compare control with new version and PCM=1 and UserCapFrac=1. (where 1. is obtained

from control version)
3) Compare control with new version and PCM=1 and UserCapFrac=.7 (arbitrarily 30% less)
4) Compare control with new version and PCM=1 and UserCapFrac=1.3 (arbitrarily 30% more)
5) Compare control with new version and DM=1 and UserDilVol[gal/day]=l.0902e7 (m3/yr)

(where 1.0902e7 m 3/yr = .788502e7 gal/day is obtained from control version, realization 1)
6) Compare control with new version and DM=1 and UserDilVol[gal/day]=0.8e7 (where 0.8e7 is

arbitrarily 30% less than the average of 1.1 52334e7 over 5 realizations)
7) Compare control with new version and DM=1 and UserDilVol[gal/day]=1.5e7 (where 1.5e7 is

arbitrarily 30% more than the average of 1.1 52334e7 over 5 realizations)
8) Compare control with new version and PCM=1 and UserCapFrac=2. AND DM=1 and
UserDilVol[gal/day]=2.3e7 (arbitrarily 100% more than average over 5 realizations)
9) Compare control with new version and PCM=+9 and -9 and DM=+9 and -9
10) Compare control with new version and DM=1 and UserDilVol[gal/day]=7.2e-2 gal/day

(arbitray extreme low value of .1 m 3/yr)
11) Compare control with new version and DM=1 and UserDilVol[gal/day]=7.2e9 gal/day

(arbitrary extreme high value of l.e O m3/yr)



Details:

All tests will be run for 50K years and 5 realizations. This is arbitrary.
These tested version is labeled 323i-ebs because the control versions of ebsrel.f and releaset.f
were compiled with the 323e version of the code. This is because ebsrel.f and releaset.f sources
were modified and would produce significant differences in the downstream output so that the
output files of the two different versions of the code (323e and 323i) could not be easily
compared if they were left in. So, since the major source is 323i and it is minus ebsrel and
releaset, the version name as tested is 323i-ebs.

Test 1. Run control vs new version with PCM=O and DM=O.
Purpose: With flags=O=use current model, runs should be identical.
Files to compare: dcagw.ech, dcagw.rlt, totdos_c.res, totdose.res, gwpkdos.res, npkdoset.res

Pass/Fail Criteria: files are identical.

Results: pass. Files are identical (except for the headers which are expected to be different).

Test 2. Compare control with new version and PCM=1 and UserCapFrac=1. (where 1. is
obtained from the control version)
Purpose: With flag=1=use number and the number is the one from the control, runs should be the
same as with the control version.
Files to compare: dcagw.ech, dcagw.rlt, totdos c.res, totdose.res, gwpkdos.res, npkdoset.res

Pass/Fail Criteria: files are identical.

Results: pass. Files are identical

Test 3. Compare control with new version and PCM=l and UserCapFrac=.7 (arbitrarily 30%
less than the control version)

Purpose: 30% is arbitrary and intended to exercise program.
Files to compare: totdose.res

Pass/Fail Criteria: tede (dose) is less.

Results: pass. Tede is less. Note: is 30% less.

Test 4. Compare control with new version and PCM=1 and UserCapFrac=1.3 (arbitrarily 30%
more than the control version)
Purpose: 30% is arbitrary and intended to exercise program.
Files to compare: dcagw.ech, dcagw.rlt, totdos_c.res, totdose.res, gwpkdos.res, npkdoset.res



Pass/Fail Criteria: files are identical (UserCapFrac is bounded from 0.-I. So 1.3 becomes 1.0
which is the number used in the control).

Results: pass. Files are identical

Test 5. Compare control with new version and DM=1 and UserDilVol[gal/day]=1.0902e7 m 3/yr
(where 1.0902e7 m3 /yr = .788502e7 gal/day is obtained from control version, realization 1)

Purpose: With flag=1=use number and the number is the one from the control, runs should be the
same as with the control version.
Files to compare: totdose.res

Pass/Fail Criteria: files are numerically close (numbers are the same or very close).

Results: pass. 301 lines total. 188 same, 113 same to 4 decimal places.

Test 6. Compare control with new version and DM=1 and UserDilVol[gal/day]=0.8e7 m3/yr
(where 0.8e7 is arbitrarily 30% less than the average of 1.152334e7 over 5 realizations)
Purpose: 30% is arbitrary and intended to exercise program.
Files to compare: totdose.res

Pass/Fail Criteria: file has larger dose.

Results: pass. File shows larger dose.

Test 7. Compare control with new version and DM=1 and UserDilVol[gal/day]=1.5e7 m3 /yr
(where 1 .5e7 is arbitrarily 30% more than the average of 1.1 52334e7 over 5 realizations)
Purpose: 30% is arbitrary and intended to exercise program.
Files to compare: totdose.res

Pass/Fail Criteria: files have smaller dose.

Results: pass. File shows smaller dose.

Test 8. Compare control with new version and PCM=1 and UserCapFrac=2. AND DM=1 and
UserDilVol[gal/day]=2.3e7 m3 /yr (arbitrarily 100% more than average over 5 realizations)

Purpose: 100% is arbitrary and intended to exercise program. Both flags are set.
Files to compare: totdose.res

Pass/Fail Criteria: file shows much smaller dose (UserCapFrac bounded at 1 which equals
control).

Results: pass. File shows much smaller dose.
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Test 9. Compare control with new version and PCM=+9 and -9 and DM=+9 and -9
Purpose: check if tpa.inp flags have limits
Files to compare: none (tpa.inp values are checked prior to program execution).
Pass/Fail Criteria: Error message with program halt.

Results: pass. Program halted in all 4 cases with error message pointing to line to correct in file.

Test 10. Compare control with new version and DM=1 and UserDilVol[gal/day]=7.2e-2 gal/day
(arbitrary extreme low value of .1 m3/yr)

Purpose: Use extreme low value.
Files to compare: totdose.res

Pass/Fail Criteria: File shows much higher dose than control.

Results: pass. File shows much higher dose.

Test 11. Compare control with new version and DM=1 and UserDilVol[gal/day]=7.2e9 gal/day
(arbitrary extreme high value of L.e O m3 /yr)

Purpose: Use extreme high value.
Files to compare: totdose.res

Pass/Fail Criteria: File shows much lower dose than control.

Results: pass. File shows much lower dose.

4< 2~ ~~~rr.2



SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: /Project No:
Assigns): PA-SCR-280 TPA 3.2.3 20-1402-762

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

ebsrel.f

When the average flux (avgflux) is zero, ebsfilt encounters a divide by zero error.

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):
S. Mohanty S. Mohanty _
Date: 5-28-99 Date: 5-28-99 By

Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (If changes not implemented, please

justify):

The ebsrel variable avgflux was limited to the flux corresponding to the
minimum of the InvertMatrixPermeability sampled parameter (2.0e- 18 M 2 ). A
conversion factor from m2 to m/yr was provided by Wittmeyer as
3.07369el 4(mlyr/m2 ).

Implemented by: n | Date:
Ron Janetzke Lh/ 9-10-99

Description of Acceptance Tests: 0 e e A7-c4 A 'al

Tested by.-R-oJt Date:
CNR F [A. oAn(e- I (01/99

CNWRA Form TOP-S (01/99)
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TPA Version 3.2.3 Test Plan for PA-SCR-280 Oct. 7, 1999

Task Description: A new conversion factor was added so that the average flux (avgflux) will
not be zero which causes a division-by-zero error. Avgflux is based on the
minimum of InvertMatrixPermeability in tpa.inp.

Affected module: ebsrel.f

Analyst: Michael Muller

Controlled Version: TPA Version 3.2, May 28, 1999.
vulcan:/project/tpa/testsrc_3.3/323e/ runl and run4

323i version: directory: vulcan:/project/tpa/testsrc_3.3/323i/ runI and run8

Tests:

1) Compare control with new version (as is).
2) Compare control with new version and

StartAtSubarea 2 (decrease file size for test)
StopAtSubarea 2 (decrease file size for test)
NumberOfRealizations 5 (same as control)
StartAtRealization 1 (same as control)
StopAtRealization 1 (only 1 st printed out; decrease size)
MaximumTime[yr] = 1.0e4
FlowModelFlag(O=BathTub, 1 =FlowThrough) = 1 (give a release)
InvertMatrixPermeability[m'2] - 2.E- 18
ArealAverageMeanAnnuallnfiltrationAtStart[mm/yr] -. 1

Details:

First test will be run for 50K years and 5 realizations. This is arbitrary.
Second test will be run for 1 OK years and 5 realizations. This is arbitrary but less time is
necessary to achieve an average flux into EBS of less than 6e-4.

Test 1. Run control vs new version (as is).

Purpose: Check for any changes caused by new version.

Files to compare: runI (base) ebsfilt.inp, ebsrel.ech, and many other files.

Pass/Fail Criteria: ebsfilt.inp files should be the same because the code runs in a linear fashion
and no subroutines before ebsfilt.inp is created have been modified. Other output files have
probably changed and many are expected to change after the new ebsfilt routine is called.



Results: pass. ebsfilt.inp files are identical. ebsrel.ech files are the same. Most files are /6 2
different because ebsrel.f has changed.

Test 2. Compare control with new version and
StartAtSubarea 2 (decrease file size for test)
StopAtSubarea 2 (decrease file size for test)
NumberOfRealizations 5 (same as control)
StartAtRealization 1 (same as control)
StopAtRealization 1 (only 1st printed out; decrease size)
MaximumTime[yr] = 1.0e4
FlowModelFlag(O=BathTub, 1 =FlowThrough) = 1 (give a release)
InvertMatrixPermeability[mA2] - 2.E-1 8
ArealAverageMeanAnnuallnfiltrationAtStart[mm/yr] .1

Purpose: avgflux should not be less than InvertMatrixPermeability and no division by zero error
should occur.

Files to compare: 323e:run4 and 323i:run8 ebsfilt.inp

Pass/Fail Criteria: avgflux not equal to 0. and no division by zero error.

Results: pass. The avgflux for 323e/run4 is 2.816275E-04 (less than 2.OE-18*3.07369E14
which is the lower limit in the 323i ebsrel.f version) and for 323i/run8 it is
6.14738033619E-04 which is held at the limit as it is currently coded to do. The
lower limit, as shown above, has been hard-coded based on the current low value
for InvertMatrixPermeability from file tpa.inp (2.0e-18). This ensures that there is
no division by zero.

4'45 a39s
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: /Project No:
Assigns): PA-SCR- TPA 3.2.3 20-1402-762
281

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

invent. f

The physical property information for each radionuclide is currently hard coded in the invent.f
module. This does not allow a user to change any of the property values. The goal of this
activity is to extract all of the property information into an input file where an expert user
could change the property values in the database.

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):
R. Janetzke R. Janetzke
Date: 9-24-99 Date: 9-24-99|

Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (I/changes not implemented, please
justify):
Removed all the assignment statements dealing with the nuclide inventory from invent.f and
moved that information to a file named nuclides.dat in the data subdirectory. Modified
invent.f to read the inventory values from the data/nuclides.dat file. Updated the
nuclides.dat file to reflect the latest data available as per J. Weldy.

Implemented by: |Date:
Jose M. Menchaca l9-27-99

Description of Acceptance Tests: See attached test plan PA-SCR-281

Tesd by: Jose M. Menchaca Date: ( '5" C f Tm
< ?Kbo s~~~~cM sv,);t

CNWRA Form TOP-5 (01/99)
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TPA Version 3.3 Test Plan: PA-SCR-281

Task Description: Modify and test the invent.f module.

Reason for Change: The physical property information for each radionuclide is currently
hardcoded into the invent.f module. This does not allow a user to change
any of the property values. The goal of this activity is to extract all of the
property information into an input file where an expert user could change
one or some of the property values in the database.

Analyst: Jose Menchaca Date: 9/24/99

Controlled Version: Version 3.2.3
Modified Version: Version 3.2.3

Baseline Runs:

Basecase 1. Run a number of baseline runs with the currently existing code to generate a
baseline of data to compare to.

Create a master subdirectory named invent. All source code, executable and output files will be
stored in this directory or in a child subdirectory of invent.

In a subdirectory of invent called tpa323, copy and compile the current tpa version found in
/net/scratchy 1 /export/home/j anetzke/tpa/dev/.

In a subdirectory of invent called basecase 1, run several tpa runs each with different tpa.inp input
files and with its own subdirectory. The data from these runs will be used as a baseline with
which to measure any changes in the output once the invent module changes have taken place.

Basecase 2. Run a number of baseline runs with the full complement of nuclides added to the
currently existing code to generate an additional baseline of data to compare
against.

In a subdirectory of invent called basecase2, run several tpa runs each with increased nuclides
and each with different tpa.inp input files in its own subdirectory. The data from these runs will
be used as a baseline with which to measure any changes in the output once the invent module
changes have taken place.

Basecase 3. Run a number of baseline runs with the currently existing code and the Volcanism
Disruptive Scenario Flag turned on to generate a baseline of volcanic event data to



.

compare to.

In a subdirectory of invent called basecase3, run several tpa runs each with different tpa.inp input
files and with its own subdirectory. Within each tpa.inp file have the Volcanism Disruptive
Scenario Flag turned on, i.e. set to 1 to generate volcanic data to compare with modified nuclide
runs.

Test 1. Comparison tests. Once changes to the invent module have been made, execute identical
runs as those performed in Basecase 1. These runs will be executed in a subdirectory
named Test 1 with a subdirectory name that corresponds to the equivalent tpa run in
Basecasel subdirectory. Using the unix diff command, compare output files to verify
that no changes have been introduced to the output files.

In a subdirectory of invent called tpa323a, perform the necessary changes to the invent.f module
and data subdirectory to carry out the task of generating the radionuclide database in a file
accessible to the operator.

In a subdirectory of invent called Test 1, run the identical tpa runs that were run in Basecase 1,
each in its own subdirectory.

Use the unix diff command as follows:
diff Basecase 1/pathname 1 Test 1 /pathname 1 > Pathname 1 VsPathname2_Diff.out
to generate a file of differences between the two subdirectories.

The only differences that should be found in PathnamelVsPathname2 Diff.out file is the time
differences in the header information.

RESULTS:

Using a single vector run, the basecasel output files and the TestI output files only show
differences in their time stamped title lines.

Test 2. Comparison tests. Once changes to the invent module have been made, execute identical
runs as those performed in Basecase 2. These runs will be executed in a subdirectory
named Test2 with a subdirectory name that corresponds to the equivalent tpa run in
Basecase2 subdirectory. Using the unix diff command, compare output files to verify
that no changes have been introduced to the output files.

In the data subdirectory of tpa323a carry out the task of generating the additional radionuclide
database in a file accessible to the operator.

In a subdirectory of invent called Test2, run the identical tpa runs that were run in Basecase2,
each in its own subdirectory.



Use the unix diff command as follows:
diff Basecase2/pathname 1 Test2/pathname 1 > Pathname 1 VsPathname2_Diff.out

The only differences that should be found in PathnamelVsPathname2_Diff.out is the time
differences in the header information.

RESULTS:

Using a single vector run, the basecase2 output files and the Test2 output files only show
differences in their time stamped title lines.

Test 3. Ratio tests. These runs are expected to produce different outputs from their basecase
counterpart but a comparison of the ratios of selected nuclides in the old and new
nuclides.dat files should produce the same ratios in the output files.

The ratio of the new to old values of curies per metric tons of uranium at 10 years for Tc99 is

15.1 / 12.3 = 1.2276

and for I129 is

0.0373 / 0.0295 = 1.2644.

These same ratios should exist in the release values for Tc99 and 1129 in the following output
files:
pkreltim.res
npkdoset.res
gwpkdos.res
cumrel.res
tpa.out

In a subdirectory of invent called Test3, run the indentical tpa runs that were run in basecase 1
but with the updated nuclides.dat information.

Because of the many changes made to the nuclides.dat file, the diff command is of little use for
this analysis. A side by side comparison of the old and new filenamel .res and filename2.res
should reveal if the release output ratios are the same for Tc99 and I129.

RESULTS:

A comparison of Tc99 output values in the files listed above shows that all the ratios are
consistently within + or - 1% of the expected ratio.

A comparison of 1129 output values in the files listed above shows that all the ratios are
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consistently within + or - 1% of the expected ratio.

Test 4. Ratio tests of volcanic data. Just as in Test 3, these runs are expected to produce different
outputs from their basecase3 counterpart but a comparison of the ratios of selected
nuclides in the old and new nuclides.dat files should produce the same ratios in the output
files.

The ratio of the new to old values of curies per metric tons of uranium at 1O years for Tc99 is

15.1 / 12.3 = 1.2276

and for 1129 is

0.0373 / 0.0295 = 1.2644.

These same ratios should exist in the release values for Tc99 and 1129 in the following output
files:
pkreltim.res
npkdoset.res
gwpkdos.res
cumrel.res
tpa.out
rgsnr.tpa

In a subdirectory of invent called Test4, run the indentical tpa runs that were run in basecase 3
but with the updated nuclides.dat information.

Because of the many changes made to the nuclides.dat file, the diff command is of little use for
this analysis. A side by side comparison of the old and new filenamel .res and filename2.res
should reveal if the release output ratios are the same for Tc99 and I129.

RESULTS:

A comparison of Tc99 output values in the files listed above shows that all the ratios are
consistently within + or - 1 % of the expected ratio.

A comparison of 1129 output values in the files listed above shows that all the ratios are
consistently within + or - 1% of the expected ratio.
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version:
Assigns): PA-SCR-282 TPA 3.2.3

/Project No:
20- 1402-762

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

exec.f and volcano.f

The failed Wps within the conduit /repository intersection area are not removed from
consideration when the release calculation is performed. The correct number is used for the
ashplume calculation.

Change Requested by:
S. Mohanty
Date: 5-28-99

Change Authorized by (Software Developer):
S. Mohanty
Date: 5-28-99 9

Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (If changes not implemented, please
justify):

The WPs in the intersection are retained in the cumulative failure array until all failures have
been proportioned relative to their respective initiating events. The calculation of the number
of ejected WPs remains the same. The WPs are removed from the failure array before
EBSREL is called.

Implemented by- Date:
Ron Janetzke 9-22-99

Description of Acceptance Tests: X t

CNWRA Form TOP-S (01/99)



Listing for Ron Janetzke * *Sep 24 19:04:46 1999

C 6
// t-

3c3
< c File Date:

> c File Date:
30a31
> c

415c416
< print

10 Sep 1999

09/10/99

3.2.3.h includes SCR 282

'(10x,a)','exec: Welcome to TPA Version 3.2.3.g PVM capable'

> print '(10x,a)','exec: Welcome to TPA Version 3.2.3.h PVM capable'
3000a3002,3012
> cc rwj 9-17-99 COde fragment moved here from ashplume area below.

> nwpexhumed = 0

> call clearchar( 60, name
> name = 'WastePackagePayload[MTU]'
> iiwppayload = ispquery( name )
> wppayload = valuesp( i-wppayload

> nwpexhumed = idint ( amtuejected / wppayload + 0.5

3193a3206,3219
> cc rwj 9-17-99
> cc Fix double counting of canisters in overlap area of dike and conduit.
> cc Releasewpfailedtime (failure type 3) was modified in volcano.f to
> cc include both dike and conduit failures for use in cumfail.
> cc Now the fraction corresponding to conduit failures must be removed
> cc before ebsrel is called.
> cc Conduit always ocurrs in subarea 2.
> if ( isa eq. 2) then
> call gsamtu( isa, amtupersa
> releasewpfailedtime(1,3) = DMAX1( 0.OdO,
> & releasewpfailedtime(1,3) - dble(nwpexhumed)
> print *,' *** ejected WPs: ', nwpexhumed
> endif

3260a3287,3288
> write(iunitechoebsrel,fmt='(3x,a9,2(7x,lpel2.4))')
> & 'EXTRUSIVE', dble(nwpexhumed), releasewpfailedtime(2,3)
5344a5373,5374
> cc *** ASHPLUME setup *

5346c5376,5377
< nwpexhumed = 0

> cc rwj 9-17-99 calculated after call to volcano.
> cc nwpexhumed = 0
5362,5365c5393,5398
< call clearchar( 60, name
< name = 'WastePackagePayload[MTU]'
< iiwppayload = ispquery( name )
< wppayload = valuesp( i wppayload

> cc call clearchar( 60, name
> cc name = 'WastePackagePayload[MTU]'
> cc i wppayload = ispquery( name )
> cc wppayload = valuesp( i-wppayload
> cc
> cc nwpexhumed = idint ( amtuejected / wppayload + 0.5
5367,5368d5399
< nwpexhumed = idint ( amtuejected / wppayload + 0.5 )
<

5801c5832
< 341 format( ' TPA 3.2.3.g PVM capable, Job started: ', a24 )

execi f. diff



Listing for Ron Janetzke S
) r Page )

40 Sep 24 19:04:46 1999 � �2�
J

> 341 format( ' TPA 3.2.3.h PVM capable, Job started: ', a24 )
5846c5877
< 341 format( ' TPA 3.2.3.g PVM capable, Job started: ', a24 )

> 341 format( ' TPA 3.2.3.h PVM capable, Job started: ', a24 )
7066,7067c7097,7104
< if (numberoffailedwpsinsa .gt. 0)
< & print '(a,i7,a,0pf9.l,a)',

> cc rwj 9-17-99 include ejected WPs
> cc if (numberoffailedwpsinsa .gt. 0)
> cc & print '(a,i7,a,0pf9.l,a)',
> cc & 'exec: failed WPs from VOLCANIC event =',
> cc & numberoffailedwpsinsa,' at time =',tim(i),' yr'
> if (numberoffailedwpsinsa .gt. 0) then
> if (isa eq. 2) then
> print '(ai7,aOpf9.l,a,a)',
7068a7106,7110

> &

> &

> &

7069a7112,7113

> er

numberoffailedwpsinsa,' at time =',tim(i),' yr',
' (includes ejected WPs)'

else
print '(a,i7,a,Opf9.1,a)',

'exec: failed WPs from VOLCANIC event =',

end if
id if

7097c7141,7143
< print *,' *** failed WPs: all WPs failed *** '

> cc rwj 9-17-99 Include number of WP.
> print *,' *** failed WPs: all WPs failed (', numberofwpsinsa,
> & ') ***

( exec f. diff a



Listing for Ron Janetzke 0 *Mon Sep 20 09:58:40 1999

i
.~~~~~y /X,4 e236a237

> cc rwr4/9/97 added to zero out pfail (next line)
238,250c239

Kcc rwj 9-17-99 Redo volcano algorithm to eliminate double counting of
cc extrusive WPs.
cc Originally amtufail reflected the WPs in the full dike portion in the subar

ea
< cc Now amtufail contains the WPs in the dike but outside the conduit.
• cc Also, fracfail was correctly adjusted to remove the portion of the dike
• cc that overlaps the conduit. But this action is premature, since the call
• cc to cumfail has not been invoked yet in the executive. So, it is now adjust
ed
< cc to contain all affected WPs, both in the dike and conduit. The conduit
< cc portion will be removed just before the call to EBSREL.
<

< p1 = 4.dO * datan(l.d0)
K

> cc rwr 5/13/97 modified as per for-study messages
253,254d241
< amtufail(i) = 0
< call gsarea( i, area
256c243
< cc Find dike area in subarea

> call gsarea( i, area
258,262c245,260
< if (iflaglhit .eq. 1) then
< dikeareainsa = alengthinsa * width
< else
< dikeareainsa = O.OdO
< endif

> if( iflagihit .eq. 1 ) then
> amtufail(i) = alengthinsa*width*aml/4047.OdO
> cc rwr 6/10/97 modified to provide consistent timeofevents between consequence
modules

> cc t(l) = O.OdO
> cc t(2) = timeofevent
> cc rwr 4/24/97 made consistent with other modules (next 2 lines)
> cc t(3) = timeofevent + l.OdO
> cc t(4) = tim(ntim)
> cc rwr 6/10/97 added to provide consistent timeofevents between consequence mo
dules
> cc t(3) = timeofevent + l.Od-8
> cc t(4) = tim(ntim) + l.Od-8
> cc y(l) = O.OdO
> cc y(2) = O.OdO
> cc y(3) = alengthinsa*width/area
> cc y(4) = alengthinsa*width/area
> cc call maplist( 4, t, y, ntim, tim, pfail(l,i)
264,275c262,266
< cc If extrusive
< if( pext le. fext ) then
<

< cc

K

< cc

< cc

< cc

Get conduit area
call qchitsa( xyp, radius, i, iflagchit, conduitarea )

Find overlap between conduit and dike
Test for conduit in subarea
if( iflagchit .eq. 1 ) then
amtuejected = amtupersa * conduitarea / area

Test for conduit completely contained in dike.

volcano.diff



PageDOS> cc rwr 8/7/97 added to remove double counting
> cc rwr 8/26/97 modified for doubling counting (subtracting subarea overlap onl

y)

277,279c268

< cc

281,283d269

call qchitsa( xyp, radius, i, iflagchit, areainsa )
if( iflagchit .eq. 1 and. pext .le. fext) then

pi = 4.dO * datan(l.dO)

Conduit is inside dike
overlaparea= pi*diam**2.dO/4.dO

overlaparea= pi*diam**2.dO/4.dO

< cc

< cc

289,290c275
K

292,307c277
< endif

Conduit exceeds dike width
Find portion (overlap) of dike inside conduit

conduitarea
overlaparea

O.dO
O. dO

overlaparea = O.OdO

cc
cc
cc
cc

K

K
K
K
K

K

K

dikeonlyarea = dikeareainsa - overlaparea
rwj 9-17-99 The following line may be used to emulate the previous

operation of the volcano module. The conduit adjustment in
exec.f must also be removed for dull emulation.

dikeonlyarea = dikeareainsa
amtufail(i) = dikeonlyarea*aml/4047.OdO

failedarea = dikeonlyarea + conduitarea
rwj 9-17-99 The following line may be used to emulate the previous

operation of the volcano module. The conduit adjustment in
exec.f must also be removed for dull emulation.

failedarea = dikeareainsa - overlaparea
failedfraction = failedarea / area

cc
cc
cc
cc

309a280,286
> cc rwr 8/7/97 added to remove double counting
> cc fracfail = alengthinsa*width/area
> if(alengthinsa*width le. overlaparea) then
> fracfail = O.OdO

311,316c288
< cc
< cc
< cc
< cc

else
fracfail = (alengthinsa*width-overlaparea)/area

endif

Pfail contains both intrusive and extrusive failures to remove
them from consideration for other failures at a later time.
Pfail is adjusted to remove the conduit faiures (which are assumed
to be on the surface) just before calling EBSREL in the executive.

call maptimeofevent( tfail, fracfailinitial, failedfraction,<

> call maptimeofevent( tfail, fracfailinitial, fracfail,
318,359c290,301

< cc
< cc

< cc

< cc

< cc

call gsamtu( i, amtupersa )
call gsarea( i, area )
call qlhitsa( xypl, xyp2, i, iflaglhit, alengthinsa )
if( iflaglhit .eq. 1 ) then
amtufail(i) = alengthinsa*width*aml/4047.OdO

( volcano.diff )
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cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cce
cc
cc
cccc
ccc

cc

cc

call qchitsa( xyp, radius, i, iflagchit, areainsa
if( iflagchit eq. 1 and. pext le. fext) then

pi = 4.dO * datan(l.dO)
if (width .ge. diam) then
overlaparea= pi*diam**2.dO/4.dO
else
overlaparea = pi*diam**2.dO/4.dO -

& diam**2.dO/2.dO*dacos(width/diam) +
& width/2.dO*dsqrt(diam**2.dO - width**2.dO)

endif
else

overlaparea = O.OdO
endif

tfaii = timeofevent
fracfailinitial = O.OdO
if(alengthinsa*width le. overlaparea) then

fracfail = O.OdO
else

fracfail = (alengthinsa*width-overlaparea)/area
endif

call maptimeofevent( tfail, fracfailinitial, fracfail,
& ntim, tim, pfail(l,i)

else
amtufail(i) = 0

endif
call qchitsa( xyp, radius, i, iflagchit, areainsa
if( iflagchit eq. 1 ) then

print *, ' volcano: hit circle
if( pext le. fext ) then
amtuejected = amtupersa * areainsa / area

print *, ' volcano: yes extrusive
print *, ' volcano: amtuejected = ', amtuejected

endif
endif

> cc

> cc

> cc

else
amtufail(i) = 0

endif
call qchitsa( xyp, radius, i, iflagchit, area
if( iflagchit .eq. 1 ) then

print *, ' volcano: hit circle
if( pext .le. fext ) then
amtuejected = amtupersa * areainsa / area

print *, volcano: yes extrusive
print *, volcano: amtuejected = ', am

endif
endif

insa )

tuejected

volcano.diff
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TPA Version 3.2.3 Test Plan for PA-SCR-282 Oct. 7, 1999
Task Description: Failed Wps were incorrectly counted in volcano.f and the failure array has

an incorrect value.
Affected modules: exec.f, volcano.f

Analyst: Michael Muller

Controlled Version: TPA Version 3.2, May 28, 1999.vulcan:/project/tpa/testsrc_3.3/323/ runI
run4

323i version: directory: vulcan://project/tpa/testsrc_3.3/323i-ebs/ runI
runl 2

Tests:

1) Compare control with new version (as is).
2) Compare control with new version and VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag(yes=1,no=O) = 1

Details:

All tests will be run for 50K years and 5 realizations. This is arbitrary.

Test 1. Run control vs new version (as is).

Purpose: Check for any changes caused by new version.

Files to compare: tpa.out, wpsfail.res

Pass/Fail Criteria: tpa.out and wpsfail.res agree. tpa.out reflects new counting of Wps (expect
no volcanic events).

Results: 1) tpa.out and wpsfail.res agree between and within control and 323i versions.
2) there are no volcanic events.
3) tpa.out for 323i contains modified line:
control line: "*** failed WPs: all WPs failed ***",

323i line: "*** failed WPs: all WPs failed (1663) ***"
NOTE: This 323i total count of WP failed is different from the sum of the
individual failures due to roundoff.

Test 2. Compare control with new version and VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag(yes=l,no=O) =

1
Purpose: With VDSF=1, failures should be correct.

Files to compare: tpa.out, wpsfail.res
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Pass/Fail Criteria: tpa.out and wpsfail.res agree. tpa.out reflects new counting of Wps (expect
volcanic events)

Results: 1) tpa.out and wpsfail.res agree within control version and tpa.out and wpsfail.res
agree within 323i version.
2) there are vocanic events.
3) tpa.out for 323i contains modified line:
control line: "*** failed WPs: all WPs failed ***",
323i line: "*** failed WPs: all WPs failed ( 1663) ***"
NOTE: This 323i total count of WP failed is different from the sum of the
individual failure due to roundoff.

WP failures per subarea (7 subareas) for realization 1 of 5.

s 323e - No Volcano 323i - No Volcano 323e - Volcano 323i - Volcano
a

# i v s cor tot i v s cor tot i v s cor tot i v s cor tot

1 1 8 1654 1663 1 8 1654 1663 1 8 1654 1663 1 8 1654 1663

2 1 8 1757 1766 1 8 1757 1767' 1 7 8 1750 1766 1 9 8 1748 1767*

3 1 3 850 854 1 3 850 855* 1 3 3 848 855 1 3 3 848 855

4 3 469 472 3 469 472 3 469 472 3 469 472

5 3 650 653 3 650 654' 4 3 647 654 4 3 647 654

6 3 734 737 3 734 738' 3 734 737 3 734 738*

7 276 276 276 276 276 276 _ 276 276

# = subarea number
i = initial failures
v = volcanic failures
s = seismic failures
cor = corrosion failures
tot = total failues
note: for 323i-no volcano, subarea 2 only, new message: "*** ejected WPs: 0"

for 323i-volcano, subarea 2 only, new message: "*** ejected WPs: 2"
* Doesn't add up due to roundoff (note: control always adds up because tpa.out simply says "all WPs failed").

NOTE: 323i with Volcano, ebsrel.inp for realization 1 and subarea 2 shows 7 volcano and
1748 corrosion failures. This is correct since 2 volcano failures were ejected. The
question remains whether tpa.out and wpsfail.res which show 9 volcano failures
present the information as desired. Also, whether tpa.out which shows "all WPs
failed (####)", which is sometimes incorrect, presents the information as desired.

,t/, ko 2 3,, /9Y9



SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR) '2 3
/G L

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: /Project No:
Assigns): PA-SCR-283 TPA 3.2.3 20-1402-762

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

releaset.f and ebsrel.f

Ai slight decrease in dose was observed when moving a faulting event from 500 yr to 100 yr.
This is counterintuitive, and is an artifact of the interpolation scheme used by the releaset code.
The internal time step is determined by the simulation time and is not constant among different
runs. This can cause differences in interpolated values at critical points in the time history of
the dose parameter.

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):
T. McCartin S. Mohanty 7
Date: 9-9-99 Date: 9-9-99 =_

Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (If changes not implemented, please
justify):

The releaset.f integration time steps are allowed to float and are not of equal size. A better
Runge-Kutta 5 th order integration method was inserted to replace the original routine. Storage
of output was improved to conserve mass and preserve accuracy. Dead code (gaseous release
routines) and old comment lines were removed.

The array size in ebsrel.f was changed to match that of the executive.

Implemented by: A Date:
R. Codell 9-22-99

Description of Acceptance Tests: S-,,e /4 t,,,s 1 vu% -,,
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Oct. 7, 1999 1 2-TPA Version 3.2.3 Test Plan for PA-SCR-283

Task Description: Decreased dose was observed when faulting was at 1 O0yrs instead of at
500yrs. This is corrected.

Affected modules: releaset.f, ebsrel.f

Analyst: Michael Muller

Controlled Version: TPA Version 3.2, May 28, 1999.
vulcan:/project/tpa/testsrc_3.3/323e/ runI

323i version: directory: vulcan:/project/tpa/test-src_3.3/323i/ run1 and
run2: faulting at 1 Oyrs
run3: faulting at 1 O0yrs
run4:faulting at 500yrs
run5: faulting at 1OOOyrs
run6: faulting at 9990yrs
run7: faulting at 1001 Oyrs

Tests:

1) Compare control with new version (as is).
2) Compare control with new version and faulting event at 1 Oyears., 1 O0yrs, 500yrs, 1 OOOyrs,

9990yrs, and 1001Oyrs.

Details:

All tests will be run for 50K years and 5 realizations. This is arbitrary.

Test 1. Run control vs new version (as is).

Purpose: Check for any changes caused by new version.

Files to compare: wpsfail, totdose.res

Pass/Fail Criteria: wpsfail files are identical. totdose.res files are similar. Expect that since
releaset.f, ebsrel.f have changed, so will total dose.

Results:

wpsfail.res files are identical.
totdose.res (1st realization of 5) comparing results from 323e and 323i without faulting. This
shows that the change in ebsrel does change the dose output.



Time(yr)
323e, runI 8.2933E+03

5.OOOOE+04
323i, runl 8.2933E+03

5.OOOOE+04

tede(dose)(rem/yr)
5.4040E-10
5.6320E-04
6.0022E-10
5.6931 E-04

dilutvol (m3/yr) /6 a
8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06

Test 2. Compare new version using faulting event at lOyears., lOOyrs, 500yrs, lOOOyrs.
Purpose: With Faulting at 10,100,500,1000 years, release should decrease as time of fault
increases because the dose has been accumulating for shorter periods of time.
Files to compare: wpsfail.res, totdose.res

Pass/Fail Criteria: wpsfail shows faulting failure at set times. totdose.res shows doses decrease as
time of faulting event increases.

Results: pass. wpsfail shows faulting failure at set times. totdose.res shows doses decrease as
time of faulting event increases. See table below.

totdose.res (1st realization of 5) comparing results from 323e and 323i without faulting, then
with faulting turned on for 323i.
5.4343E+03 years is the earliest time for a dose for 323i,
8.2933E+03 years is the earliest time for a dose for 323e.
5.OOOOE+04 years is the last time for a dose (maximum simulation time).

run2: faulting at 1 Oyrs
run3: faulting at 1Oyrs
run4: faulting at 500yrs
run5: faulting at I OOOyrs
run6: faulting at 9990yrs
run7: faulting at 1001 Oyrs

Realization Time(yr) tede(dose)(rem/yr) dilutvol (m3/yr)

run2, lOyrs

run3, lOOyrs

run4, 500yrs

5.4343E+03
8.2933E+03
5.OOOOE+04

5.4343E+03
8.2933E+03
5.OOOOE+04

5.4343E+03
8.2933E+03

7.9719E-10
2.2825E-07
5.6733E-04

7.6445E-10
2.2376E-07
5.6733E-04

6.9118E-10
1.9153E-07

8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06

8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06

8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06
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1 5.OOOOE+04 5.6733E-04 8.8939E+06

run5, 1000yrs

run6, 9990yrs

run7, 10000yrs

5.4343E+03
8.2933E+03
5.OOOOE+04

5.4343E+03
8.2933E+03
5.OOOOE+04

5.4343E+03
8.2933E+03
5.OOOOE+04

6.0174E-10
1.5747E-07
5.6733E-04

O.OOOOE-00
6.0022E-10
5.6733E-04

O.OOOOE-00
6.0022E-10
5.6733E-04

8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06

8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06

8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06
8.8939E+06
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: /Project No:
Assigns): PA-SCR- TPA 3.2.3 20-1402-762
284

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

dcagw.f and dilution.dat

The dilution.dat file provides capture width and thickness lookup tables with values
corresponding to well pumping rates in the range 50 to 1000 m3 per day. This is
insufficient f _ m4p _gr 5 -ritical-group -and-a-fange,----

incAiing-3.4 3 pe -day is-dolksi- 'P V-et+ t' cat

irb t AtKb 8tvL - pver Y 7 By4( eQ

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):
T. McCartin S. Mohanty
Date: 9-9-99 Date: 10-4-99

Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (If changes not implemented, please
justify):

The range of the dilution.dat tables was extended with two new entries, at 3.4 and 10 m3

per day by R. Fedors. The array size in dcagw.f was changed to accommodate the new
table size.

Implemented by: PA- Date:
R. Janetzke and R.Fedors | 10-10-99

Description of Acceptance Tests:

Tested by: - Date:
J. MenchacaU/_\ S£e/7<'-4

CNWRA Form TOP-5 (01/99)



Methodology to Account for Borehole Dilution at 5km in TPA code

Two changes have been made to the calculation of borehole dilution at 5 km:

1. The range of pump rates has been extended to include lower rates. The lower end of the range now
corresponds to the water needed by a single household; the previous lower end was for 15 households.

2. An additional criteria has been added to ensure that the fraction of mass captured equal to I when the
capture zone for the pumping well was wider than the streamtube. Rob Rice has confirmed that this
criteria is covered by a final check on the value of the mass fraction; the check ensures that it is not
greater than one.

DRAFT 27Sep99 I RFedors: ./Bore-Update 1 999/Muskat/tpa-5krn-update.wpd



Methodology to Account for Borehole Dilution at 5km in TPA code

This is the development of a methodology to incorporate wellbore dilution into the TPA code for a
pumping well located at 5km from the repository. The conceptualization necessarily accounts for a lack
of information on aquifer production zones, radionuclide plume configuration, and well pumping flow
rate through the treatment of these as sampled parameters. Analytic solutions for a partially penetrating
pumping well in a uniform flow field are used to estimate capture zones for a range of pump rates.
Together with a plume configuration based on the streamtube width and an stochastically-sampled plume
thickness, the well capture zone is used to estimate the fraction of mass captured by the well.

This approach does not explicitly estimate the dilution effects caused by transverse dispersion along the
plume pathway, nor the dilution by mixing of clean (no repository-based radionuclides) water from the
well extracting water from depths below the plume; these dilution effects lumped into the dilution
estimate through the use of a uniformly mixed plume of uncertain thickness. This approach does not
account for the uncertainty in hydraulic conductivity or hydraulic gradient at the 5 km location.

Conceptual Model

The conceptual model consists of a single, partially penetrating well pumping in an aquifer of
unknown thickness (see figure 1) located 5 km downgradient from the repository. The well pumping flow
rates are limited to a range appropriate to support the domestic requirements of one to a few hundred
households. The radionuclides are assumed to be uniformly mixed in a plume that is the width of the
streamtubes but of unknown thickness. The range of plume thicknesses are constrained to a range from
10 to I OOm. The aquifer thickness is constrained between 300 and 1000 m.

The conceptual model assumes a homogeneous, isotropic porous media. A more realistic model
incorporating production zones for water flow along fault and fracture zones was not pursued due to a
lack of data for both the number of production zones as well as the properties of the individual
production zones. Whereas, the vertically-averaged parameter values currently used in the site-wide
groundwater flow models are appropriate for the homogeneous, isotropic porous media model used here.

BI pliume

SL

Figure 1. Definition of parameters of plume thickness B, aquifer thickness b, and screen length SL,

DRAFT 27Sep99 2 RFedors: ./Bore-Updatel999/Muskat/tpa-5km-update.wpd
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Parameter Values and Ranges //G L

Steady state flow in a homogeneous, isotropic porous media is assumed with a plume that is the
width of the streamtubes but vertically mixed over an unknown thickness. The streamtube width (t,,.) is
calculated from the existing streamtube.dat file as the sum of the widths of all the streamtubes. It is also
assumed that constant values for the parameters hydraulic conductivity (K=l m/d) and regional hydraulic
gradient (17h=0.00125) are appropriate for the 5 km location. Extension of this approach for modeling
borehole dilution to include the uncertainty in K and 17h would require regression equations, instead of
two-dimensional lookup tables, for estimating capture width and thickness as functions of pumping rate,
aquifer thickness, and the composite parameter of K. an.

Pump flow rate, aquifer thickness, and mixing zone (plume) thickness are intended to be sampled
parameters with uniform distribution. The range of pump flow rates is based on the domestic needs of I
to 300 households. Annual use is assumed to be I ac-ft per household, or about 300 gpd per person if
there are 3 people per household (Fedors and Wittmeyer, 1998). This leads to the volumetric flow rate of
3.4 m3/d for one household, 50 m3/d for 15 households, and 1000 m3/d for 300 households.

Well Design

Two important parameters of well design well are wellbore radius (r,,.) and screen length. For this
analysis, a wellbore radius reflective of domestic or quasi-municipal wells is 0.254 m and is considered
constant in this analysis. The other important well design parameter is screen length. It is used to
determine the extent of the capture zone for a partially penetrating well and for calculation of the fraction
of radionuclide mass captured. Intuitively, a greater screen length is needed to support larger pump rates;
hence, screen length is estimated using the an analytic expression for flow from a partially penetrating
well.

The computed screen length needed to support the sampled pump flow rate and aquifer thickness
using Thiem's equation for confined radial flow (Lohman, 1972) and Muskat's adjustment for partially
penetrating wells (McWhorter and Sunada, 1977). The Thiem equation for confined radial flow for a
fully penetrating well is

Q 27(Kb

SIv ln(r/rv)

where the ratio of pump flow rate (Q) to drawdown (sw) is the specific capacity, it is 3.14159...,and re is
the radius of influence. The Muskat equation for a partially penetrating well is

(~)P = (#J[L{17tIV Cos L}XIv P stv b 2SL 2b

where the subscript "p" denotes the the partially penetrating well and S. is the length of the screened
portion of the well. This solution accounts for the nonuniform distribution of flux along the well screen
due to partial penetration into the aquifer. Kruseman and de Ridder (1983) describe an alternative
solution for this problem that they refer to as the Huisman method. However, the Huisman equation is in
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the form of an infinite series solution, and as such, is not as readily manipulated as the Muskat
approximation.

Reasonable estimates of the drawdown and radius of influence, both a function of the pump flow
rate, are needed. For the purpose of designing a screen length for a well, the drawdown will be
constrained to be a specified fraction of the screen length. In terms of specific capacity and lift costs, 0.7
can be taken as an upper limit (U.S. Department of Interior, 1981). Instead of using the upper limit, a
fraction equal to 0.5 will be used here. The estimate of the radius of influence, rather than using a
representative value for the entire range of pumping rates, is allowed to vary with the pump rate. The
estimate uses the empirical relation

re = 575 5, (b K)
2

from Bear (1979) is used noting that the units of hydraulic conductivity must be meters per second. This
relation produces results similar to the capture widths estimated using analytic element method of
GFLOW vi1.0 (Haitjema, 1995) described below. This is certainly not a justification for the empirical
relation since radius of influence and capture width are two slightly different concepts, but it does offer a
means of approximating the relation between discharge and radius of influence.

Well Capture Zone Estimation

Once values of wellbore radius and screen length are specified, the capture zone for partially
penetrating well in a uniform flow field can be estimated. The capture width and depth are determined as
a function of pump flow rate, aquifer thickness, and screen length using using the analytic element
method of GFLOW vi .0 (Haitjema, 1995). Matrices of both capture widths and capture depths for
various pump rates and aquifer thicknesses will be incorporated into the TPA code as lookup tables.

The Analytic Element Method (AEM) used in GFLOW v1.0 provides a composite analytic
solution which satisfies the differential equation in an unbounded domain. Delineation of streamlines is
more precise than with standard numerical methods since both the head and the velocities are known at
every point, rather than solely at computational nodes. Combined 2D and 3D modeling is accomplished
by superposition of 3D effects on the general 2D solution. For example, near a partially penetrating well,
a 3D solution is used. At a location sufficiently far from the well, however, the vertical flow components
are negligible and a 2D approximation for the pumping well may be superimposed on the solution.

The equations for flow in AEM are written in terms of discharge potentials instead of hydraulic
head. The discharge potential is defined differently for confined, unconfined, I D flow, 2D flow, or for
any other analytic element. Once the strength of the potential is known for each analytic element, the
head or groundwater discharge may be determined at any point in the flow domain. The solution for the
partially penetrating well is based on work by both Muskat and Polubarinova-Kochina (Haitjema, 1995)
for the representation of the strength distribution along a line sink (point sinks along a line) while
constraining the discharge to a fixed value.

GFLOW v1.0 is used to estimate the capture zone geometry for a partially penetrating well in a
uniform regional gradient . The 3D effects of the partially penetrating well are superimposed on the 2D
regional flow field. At some distance from the well, the vertical components due to pumping become
negligible. Forward or backward particle tracking is used in GFLOW to determine a capture area at some
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distant, upgradient point where vertical flux components become insignificant. This capture area is a
vertical plane normal to the direction of regional flow.

Fraction of Radionuclide Mass Captured

The fraction of the plume captured by a well at 5km is calculated as the ratio of the area of the
plume captured by the well and the entire area of the plume. The numerator is the well capture width
multiplied by the sampled plume thickness for screen lengths greater than the plume thickness; otherwise
the numerator is the capture width multiplied by the screen length plus the elliptical portion of the
capture area within the plume. The denominator is the streamtube width multiplied by the sampled plume
thickness.

IMPLEMENTATION OF WELLBORE DILUTION AT 5 KM IN TPA CODE

Wellbore dilution at 5 km is implemented in TPA 3.2 through three sampled parameters, three lookup
tables, and equations for the calculation of mass fraction captured based on criteria relating the wellbore
construction, capture depth, and aquifer thickness.

Parameter Distributions

The three parameters values and distributions for pump flow rate, aquifer thickness, and mixing
zone thickness are in the tpa.input file. Although other distributions may be used, uniform distributions
for all three parameters are chosen here since there is little data to support a more complex distribution.
The ranges specified below are the minimum and maximum allowed since the tables developed in
following section (Interpolation Tables) were developed for these ranges, and hence, extrapolation would
be avoided:

* pump flow rate, Q=U[3.4,1000m 3/d];
* aquifer thickness, b=U[300,I000m]; and
* mixing zone (plume) thickness, B=U[10,lOOm].

Interpolation Tables

The three parameters that need to be determined by interpolation from lookup tables are screen
length, capture width (c,), and capture thickness (ct, depth of capture zone). All three parameters are
functions of pump rate and aquifer thickness. The method used to calculate screen length, described
earlier, led to screen length strictly as a function of pump rate (table 1); aquifer thickness did not
significantly affect the estimated screen length. Practical limitations are imposed for the lower pump
rates where small screen lengths were estimated. The screen lengths were restricted to be greater than or
equal to 3 m; this restriction affected the two smallest pump rates in table 1.

Capture zone width (table 2) and thickness (table 3) are interpolated from 2-dimensional lookup
tables based on pump flow rate and aquifer thickness; e.g., capture width= cj(Q,b). The categories for the
table of capture widths (table 2) correspond to those for capture thickness (table 3) thus simplifying the
interpolation process for the two parameters. Figure 2 illustrates the variation in capture geometry caused
by variations in pump rate and aquifer thickness.
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Tahle 1 Screen I.Pnvths as a function of niumnine flow rates.

Pump Rate (m3/d) Screen Length (m)

3.4 3

10 3

50 8

240 19

430 27

620 34

810 40

1000 45

Table 2.Capture Widths (meters).

/ (b

//6-
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,�, 4,4 ) v , I

b=300m b=475m b=650m b=825m b=lOOOm

Q = 3.4 m3 /d 82 82 82 82 82

Q = 10 m3/d 142 142 142 142 142

Q=50 m 3/d 327 323 320 319 319

Q = 240 m 3/d 850 760 730 720 712

Q = 430 m 3/d 1292 1084 1010 984 966

Q = 620 m3 /d 1728 1378 1260 1204 1178

Q = 810 m3 /d 2180 1662 1490 1412 1370

Q = 1000 m 3/d 2590 1940 1706 1600 1532

Table). Capture Thicknesses (meters).

b=300m b=475m b=650m b=825m b= l OOOm

Q = 3.4 m3 /d 41 41 41 41 41

Q= 10 m 3/d 71 71 71 71 71

Q =50 m 3/d 150 156 158 159 159

Q =240 m3/d 268 314 330 338 341

Q = 430 m3/d 300 387 423 440 449

Q =620 m 3/d 300 427 485 513 529

Q= 810 m 3/d 300 451 530 571 593

Q = 1000 m3 /d 300 464 564 617 646
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Criteria for Calculation of Mass Fraction // 0
To calculate the fraction of mass captured, the relationship between the screen length, the capture

zone geometry, and the aquifer thickness must be considered. The first criteria ensures that all the mass is
captured if the well capture zone is larger than the streamtube. The remaining three criteria calculate the
portion of the plume captured using different equations based on the geometry of the capture zone and
the plume thickness. In the TPA code, the IF-THEN hierarchy for calculating the fraction of mass
captured is:

Criteria 1: If the capture width is greater than the streamtube width (c,,.> t,,.), then:

Fraction of Mass Captured (MC) = I

where tw is the streamtube width that is calculated from the streamtube.dat file;

Criteria 2: If screen length (SL) is greater than plume thickness, or, if capture depth is greater than 90%
of the aquifer thickness then:

Fraction of Mass Captured (MC) plume thickness * capture width B c,, CW
plume thickness * streamtube width B t,, t'

Criteria 3: If screen length is less than plume thickness but capture thickness is greater than the plume
thickness then:

MC = capture area within plume
plume thickness * streamtube width

[(c'V S'1 + [( | (B-SL) ((cSL)2 IBSL)2 + (C,-SL) sin _ I
B t~v

where the first term in the numerator is the portion at the level of the screen, and the second term is the
portion below the screen yet still within the plume; the latter term is the result of integrating the equation
for an ellipse for portion that is in the plume);

Criteria 4: If screen length and capture thickness are less than plume thickness then:

MC = capture area [c SL] + 2
plume thickness * streamtube width B t~v

The capture area is calculated assuming that the portion below the screen is the shape of an ellipse. This
assumption may be in error when the capture depth approaches the thickness of the aquifer. This error,
however, occurs for the situation of large pump flow rates and thin aquifers for which the second part in
Criteria 1 catches the significant cases.
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Estimation of Dose

Once the mass fraction is known, the dose is calculated by multiplying the mass rate of
radionuclides (MRN) transported to the 5 km distance by the fraction of the mass captured and by the dose
conversion factor (dcj) and then dividing by the volume pumped over a specified time period. The dose is
calculated as:

dose mass rate * fraction of mass captured * dose conversion factor
volume rate pumped

which is, when using annual values and units restricted to meters and days for the pump flow rate:

de(r ) MR4Ci) * MC * dcf( re m )

(r m ) ( 365

// I// 6 7-

Table 4 contains a summary of variables, their definitions, and how obtained in the TPA
implementation of wellbore dilution at 5 km.

Table 4. Variable descriptions

Source of Value Symbol Description

sample from distribution Q pump rate (m3/d)

sample from distribution b aquifer thickness (in)

sample from distribution B plume thickness (in)

interpolate from table 1 cI, capture width (in)

interpolate from table 2 c, capture thickness (in)

interpolate from table 3 SL screen length (m)

calculate from existing TPA input t, , streamtube width (in)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _pio = 3.14 159...

existing computation MRN mass rate (Ci/yr)

existing parameter df dose conversion factor
dc_________ __ _ [(rem/yr)(m 3 /Ci)]
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TPA Version 3.3 Test Plan: PA-SCR-284

Task Description: Modify and test the dcagw.f module and dilution.dat input file.

/ 1311/
i/?/L

Reason for Change: The dilution.dat file provides capture width and thickness lookup tables
with values corresponding to well pumping rates in the range 50 to 1000
m3 per day. This is insufficient for single family pumping rates, and a
range including 3.4 m3 per day is desired.

Analyst: R. Janetzke, R. Fedors Date: 10/10/99

Controlled Version: Version 3.2.3
Modified Version: Version 3.2.3

Baseline Runs:

Basecase 1. Run a number of baseline runs with the currently existing code to generate a
baseline of data to compare to.

Create a master subdirectory named dilution. All source code, executable and output files will be
stored in this directory or in a child subdirectory of dilution.

In a subdirectory of dilution called tpa323i, copy and compile the tpa version found in
/home/j anetzke/sccs.

In a subdirectory of dilution called basecase 1, run a mean value file tpa run. The data from this
run will be used as a baseline with which to measure the output of the first test case.

Test 1. Comparison tests, verifying that little or no changes have been introduced by the changes
to the software so far.

In a subdirectory of dilution called tpa323j, copy and compile the tpa version found in
/home/j anetzke/sccsj.

In a subdirectory of dilution called Testl, run the identical mean value tpa run that was run in
Basecasel.

Use the unix diff command as follows:
diff Basecase 1 /pathname 1 Test 1 /pathname 1 > Pathname 1 VsPathname2_Diff.out
to generate a file of differences between the two subdirectories.



The only differences that should be found in PathnamelVsPathname2 Diff.out file is the time
differences in the header information.

RESULTS:

Using a mean value run, the basecase 1 output files and the Test 1 output files only show
differences in their time stamped title lines with the following exceptions:

1. There is "1 = NsetLatinHypercubeSampling" in Testl/cp.tpa

2. There are additional lines in Testl/dilution.dat (the new lines).

3. In tpa.out, there are several flags about NLHS having no abbreviation in tpanames.dbs.

4. In tpanames.dbs there is a line for NsetLatinHypercubeSampling.

Test 2. Range Test, verifying the new lower range limit.

In a subdirectory of dilution called Test2, copy Testl/tpa.inp to Test2/tpa.inp. Modify tpa.inp
such that the WellPumpingRateAtReceptorGroup2Okm is changed from 8750000.0000000
gal/day to 1056.688209 gal/day which represents a usage of 4.0 m3 /day. Run the this mean value
tpa run to make sure that it runs properly.

RESULTS:

The run executed successfully with no errors.

��/ 4;1��
M.
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: /Project No:
Assigns): PA-SCR- TPA 3.2.3 20-1402-762
285

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

exec.f, sampler.f, and tpa.inp

The TPA code does not have the ability to read externally generated LHS sample parameter
files. This feature is required for sensitivity studies like the Morris method, and is added in
the modifications described here.

Change Requested by: |Change Authorized by (Software Developer):
S. Mohanty S. Mohanty
Date: 10-4-99 Date: 10-4-99 '

Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (If changes not implemented, please
justify):

The exec module was changed to permit the use of the LHS = 2 mode of operation. This
mode skips the LHS module and reads a previously generated sampled parameter file. This
is done is a way that does not interrupt the sample hazard curve sampling mechanism that is
used to generate seismic events. The Morris method also requires a parameter to indicate
the number of sets to process. This is provided with the new input parameter
NsetLatinHypercubeSampling.

Implemented by: g yDate:
R. Janetzke and R). Rice 1-26-99

Description of Acceptance Tests:

Tested by: Date:
J. MenchacaK/IA/ a _ A'1 #-e- _sc7_) q:J

CNWRA Form TOP-5 (01/99)
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TPA Version 3.3 Test Plan: PA-SCR-285

Task Description: Test the exec.f sampler.f modules and tpa.inp input file.

Reason for Change: The TPA code does not have the ability to read externally generated LHS
sample parameter files. This feature is required for sensitivity studies like
the Morris method.

Analyst: R. Janetzke and R. Rice Date: 10/04/99

Controlled Version: Version 3.2.3
Modified Version: Version 3.2.3

Baseline Runs:

Basecase 1. Run a baseline run with the currently existing code to generate a baseline of data
to compare to.

Create a master subdirectory named lhs2. All source code, executable and output files will be
stored in this directory or in a child subdirectory of lhs2.

In a subdirectory of lhs2 called tpa323, copy and compile the current tpa version found in
/net/scratchy 1 /export/home/j anetzke/tpa/dev/.

In a subdirectory of lhs2 called basecasel, run a basecase tpa run with 247 realizations. The data
from this run will be used as a baseline with which to measure any changes in the output from
Test runs.

Basecase 2. Run a baseline run with the currently existing code and the Seismic Disruptive
Scenario Flag set to 0 (i.e. turned off). to generate a baseline of data to compare
to.

Create a subdirectory called basecase2 in a subdirectory of lhs2. Copy -/lhs2/basecasel/tpa.inp
into basecase2 and edit tpa.inp to set the Seismic Disruptive Scenario Flag to 0 instead of 1 (i.e.
turned off). The data from this run will be used as a baseline with which to measure any changes
in the output from Test runs.

Test 1. Comparison tests. Execute an identical run as the one performed in Basecase 1. This run
will be executed in a subdirectory named Testl. Using the unix diff command, compare
output files to verify that there are differences between the two sets of output files.
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Create a subdirectory in lhs2 called Testl. In this subdirectory create another subdirectory called
origs. Copy -/lhs2/basecasel/tpa.inp to the Testl subdirectory and -/lhs2/basecasel/lhs.inp to
the Testl/origs.

Create a standalone lhs.out file using the following sequence executed in the lhs2/Testl/origs
subdirectory:
snllhs.e<ENTER>
<ENTER>
lhs.inp<ENTER>
lhs.out<ENTER>
247<ENTER>

where <ENTER> indicates that the operator is to press the enter key at the right of the
alphanumeric keyboard.

This sequence of commands will create an lhs.out file to be used as input to the Testl tpa.e since
an lhs.out will not be generated for the Test 1 run.

Copy the just created lhs.out file to one subdirectory below the origs file, i.e. to the Testl
subdirectory.

Edit the Testl tpa.inp file to change the LatinHypercubeSampling iflag from 1 to 2 to indicate to
the tpa.e program that no lhs.out file is to be generated during this run.

Use the unix diff command as follows:
diff basecasel Testl > basecase1VsTestlDiffs.txt
to generate a file of differences between the two subdirectories. There should be many
differences between the two subdirectories since the Seismic Disruptive Scenario Flag is
activated in the basecase. The effect of setting the Latin Hypercupe Sampling flag to 2 and the
Nset Latin Hypercuve Sampling flag to 1 is to fix the Seismic activity to whatever it was in the
first realization for the remainder of the realizations in the set.

RESULTS:

As expected, there were many differences between the two runs.

Test 2. Comparison tests. Execute an identical run as the one performed in Basecase 2 with the
exception that the LatinHypercubeSampling iflag is set to 2 instead of 1. This run will be
executed in a subdirectory named Test2. Using the unix diff command, compare output
files to verify that there are no differences between the two sets of output files.

Create a subdirectory in lhs2 called Test2. Copy -/lhs2/Testl/tpa.inp and -/lhs2/Testl/lhs.out to
the Test2 subdirectory.
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Edit the Test2/tpa.inp file to set the Seismic Disruptive Scenario Flag to 0 instead of 1 (i.e.
turned off). The Latin Hypercube Sampling flag should already be set to 2, disabling generation
of a new lhs.out file.

Run the tpa.e using this new tpa.inp and the copied lhs.out file.

Use the unix diff command as follows:
diff basecase2 Test2 > basecase2VsTest2Diffs.txt
to generate a file of differences between the two subdirectories.

The only differences should be the time differences in the header information since the Seismic
Disruptive Scenario Flag has been set to 0 in both cases. No random seismic activity will be
generated thus the two files should be identical.

RESULTS:

All the files are identical except for their time stamped title lines, with one exception, which is
reasonable. The cp.tpa file shows that the LatinHypercubeSampling parameter is 1 in the base
case and 2 in the test case.

Test 3. Nset Test. Testing to see if the NsetLatinHypercube sampling parameter is working
properly.

Create a subdirectory called Test3 in -/lhs2. Copy the Testl/tpa.inp file into Test3

Edit the file to change the number of realizations from 247 to 25. The
NsetLatinHypercupeSampling value will cause the TPA program to expect 247 parameters and
should generate an error. Run it to make sure that the following output is generated when the
program is run:

***>>> Error in exec.f <<<***
the number of sets of realizations
and the number of realizations do not
match the number of parameters in lhs.out
plus one

number of sets of realizations= 1
number of realizations= 25
number of sampled parameters= 246

Change the NsetLatinHypercubeSampling value to 0. A similar error should appear as shown
below:

* * *>>> Error in exec.f <<<* * *
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the number of sets of realizations
and the number of realizations do not
match the number of parameters in lhs.out
plus one

number of sets of realizations= 0
number of realizations= 25
number of sampled parameters= 246

RESULTS:

As expected we get the failures described above in both cases.
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: /Project No:
Assigns): PA-SCR- TPA 3.2.3 20-1402-762
286

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

sampler.f

The samplehazardcurve( routine uses a random number generator to select the time of
seismic events followed by a do loop that also uses the random number generator to select
the magnitude of the events. The number of calls to the random number generator is
determined by the number of events and the length of simulation. This results in a different
set of magnitudes for the first 10,000 years for 10,000 and 50,000 year runs. It is desired
that the first 10,000 years of both runs have the same seismic history. l

rto\ t (w 1 I' f t- C B ti

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):
S. Mohanty S. Mohanty
Date: 11-4-99 Date: 11-4-99

Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (If changes not implemented, please
justify):

The loop selecting time of events was changed to fill the entire allocated array regardless of
simulation time. This will provide the same random number seed at the start of the do loop
that selects the magnitude of seismic events.

Implemented by: Date:
R. Janetzke 11-4-99

Description of A;ceptance Tests:

Tested by: Date:
M. Muller '4a

CNWRA Form TOP-5 (01/99)
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TPA Version 3.2.3 Test Plan for PA-SCR-286 Nov. 17, 1999

Task Description: The samplehazardcurve() routine generates random numbers for time and
then for magnitude of seismic events. This results in different magnitudes
for 1 OK and 50K runs. The first 1OK years of either run should be the
same.

Affected module: sampler.f

Analyst: Michael Muller

Controlled Version: TPA Version 3.2, May 28, 1999.
vulcan:/project/tpa/testsrc_3.3/323e/ runl and run5

323n version: directory: vulcan:/project/tpa/testsrc_3.3/323n/ runl and run2

Tests:

1) Compare control version 1OK with control 50K. See difference in seismic magnitudes.
2) Compare 323n version for 1Ok and 50k. Should see the same seismic magnitudes.

Details:

First test will be run for 1OK and 50K years and 5 (arbitrary) realizations.
Second test will be run for the same times and realizations.

Test 1. Run control version to 1 OK years and compare with control version to 50K years.
Purpose: Check for difference in seismic magnitudes (should have them).

Files to compare: wpsfail.res

Pass/Fail Criteria: Since the seismic magnitude directly determines the number of failed
waste packages, wpsfail.res will be checked to see that there are a different
number of waste packages failing in the first 1 Ok years (expect that this
will be different due to the way random numbers were generated).

Results: pass. Number of Wps different in number and time of failure between 1 OK and
50K runs.

Test 2. Run 323n version to 1OK years and compare with 323n version to 50K years.
Purpose: Check for identical seismic magnitudes (should have them).

Files to compare: wpsfail.res
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Pass/Fail Criteria: Since the seismic magnitude directly determines the number of failed
waste packages, wpsfail.res will be checked to see that there are an
identical number of waste packages failing in the first 1 Ok years (expect
that this will be identical due to the change in the way random numbers
are generated).

Results: pass. Number of Wps failed are identical between 1 OK and 50K runs.
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SOFTWARE CHANGE REPORT (SCR)

SCR No. (Software Developer Software Title and Version: /Project No:
Assigns): PA-SCR- TPA 3.2.3 20-1402-762
287

Affected Software Module(s), Description of Problem(s):

failt. f

The chloride concentration data for failt.f was intended to come from ebsfail.f via the
chlrdmf.dat file. However it was found that this file is overwritten in the failt.f subroutine
called multiflo.dat. This call was misplaced in the TPA section of the code and should
have been in the standalone section of the code where iflagtpa =2. The subroutine chloride
also has incorrect logic for the stand alone mode in that it fails to read chlrdmf.dat file for
iflagtpa = 2. XvO-C I C>e M c e rct e's 1TPA 'VL41 S,

A -v x A k ,b cv-he SAL t AZ( Coo- ) -,L L B ,

Change Requested by: Change Authorized by (Software Developer):
S. Mohanty S. Mohanty
Date: 11-10-99 Date: 11-10-99 c

Description of Change(s) or Problem Resolution (If changes not implemented, please
justify):

The logic associated with the iflagtpa flag was changed to conform to the intended
operation of the code, that is iflagtpa= 1 is a tpa run with chloride concentrations read in
subroutine chloride from chlrdmf.dat written by ebsfail.f, iflagtpa=2 is a standalone run
with chloride concentrations read in subroutine chloride from chlrdmf.dat written by
subroutine multiflodata, and iflagtpa = 3 is a standalone run with chloride concentrations
read in subroutine chloride from empirical data in chloride.dat generated in the failt.f main
section.

Implemented by: Date:
R. Janetzke \\J 11-12-99

Description of Acceptance Tests:

Tested by: Date: (7 F Z

CNWRA Form TOP-5 (01/99)
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cstep
program failt
implicit none

c*** start of declarations inserted by spag
real*8 aa, age, betahyl, betahy2, betaoxl, itaox2, cfactor,

& clconc, clconca, cicritl, clcrit2, Astantl, cpass,
& ctemp, cthickl, cthick2, curact, d, *ni, dtmax

real*8 dtmin, e, ecor, ecrit, eps, errabs, errel, filmthk,
& garbl, gbthick, ghyl, ghy2, goxI, a 4 grainr, humd,
& humdcl,humdc2, odev, pnt, pntd

C CSS - rate and rkqc are function calls; delete d.arations
C CSS real*8 pntf, rate, refph, rkhyl, rkhy2, rkt, rkox2, rkqc,

real*8 pntf, xgas,refph, rkhyl, rkhy2, rkci, rkox2,
& rthick, sfactor,scalthk, spor, taus,tavg, tcan, temp2,
& temp3, tend, tfail, thicktot, yieldkdkic

real*8 timintv, timr, tiny, tstart, tstop,let, twetf, tyears,
& wpdia, wplen, x, xcouple, xread, y,I

integer i, icorr, ifail, iflag, iflagl, itl3, iflagcl, ilayer,
& nhist, nhista, nintv, nseries, nsetnv

C CSS 9/3/97 & nbad, nhist, nhista, nintinok, nseries, nset, nv
integer iflagtpa
integer ihumidair

crbc8/1/97
C CSS 9/3/97 integer itrap

real*8 pntlast,tprime
c---_-___
c code: ebspac (engineering barrier systen trformance assessment code)
c
c part: ebspacqfail.f. this is one of thE o parts of ebspac
c
c version: 1.1 january 6, 1997
c This version supercedes version 1.bnd is delivered with
c the TPA 3.1 code.
c
c date: September 4, 1997
c
c purpose: the ebspac computer program has beadeveloped jointly by the
c center for nuclear waste regulatorymalyses (cnwra) and the
c u. s. nuclear regulatory commissioiVnrc) for use in the
c review of doe's licence applicatiombr the hlw geologic
c repository by the office of nmss, d.
c
c ebspac-fail.f part of ebspac calcubes waste package failure
c time & ebspacrelease.f part of ebsF calculates the rate of
c release of nuclides from the reposbry in the near field.
c
c the repository is assumed to be matkup of cells and ebspac
c provides results for one cell. inpitto ebspac is read from
c files which may either be created ially by the user or
c generated by use of codes other thuebspac.
c
c developers: ebspac fail.f was developed by sitaita mohanty
c at the cnwra with assistance from tr ahn (nrc, 301-415-5812),
c g. cragnolino, p. lichtner, & n. srhar
c
c user: developed for use in nrc iterative Fformance assessment
c iii. this computer code is managed der cnwra's code
c configuration procedure. any modiftions to the source
c code must be reported to code cust(Aan (see below).
c other versions of this code will biveleased in the future.
c
c disclaimer: this computer code has not been fonily or informally
c verified, is known to have numeroushgs, and the model
c embodied in it are not validated.
c

failtt
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c contact: sitakanta mohanty ( 1522-5185 / i
c center for nuclear sue regulatory analyses /6 2
c southwest research isitute, san antonio, tx 78250
c

c modified:
c
cc MLE 10/27/98 Michael L. *tey
c Ported fron lix to PC running NT4 with
c Lahey FORTFWO (LF90 v4.5) compiler.
c

parameter (nv=l, nintv=2000
REAL*8 rate, rkqc
external rate, rkqc
character*80 titlel
character*7 , mode

cc MLE: wrapper functions
cc character*24 fdate

character*24 zportfdatefun
external zportfdatefun

C CSS - declare temp int var nvtemp snv doesn't need to be passed
integer nvtemp

c dimension odev(nv)
crbc7/31/97

common /bulk / age, tend, , z, d, filmthk, e, cthickl,
& cthick2, sfer, yieldstr,dkic

common /histry/ nhist
common /thist / timr(nintv) Ivg(nintv), tcan(nintv),

& humd(nintv)
common /newl / clconca, clitl, clcrit2, clconc(nintv),

& cfactor, ifiul
common /corrparl/ ecor, ecritcpass, curact, aa(2, 3),

& xread,xgai.ufph, betaoxl, betahyl, betaox2,
& betahy2, Awl, rkhyl, rkox2, rkhy2, goxl,
& ghyl, gox,.hy2, scalthk,spor, taus, xcouple

c common /corrpar2/ xipto, slitt xirpo, slrpo, xipti, slpti,
c & xirpi, slrpi

common /solve / dtini, dtmax,irrrel, errabs
common /templ / iflag,nset,tiintv,humdcl,humdc2,ctemp,nhista
common /dryoxdc/ grainr, gbtik, constantl, nseries
common /wpgmty/ wplen, wpdie
common /wetting/ twet
common /flags / icorr
common /tpaoption/iflagtpa
common /humid/ ihumidair

crrrr common /cripotout/ xipto,ptt-g,slpto,slpttemo,
crrrr & xieo,rptemo,slrpo,slrptemo
crrrr common /cripotin/ xipti,pttetslpti,slpttemi,
crrrr & Yiqi,rptemi,slrpi,slrptemi

c open (2, file='doe trh.inp'.ftatus='old')
c3/lOc3/5open (2, file='../tefkti.irnt status='old')
csm5/21 open (2, file='tefkti.inp' tatus='old')
c open(2,file='../83mtu.doe',*tus='old')
c open (2, file='ebstrhc.inp',status='unknown') ! Moved JB AUG97

open (3, file='ebstrh.dat', Atus='unknown')
c open(9,file='faill.inp',statsod'old')
csmS/21 open (9, file='ebspactil.inp', status='old')

open (9, file='ebsfail.inp',ktatus='old')
cc open (8, file='Aebsfailou0torrode.out', status='unknown')
cc open (19, file='A-ebsfailotransition out', status='unknown')
cc open (22, file='A ebsfailn'.%echofail.dat', status='unknown')
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cc
cc MLE:
cc

c-

c

open (8, file='corrode.out', status='unknown'
open (19, file='transition.out', status='un~xn')
changed 'echofail.dat' to 'echofail.dat'
open (22, file='echofail.dat', status='unk).:>3')

open (22, file='echofail.dat', status='unknowi
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - -

<I~/ -

c nomenclature:

age: age of the waste [yr] (not used)
tend: end time for simulation
filmthk: thickness of water film [m] on the wl
cthickl: wp outer overpack initial thickness 1e
cthick2: wp inner overpack initial thickness t
sfactor: safety factor for uncertainties in meinical properties
betaox: beta kinetics parameter for oxygen rEktion
betahy: beta kinetics parameter for water redution
rkox: rate constant for oxygen reduction 1mlomb m/mole/yr]
rkhy: rate constant for water redution in Ialomb/m^2/yr]
gox: activation energy for oxygen rate corant [j/mole]
ghy: activation energy for water reductiorii/mole]
aa(l,3): cpass = aa(l,l)+aa(l,2)*t+aa(1,3)*t*12
aa(2,3): cpass = aa(2,1)+aa(2,2)*t+aa(2,3)*t**l
ecrit: critical potential for localized corldon [volts she]
taus: tortuosity/geometry correction for lied diffusion

of oxygen through boiler scale
refph: reference ph
spor: porosity of scale deposited on the wy-il.0 for liq. film]
dtini: initial time step in years
dtmax: maximum time step in years
errrel: relative error
errabs: absolute error
timr(i): representative time [yr]
tavg(i): average repository temperature [celsi:*
tcan(i): waste package surface temperature [cfvkus]
ecor: corrosion potential [volts she]
cpass: passive current density [coulomb/m'2,-
scalthk: thickness of scale layer [m]
curact: active current density [coulomb/mn2/)e
grainr: grain radius [micrometer]
nseries: number of terms in infinite series fclap oxidation
gbthick: grain bundary thickness [micrometer]
constantl:a constant relating matrix and grair'roundary

oxygen diffusion in metal
humdcl: critical relative humidity for the on.tof humid air corr.
humdc2: critical relative humidity for the onseof aqueous corr.
clconca:chloride ion concentration near the wl *ol/liter]

c -------------------- begin reading input data------- --------------

c topl8 requirements:

write (*, *)
& 'ebspac (engineering barrier system performance asessment code)'

write (*, *)
& 'this is the part of the code that computewp failure time'

write (*, *) 'version= 1.0'
cc MIE: INCLUDE zportfdatefun
cc write (*, *) fdate()

write(*, *) zportfdatefun()

c prepare and read input data including temperal rel. hum. history

call input
c AUJG28.97 JB - Added close statements to decreaset tfLaumber of open files

.1

U failt. f )
01
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. ). L/close (9)

close (22)
c AUG28.97 JH End

c iflagtpa = 2
print*, 'iflagtpa=',if!-,tpa
nhista = int(tend/timi )

&
call temphstry (iflaq, tlagtpa,nset, timr, tcan, tavq, humd,

tend, nhist, iista, timintv)

if (iflagtpa eq.2 the

c the following file musi:e created by the tpa code using multiflo
c data. Otherwise run ch.tide.f program to generate this file
c using multiflo data.

c pri-nt*, 'nint~v,nhisi-.+imr=',nintv,nhist,timr- I
call multifiodata(ntsv,nhist,timr) '

cc MLE: changed 'chloridemf.de to 'chlrdmf.dat'
cc ° status='unknown-'

-~ --p.o~n (-2l, file-'cTh1- z.tu-inku'/

csm5/12 call chlorid Sflag,iflagtpa,cfactor,nset, timr,
csm5/12 e ls clconc, nhist)

21, file='chlckde.dat', status='unknown')

c--> prepare chlotile conceitation data. remove this
c feature when data is a alable from multiflo directly

garbl = 99999. r %
titlel = 'this is repl ament for peters data'

,

write (21, *) titlel \
write (21, *) nhist, g Al, nhist, garbl, nhist, garbl
do 100 i = 1, nhist

if ( tcan(i).gt.ctemp/ then
write (21, 9001) t"s(i), clconca, timr(i), clconca, timr(i)

, tconca&
else

write (21, 9001) tix(i), clconca/cfactor, timr(i),
clanca/cfactor, timr(i), clconca/cfactor&

end it
100 continue

close (21)

endi14

call chloride(iflagifi tpa,cfactor,nset, timr, clconc, nhist)

c write to the data file I be read by the subsequent program(s)

write
write
write
write
write
write

write
write
write
write

(*, '(a58)') 'caislation of waste package&failure time'
(* (80("'=") )'

(3, *) tend
(3, *) nhist
(*, '(a50,fl2.0)''end of simulation time [yr]:', tend
(*, '(a50,il2)')

'no. of rows oiiata to pass to release.f:', nhist
(8, 9(80(4-"))))
(8, 9004)

*,9004)

&

I

( failt. f D
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write (8, 9005)
write (8, '(80("="))
write (*/ 9005)
write (*/ '(80('="))

write (3, *) 'i,timr n,tavg,humd'
c write(*,*) 'i,timr,-m,tavg,humd'

do 200 i = 1, nhist
write (3, '(i5,10f;I)') i, timr(i), tcan(i), tavg(i),

& humd(i)
c write(*,'(i5,elO Uf12.4)')
c & i,timr(i),tcr*),tavg(i),humd(i)

; continue

/2 5/
/ /L

csm initialize v

crtc do 300 i = 1, nv
odev = 0.0

c 'I. continue
ilayer = 1
pnt = 0.
twetf = 99999.

do 400 i 2, nhist
dtmin 0.0
eps = errrel
tiny = errabs

crir time timr(i)
if ( i.gt.l ) then
tstart = timr(i -
tstop timr(i)

else
tstart = 0.
tstop errabs

end if

c lculate depth of penetr:tn of corrosion pit.

temp2 = tcan(i)
if ( humd(i).1t.huyr& ) then

tyears = tstop - tart
call dryoxdwp(i, -hars, temp2, grainr,

corinntl, pntd)
nseries, gbthick,

pnt =
twet =
iflag3

pnt + pntd
= timr(i)
3 = O

crtc

Cs-

cdLQ
cdtq

C

odev = pnt
print*,'timr,ptration by dry oxidation =', timr(i).ont

else
ihumidair = 1
if (humd(i).ge.hi.*2) then

ihumidair=O
if ( iflag3.eqJ) then

twetf = twet
pntf = pnt
print*,'we1ibg time [yr] =',twetf
print*,'tiieenetration by dry oxidation'
iflag3 = 1

end if
else

\- 1 Ir--4

,tstart,pntf

twet = timr(i)
endif
call odeint(odev, , tstart, tstop, eps, dtini, dtmin,

failt. f
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C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
c

C

C
C

& dtmax, nok, nbad, t q rate, rkqc, ilayer,
& cthickl)

CSS ', new int var = const nv and use in hction call to odeint
nvtomp = nv

CSS rate &rkqc are subroutines defined this file - don't need to
CSS r3passed
CSS call odeint(odev, nvtemp, tstar ;-stop, eps, dtini, dtmin,
CSS& dtmax, nok, nbad, t q rate, rkqc, ilayer,
CSS& cthickl)

call odeint(odev, nvtemp, tstar £stop, eps, dtini, dtmin,
& dtmax, nok, nbad, t-q ilayer,
& cthickl)

replace with simpsons rule intetion from numerical recipes
call qsimp(rate,tstart,tstop,od( ilayer,eps)
just use trapazoidal rule
do itrap=1,3

call trapzd(rate,tstart,tstop iv,itrap,ilayer)
end do
call qtrap(rate,tstart,tstop,od, wlayer)

CSS -noved comment per SM.
pntlast=pnt

pnt = pnt+odev
check to see if first layer thiess has been exceeded under ilayer

/ , j
// L'L

c
c
c
c
c
c

c

if(ilayer.eq.1 and.pnt.gt .cthicbl then
c layer I has been penetrated. P& off to layer 1
cc MLE: added line break

tprime=tstart+((cthickl-pntla. !((pnt-pntlast))*
& (tstop-tstart)

c start at penetration
pnt=cthickl

c repeat calculation to tstop sating at tprime
ilayer=2
call qsimp(rate,tstart,tstop,.*,ilayer,eps)
pnt=pntsodev

end if

penetration

crbc
end if

c tesiif fracture failure would occur ..........................

temp3 = tcan(i)

c3/3/9inext line brought from below to abao'the call mech line
thicktot = cthickl + cthick2

c3/3/9/ if ( pnt.le.cthickl and. war.eq.l
c3/3/97 & call mech(i, tstart, tsp, temp3, pnt, ifail)

if ( pnt.le.thicktot .and. icorr.{q )
& call mech(i, tstart, tstop, ji3, pnt, ifail)

rthick = thicktot - pnt

mode = 'dry oxd'
if ( tstop.gt.twetf ) then

if ( ecor.gt.ecrit .and. iflagc 4.1 ) then
mode = 'local

else
mode = 'general'

end if
end if

&
write (8, 9003) ilayer, tstop, tc.4*), ecrit, ecor, iflagcl,

rthick
write (*, 9003) ilayer, tstop, tcic), ecrit, ecor, iflagcl,

eI

M. f
Ii~~~~~~~~~
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& thick, mode
CWa

if ( pnt .gt.tkktot .or. ifail.eq.1 ) then
iflagl = 1
go to 500

else
iflagl = 0

end if

00 continue

n0 continue
write (*, '(80(' )')
write (*, '(a42,I.0)') 'wp wetting time [yr]:', twetf
if ( iflagl.eq.] ?then

tfail = tstart
write (3, *) tdfl
write (3, *) in
write (3, *) w
write (*, '(a4.212.0)') 'wp failure time [yr] ', tfail

else
tfail = tend
write (3, *) tIl
write (3, *) wn
write (3, *) wla

ES - remove , after p-nthesis
write (*, '(a4412.0,a)') , '$$$ no wp failure below [yr]:',

& tfail, $$$'
write (*, '(a4k12.0,a)') '$$$ no wp failure below [yr]:',

& tfail,
end if

C
C
C

ccrwr
cc

write (*, '(a42, #15.3)') 'penetration by dry oxidation [mi]:',
pntf

write (*, '(a42,*a)') 'echoed input data in:', 'echofail.dat'
write (*, '(a42,'5a)') 'output data are in files:',

'ebstrh.dtand corrode.out'
8/22/97 temphumd.it replaced by ebstrh.dat
& 'temphuidat and corrode.out'
write (*, '(80('--t)')

close (3)
close (9)
close (8)

cc close (19)
close (21)

stop

9U1 format (6(1x,lpl&.4))
cdq print*, '**befe odeint**', (odev(in),in=l,nv),tstart,tstop
c write(*,121) tlart,tstop,eps,dtini,dtmin,dtmax
902 format ('tstart,tiop,eps,dtini,dtmin,dtmax', 20e13.3)

903 format
&

V 4 format
&

¶5 format

_& .

(i2, 2x, 410.2,lx), 2(flO.4,1x), 4x, il, 2x, lpel5.7,
2x, a7)

(lx, 'ilaft', 2x, 'tstop', 6x, 'tcan', 6x, 'ecrit', 6x,
'ecorr', I, 'chloride', 3x, 'rthick'6x, 'mode')

(lx, ' ', 2x, '[yr] ', 6x, ' [c]', 6x, '[vshe]', 5x,
'[vshe]',fx, 'flag', 6x, ' [m] ')

end
* *temphstry.spg proccud by spag 4.00aa at 14:01 on 7 jan 1997

failt. f
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/ ?'j

subroutine temphstr-alaq, iflagtpa,nset, timr, tcan, ta )
& humd, tend, ist, nhist3, timintv)

implicit none
c*** start of declarations -rrted by spag

real*8 ambient, col, ian, dt, epsl, humd, tavg, tcan, te.-i
& timintv, timi

integer i, iflag, i;.iset, nhist, nhist3, nintv, nset
integer iflagtpa

c*** end of declarations ins-eed by spag
c,_------

c purpose: read tempeLare, relative humidity from a table kbe
c provided by * tpa code. also, doe data can be rtaif
c proper data ife is provided
c-------------------------------------------------------------- -------

parameter (nintv=2064
dimension timr(nint'.tcan(nintv), tavg(nintv), humd(ninij

c local arrays:
dimension col(4, 12

c-------------------------- ----------------------------------- -------

c nomenclature:

c maxrow: maximum numLfof rows provided in the temperaturf ta file
c timr: time at whi(kemperature and relative humidity
c dataie provided [y]
c tcan: surface temFiture of the wp outer overpack [c]
c tavg: temperature dthedrift wall surrounding the wp [tj
c humd: relative hurirty near the wp surface [dimensionl-#
c nset: correspons c,* to iflag = 2; it is the data set
c that corresp~Is to a particular set of
c temperature imidity data

c iflag :1 use fictional temp, humidity representat-e
c of 6dvdata
c :2 reaciiom a file temphumidity
c--------------- -_ _

c note: the reason weive this doe model is that the temptAure is
c calculated to l00,0tFyears. but as drift surface temperate
c is not availab].e, tbeefore, a constant temperature diffeie
c between wp surface andrift wall (dcan) is assumed

if ( iflag.eq.1 ) tLe
ambient = 25.
dt = timintv
dcan = 30.
timr(l) = 0.0
tavg(l) = 185.96
tcan(l) = tavg(l) ~dcan
humd(l) = 0.16535
do 50 i = 2, nhist3

timr(i) = i*(dt -1)
tavg(i) = 18 5.9 6 30.694*loglO(timr(i))
tcan(i) = tavg(i)+ dcan
humd(i) = 0.165395 0.19 3 9 1*loglO(timr(i))
if ( tavg(i).lt.dient ) tavg(i) = ambient
if ( humd(i).qt U ) humd(i) = 1.0

50 continue
nhist = nhist3

end if

c note: the original &a file could contain such data thai te
c temperature data at b consecutive time are the same
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c (i.e., fthe lack of adequate i). therefore,
c screenin is done to ensure th,-. ares at two consecutive
c times ar.Jifferent by at lea;' so, data recorded at
c time int -als smaller than m1i iscarded.
c
c AUG28.97 JB - wed here to reduce oj

open (2, ile='ebstrhc.inp', sV-I -wn')

if ( ifl eq.2) then
if (iflata.ne.l ) then
read ( ), *)
read (, *) ((col(ii,iset),ii- ' L=1, nset)
nhist3 =int(col(l,nset))

C CSS - remove , tter )
C write (, *) , 'nhist3=', nT)i

write (f, *) 'nhist3=', nhi >
c print*,'nhist3=', nhist3

epsl = Le-6
read (2 *) ((col(ii,iset),ii L=, nset)
timr(l)= col(l, nset)
tcan(l)= col(2, nset)
tavg(l)= col(3, nset)
humd(1l- col(4, nset)
nhist I
do 100 1= 2, nhist3

read 2, *) ((col(ii,iset),i set=l, nset)
if ( hs(col(2,nset)-tcan(. '. psl and. col(l,nset)

& -timr(nhist).gt.tim;
nhit = nhist + 1
tira(nhist) = col(l, ns, '
tca.nhist) = col(2, nsf'
ta-Mnhist) = col(3, ns,
hui~nhist) = col(4, ns

end if
if (ieq.nhist3 .and. tini; .col(l,nset) ) then

nhit - nhist + 1
ti,ronhist) = col(1, nq('
tcagnhist) = col(2, nsq'
ta.jnhist) = col(3, ns;
huT~nhist) = col(4, ns,

end it
100 continz

/ j?)-
k/t -

else
read (2.

C CSS - remove , fter
C read (2,*) , nhist3

read (2. *) nhist3
C CSS - remove , fter )
C write (t *) , 'nhist3=', n'i

write ( *) 'nhist3=', nhiL
do i l, nhist3

read(<2, *) timr (i) ,tcanC
if (Tgt.l.and.(timr(i)-ti,

& timr(i)=timr(ij:
enddo
nhist ahist3

end if
end if

c AUG28/97 JB - Aled close
close(2)

iumdl(i)
:.le-6)

return
end

**==chloride.spg processed by spag 4.0' )I on 7 jan 1997

f , f
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/5' 3

abroutine chloride(iflag, iflagtpa,cfactor, xi, timr,
& clconc, nhist)

splicit none
e*** stit of declarations inserted by spag

cal*8 ciconc, cconcl, col, time, timr, timr] anax, yprevious,
& yyyy

iteger i, iflag, ii, iset, isetp, nhist, nhisd nintv, nset,
& nsetp

iteger iflagtpa
zal*8 cfactor

e*** enbiaf declarations inserted by spag
c-- -------------

e prpose: obtain data from the chloride data file chloride
c ita are presented for three thermal loadings iy. chloride
c ita are based on the assumption that there iss difference
c ktween backfill-no backfill, ventillation-no atilation etc.
c----------_-_-_

grameter (nintv=2000)
Imension timr(nintv), clconc(nintv)
imension timrl(nintv), clconcl(nintv)

c bcal arrays:
imension col(4, 12)

c - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ---- - ------ - - _- - - --_- - - --_-

c *tes:
c ime and temperature data in the data file conO from the
c ear-field environment kti which contains chlode data do
c at have to match with the one coming from the af kti.
c iwever, the max. simulation time (tmax) must -ech.

c I the chloride concentration history is not pizided until
c max, then the last value provided in the chlcde concentration
c fle is repeated until tmax.
c-------_-_-_ -_
c smenclature:

c zxrow: maximum number of rows provided in the mperature data file
c imr: time at which temperature and relative kidity
c data are provided [y]
c set: correspons only to iflag = 2; it is th~iata set
c that corresponds to a particular set obhloride data

I ( iflagtpa.eq.l ) then
cc MLE: -hanged 'chloridemf.dat' to 'chlrdmf.dat
cc open (21, file='chloridemf.dat', status='cfly

open (21, file='chlrdmf.dat', status='old')
read (21, *)
read (21, *) nhist
write (*, *) 'nhist=', nhist
do 49 i = 1, nhist

read (21, *) timr(i), clconc(i)
clconc(i) clconc(i) * cfactor

c write (*, *) timr(i), clconc(i)
49 continue

go to 300-
ad if

pn (21, file='chloride.dat', status='old')

failt. f
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if ( iflag eq.1) then / t(/
read (21, *) //6 L
read (21, *) nhist
write (*/ *) 'nhist=', nhist
do 50 i = 1, nhist
read (21, *) timr(i), clconc(i)

50 continue
go to 300

end if

if ( nset.le.4 ) nsetp 1
if ( nset.gt.4 and. nset.le.8 ) nsetp 2
if ( nset.gt.8 .and. nset.le.12 ) nsetp 3

read (21, *)
read (21, *) ((col(ii,iset),ii=l,2), iset=1, atp)
nhist4 = int(col(l,nsetp))
do 100 i = 1, nhist4
read (21, *) ((col(ii,isetp),ii=1,2), isetpi nsetp)

c write(*,*) '***',i,((col(ii,isetp),ii=1,2'^etp=l,nsetp)
timrl(i) = col(1, nsetp)
clconcl(i) = col(2, nsetp)

100 continue
tmax = timrl(nhist4)

c print*,'nhist4,tmax=',nhist4,tmax

do 200 i = 1, nhist
time = timr(i)
if ( time.lt.tmax ) then

call lint(timrl, clconcl, nintv, nhist4, he, yyyy)
clconc(i) = yyyy
yprevious = yyyy

else
yyyy = yprevious
clconc(i) = yyyy

end if
c print*,'from chloride timr,clconc=',timr(4plconc(i)

200 continue

300 continue
close(21)
return
end

**==odeint.spg processed by spag 4.00aa at 14:01 on 'jan 1997

subroutine multiflodata(nintvntimtimr)
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)

c--_-_-__
c Purpose: Create chloride data file from the MIKIFLO
c output. This is kept as a separate program inmad of
c being made a part of ebsrel.f because in the ' code
c this calculation is done in NFENF module and a in
c EBSFAIL module.
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------

integer imultiflodat, ntim
C CSS - 6/9/97 - moved parameter statement after inttg declaration

parameter(nlines=l0000,imultiflodat=7,ichlor1iat=21)
C CSS

dimension timr(nintv)
dimension garb(20)
dimension xmftime(nlines),xmfcl(nlines)
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character*25 title / L
open (imu].tiflodat,filWgultiflo.dat',status= td')

IMLE: changed 'chloridemf.d;. to 'chlrdmf.dat'
open (ichloridedat, filb hloridemf.dat' , stattLnunknown')
open (ichloridedat,filt;:*hlrdmf.dat',status=',znown')

c rewind( imultiflodat

tmax = timr(ntim)

title 'time[yr], clc# lmolperl]'

c read title lines

read(imultiflodat,*)
read(imultiflodat,*)
read(imultiflodat,*)
read(imultiflodat,*) xYx(garb(j),j=l,l0), yyj
ii = 0
do i = 1,10000

ii ii + 1
read(imultiflodat,*x x,(garb(j),j=l,lO),yr
xmftime(i) = xxx
xmfcl(i) = yyy

c print *, ' multiflo ie, cl = ', xxx, yyy
if(xxx.ge.tmax) got( 99

enddo

99 write(ichloridedat,101,itle
write(ichloridedat,*) rh
do i= 1, ntim

call lint(xmftime, >fl, nlines, ii, timr(L, yout)
write(ichloridedat,,3timr(i), yout

enddo

close (ichloridedat)
close (imultiflodat)

9D1 format (6(lx,lplelO.4)j
in format (a25)

return
end

cbc
c simpsons rule integratic

subroutine qsimp(func,ajs,ilayer,eps)
integer jmax
real*8 a,b,func,s,eps
external func
parameter(jmax=20)
integer j,ilayer
real*8 os,ost,st
ost=-l.e30
os=-l.e30
do j=l,jmax

CCSS 9/3/97 FORSTUDY: trapzd dy wants 6 parameters
CCSS call trapzd(func,a,b,%j,ilayer,eps)

call trapzd(func,a,b,sj,ilayer)
s=(4.*st-ost)/3
if(abs(s-os).lt.eps*,tos)) return
os=s
ost=st

end do
pause 'too many steps irimpsons rule'

failt.f
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end
subroutine bpzd(func,a,b,s,n,ilayer)
integer n, >Irer
real*8 a,b sfunc
external f',
integer itJ
real*8 del rntnm,x
if (n. eq. 1) ten
s=0.5*(b 4*(func(a,ilayer)+func(b,ilayei

else
it=2**(n -
tnm=it
del=(b-a,p~m
x=a+O.5*-k
sum=O.
do j=l,i,

sum=sw'u1nc(x, ilayer)
x=x+de;

end do
s=0.5* (s a) *sum/tnm)

end if
return
end
subroutine 4rap(funca,bsilayereps)
integer jmiailayer
real*8 a,b-ic,s,eps
external fiat
parameter(.u=20)
integer j
real*8 old.;
olds=-l.e30
do j~l,jmax~

call trap (func,a,b,s,j,ilayer)
if(abs(s ids).lt.eps*abs(olds)) return
olds=s

end do
pause'too iwy steps in qtrap'
end

/ 3C G L

C
C
C
C

CSS -
CSS
CSS&
CSS&

derivs (or
subroutine

subroutine

te) and rkqc do not need to be psed
Aint(ystart, nvar, xl, x2, eps ff, hmin, hmax,

nok, nbad, tiny, derivs, vr, ilayer,
cthickl)

eint(ystart, nvar, xl, x2, eps d, hmin, hmax,
nok, nbad, tiny, ilayer,
cthickl)

&
&

implicit no
c*** start of declaitions inserted by spag

real*8 cthid, dydx, eps, errc, h, hl, hdithmax, hmin, hnext,
& tiny~x, xl, x2, y, yscal, ystart, zm

integer i, i, ilayer, maxstp, nbad, nmax, ak, nstp, nvar
c*** end of declar~.kns inserted by spag
c----------------- _
c purpose: siuutine implementing runge-kuttaitegration algorithm
c----------------- ----------------------------------------------------

crrrr parameter (astp=50000,nmax=50,two=2.0,zercA.0)
parameter (Kstp=50000, nmax=50, zero=O.OD,),'
dimension yart(nvar), yscal(nmax), y(nmax).dydx(nmax)

crrrr common /weltnq/twet
C CSS - derivs = rat
C CSS external. rkm derivs

real*8 ratt-
external rkg, rate

c---------------------------------

Ij

I; failt.f
/
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c omenclature: /3 )
//6 aC

c

c

c

C

C
C

c

C
c

C

C,

c

nax:
war:

vcal:
hiid:
hext:
Ps:

nin:
Dk:
bad:
start:

maximum number of functior;
a subset of nmax, i.e., nvgnmax (# of starting valu s
step size that can be posilie or negative
a vector against which the ror is scaled
step size which was actualixaccomplished
estimated next step size
accuracy to which integral to be done
guessed first step size
minimum allowed step size (ma be zero)
number of good steps taken
number of bad steps taken 'kt retried and fixed)
this is replaced by valuest the end of the
integration interval

c eq: equation controlling step xe,
c rrc: critical error

c
c

ute: the user must provide a
tarting point.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

valuivf the derivative at the

s= sign(hl, x2 - xl)
C = xl
Dk = 0
bad = 0

crrrr ifudge = 0
D 100 i = 1, nvar

y(i) = ystart(i)
100 untinue

200 vntinue
b 300 nstp = 1, maxstp

c print*,y(l),ilayer
if ( y(l).ge.cthickl ) ilayer = 2

cdbg print*, 'printing from odeint :ffore derivs'
C CSS - erivs is rate
C CSS call derivs(x, y, dydx, ilayer)
C CSS 9/Z97 FORSTUDY: rate now only requis 1st and 4th
C CSS call rate(x, y, dydx, ilayer)
C CSS ths code is not called any longer
cdbg print*, 'printing from odeint :tter derivs'

do 250 i = 1, nvar
yscal(i) = abs(y(i)) + abs(h*dA(i)) + tiny

c yscal(i)=abs(y(i)) + tiny
250 continue

if ( (xlh-x2)*(x+h-xl).gt.zero ) I= x2 - x
if ( h.gt.hmax ) h = hmax

cdbg print*, 'printing from odeint :ifore rkqc'
C CSS - V9/97 - replace derivs in parametfflist w/ rate
C CSS call rkqc(y, dydx, nvar, x, h, ep yscal, hdid,
C CSS& errc, derivs, ilayer)

call rkqc(y, dydx, nvar, x, h, el yscal, hdid,
& errc, rate, ilayer)

cdbg print*, 'printing from odeint :tter rkqc'
if ( hdid.eq.h ) then

nok nok + 1
else

nbad nbad + 1
end if
if ( (x-x2)*(x2-xl).ge.zero ) tb'i

do 260 i = 1, nvar
ystart(i) = y(i)

parameters

hnext, ieq

hnext, ieq;
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I ~1~26(
CSSSE

CSSSS

28C

CSSSS

CSSSS

CSSSS

I
I

continue
eps = d / (lO.**ifudge)
tiny iny / (lO.**ifudge)

return
end if
if ( abs(hnext';t.hmin ) then
write (*, *)

& 'run.,Autta error messages, step size ismall
write (*, *) me = ', x
write (*, y) y(i), dydx(i), yscal(i)'
do 280 i =1 war

write (*, Ii, y(i), dydx(i), yscal(i)
continue
write (*, *) tuation controlling step size is , ieq
write (*, *) tntrolling equation error is: ', ec
write (*, *) tep size is: ', hdid

I

if udgE =ifudge+l
eps = a * 10.
tiny iny * 10.

end if

h = hnext
300 continue

write (*, *) 'rurvkutta error messages'
write (* *) 'i, *), dydx(i), yscal(i)'
write (*, *) 'tine ', x
do 400 i = 1, nvar
write (*, *) 'fJ odeint**', y(i), dydx(i), ysca,*

400 continue
write (*/ *) 'equson controlling step size is: ' ieq
write (* *) 'cor<tlling equation error is: ', err.
write (*, *) 'stcFsize is: ', hdid

cssss
cssss
cssss

ifudge = idge-l1
eps = eps '10.
tiny = tiq<* 10.

go to 200

c pause 'too many & ts.'

c return
end

**==rkqc.spg processed },pag 4.00aa at 14:01 on 7 jan 191

subroutine rkqc(yfiydx, n, x, htry, eps, yscal, hdidhnext,
ij errc, derivs, ilayer)&

implicit none
c*** start of declaratiorsinserted by spag

real*8 dydx, dysaveps, errc, errcon, errmax, fcor, * hdid,
& hh, hnext, try, one, pgrow, pshrnk, safety, Lxsav, y,
& ysav

real*8 yscal, ytEAf
integer i, ieq, i1er, n, nmax

c*** end of declarations merted by spag
c----------------------- -------------------------------- ---------
c
c
c ----

C CSS

C CSS

quality controllfiunge kutta integration routine
from numerical repes
_- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

; - changed parameter efinition from real to doub]e foy tor, one,
safety, errcon anskero
parameter (nmax=5GWfcor=l.ODO/15.ODO, one=l.ODO, sey0.9DO,

& errconOD-4)
dimension y(n), rc^(n), yscal(n), ytemp(nmax), ysarttax),

I
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4 dysav(nmax)
c-rrri common /wettinq/twet

external derivs
C -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

/ ) /

c nomenclature:

C,
C

C,
c

C
C
a
C

C
a1
C.

C

x :
htry:
n:
ytemp:
derivs:

y(i):
dydx:
eps:
hdid:
hnext:

independent variable
step size to be attempted
length of the dependent varialkvector y
an array containing error est tes
name of the subroutine with tiederivative of the eq.
to be integrated
dependent variable vector
derivative of the dependent vaible
integration to be done with rEtred overall tolerance eps
step size which was actually i-mplished
estimated next stepsize

C-.---- --------------- _ - --

lOC,

200

pgrow -0.20
pshrnk = -0.25
xsav = x
do 100 i = 1, n

ysav(i) = y(i)
dysav(i) = dydx(i)

continue
h = htry
continue
hh = 0.5*h
call rk4(ysav, dysav, n, xsav, hh, ytev derivs, ilayer)
x - xsav + hh
call derivs(x, ytemp, dydx, ilayer)
call rk4(ytemp, dydx, n, x, hh, y, de-.w, ilayer)
x xsav + h
if ( x.eq.xsav ) then

pause 'stepsize not significant in jc.'
write (*, *) 'x and xsav=', x, xsav
write (*, *) 'step size not significa'
write (*, *) 'the code is forcibly sbped'
stop

end if
call rk4(ysav, dysav, n, xsav, h, yterFderivs, ilayer)
errmax = 0.
errc = 0.
ieq = 0

c

cC:C

mak this routine return the equation contr4ing
thestep size, put in variable "ieq", the ezr is returned
in errc"

do 300 i = 1, n
ytemp(i) = y(i) - ytemp(i)
if ( abs(ytemp(i)/yscal(i)).gt.errma4 then

ieq = i
errc = ytemp(i)

end if
errmax = max(errmax, abs(ytemp(i)/y-d(i)))

306 continue

errmax = errmax/eps
if ( errmax.gt.one ) then

h safety*h*(errmax**pshrnk)
go to 200
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hdid = h
if ( errmax.qt.ei-iin ) then
hnext = safety*Ierrmax**pgrow)

else
hnext = 4.*h

end if
end if
do 400 i = 1, n

y(i) = y(i) + ytEc4i)*fcor
400 continue

return
end

c**==rk4.spg processed by .g 4.00aa at 14:01 of 7 jan 1997

subroutine rk4(y, dA, n, x, h, yout, deu-, ilayer)
implicit none

c*** start of declarations werted by spag
C CSS - removed twet declar~on - not used
C real*8 dydx, dym, d4 h, h6, hh, twet, x, k, y, yout, yt

real*8 dydx, dym, d4 h, h6, hh, x, xh, yzout, yt
integer i, ilayer, rinmax

c*** end of declarations inwted by spag
C CSS - common /wetting/ twinot used in rk4()
C common /wetting/ twe
c--------------------- -_ _
c basic runge-kutta m~od for integration
c--_--

parameter (nmax=50)
external derivs
dimension y(n), dyd-/), yout(n), yt(nmax .iyt(nmax), dym(nmax)
hh = h*0.5
h6 = h/6.
xh x + hh
do 100 i = 1, n

yt(i) = y(i) + hh*#dx(i)
100 continue

call derivs(xh, yt, #t, ilayer)
do 200 i 1, n
yt(i) = y(i) + hhkt(i)

200 continue
call derivs(xh, yt, im, ilayer)
do 300 i = 1, n

yt(i) = y(i) ± h*bU(i)
dym(i) = dyt(i) i 6m(i)

300 continue
call derivs(x + h, A dyt, ilayer)
do 400 i = 1, n

yout(i) = y(i) + i#(dydx(i) + dyt(i) + ?dym(i))
400 continue

return
end

**=-bsstep.spg processed byspag 4.00aa at 14:01 a 7 jan 1997

subroutine bsstep(yiydx, nv, x, htry, eqsyscal, hdid, hnext,
& io4 errc, derivs)

implicit none
c*** start of declarations lierted by spag
C CSS - NOTE: bsstep is newx called
C CSS - derivs is a functioneall; delete declaralik
C CSS real*8 derivs, dydxiysav, eps, errc, erre, grow, h, hdid,

failt I
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re& 8 dydx, dysav, eps, e a errmax, grow, h, hdid, /6 L
& hnext, htry, one, sJdk, x, xest, xsav, y, yerr, ysav,
& yscal

re, P8 yseq
inlcer i, ieq, imax, j, ni. nseq, nuse, nv

c*** end oW 1clarations inserted Lxpag
C---------------- ---------------------

exlinal derivs
C CSS - ch. ed parameter from e tc ifor one, shrink & grow

pa-ieter (nmax=50, imax=11 juse=7, one'l.D0, shrink=.95D0,
& grow=1.2D0)

dimision y(nv), dydx(nv), wal(nv), yerr(nmax), ysav(nmax),
& dysav(nmax), ysec_"ax), nseq(imax)

cssss coran /wetting/twet
daiAnseq/2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 3J24, 32, 48, 64, 96/

C----------------__--

c n: number of x*ables
c h: r-k to advEw the solution over an interval h
c xh
c y(4. dependent i;*ables
c dydii): derivatives i dependent variables
c youti) an array cc-mining the incremented y values
c-------------------------------------

c

h -rtry
XsC.1= X
do C i = 1, nv

USV(i) = y(i)
duav(i) = dydx(i)

100 coninue
200 corinue

do IC i = 1, imax
c41 mmid(ysav, dysav, nx.tsav, h, nseq(i), yseq, derivs)
;.vt = (h/nseq(i))**2
(.i rzextr(i, xest, yseg,7, yerr, nv, nuse)
eimax = 0.
dz250 j = 1, nv
.rrmax = max(errmax, aL.serr(j)/yscal(j)))

250 jintinue
exmax = errmax/eps
if( errmax.lt.one ) then

c = x + h
fdid = h
if ( ileqgnuse ) then
hnext = h*shrink

rlse if ( i.eq.nuse - I then
hnext h*grow

else
hnext = (h*nseq(nuse-.4/nseq(i)

and if
eturn

et if
300 connue

h - I.25*h/2**((imax-nuse)/4
if Ix + h.eq.x ) pause 'stqsize underflow.'
go S 200

end
**=jmmid.sj4 processed by spag 4.Ch at 14:01 on 7 jan 1997

subkutine mmid(y, dydx, nia xs, htot, nstep, yout, derivs)
impicit none

failt. f
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c*** start of kilarations inserted by spa(
real*8 tdx, h, h2, htot, swap, x, i y, ym, yn, yout
intege-, ilayer, n, nmax, nstep, sr

c*** end of de irations inserted by spag
crrrr common frtting/twet

//m t,

c ----

C CSS
C CSS
C CSS

C CSS

externiderivs
paramet-s (nmax=50)
dimensiA y(nvar), dydx(nvar), you,':ar), ym(nmax), yn(nmax)
6/9/97 -h2 used but never initial1i; set to 1
NOTE: aid called by bsstep which inever called, so this
code iitot used
h2 = I

h = ht(4nstep
do 100 i= 1, nvar

ym(i)- y(i)
yn(i)= y(i) + h*dydx(i)

100 continr
x = Xs -h
call dtzvs(x, yn, yout, ilayer)
do 200 s= 2, nstep
do l'Ai = 1, nvar
sw.= ym(i) + h2*yout(i)
ym(i = yn(i)
yn(I = swap

150 contiue
x = (- h
call irivs(x, yn, yout, ilayer)

200 continiz
do 300 i= 1, nvar

yout(t = 0.5*(ym(i) + yn(i) + hut(i))
300 continE

return
end

**==rzextr.spg Irocessed by spag 4.00aa at-1:01 on 7 jan 1997

subroute rzextr(iest, xest, yest, %, dy, nv, nuse)
implicitnone

c*** start of dularations inserted by spag
real*8 I bl, c, d, ddy, dy, fx, v, i xest, yest, yy, yz
integer..est, imax, j, k, ml, ncol,max, nuse, nv

c*** end of deckrations inserted by spag
c _

parameiz (imax=ll, nmax=50, ncol=7)
dimensls x(imax), yest(nv), yz(nv>&y(nv), d(nmax, ncol),

& fx(ncol)
crrrr common Ptting/twet
c- - - _-------

x(iest)' xest
if ( i(v.eq.l ) then
do 50f = 1, nv

yz(I = yest(j)
d(j,l) = yest(j)
dy(I = yest(j)

50 contise
else

ml = in(iest, nuse)
do 134k = 1, ml - 1

fx(k+ 1) = x(iest
100 contive

k)/xest

I

( bilt. f 1
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/ /)-
/16 L

-

do 150 j = 1, .
yy yest(j'-
v = d(j, 1)
C Yy
d(j, 1) = yy
do 120 k = 2 #l

bl fx(k)p
b = bl - c
if ( b.ne.7) then

b (c - t/h
ddy = c*,J
c = bl*b

else
ddy = v

end if
v = d(j, k,
d(j, k) = t

Yy = yy + l
120 continue

dy(j) = ddy
yz(j) = Yy

150 continue
end if
return
end

z<=rate.spg processed twspag 4.00aa at 14:01 on 7 jan 1997

("-SS subroutine rate( ,ilayer)
real*8 function re(timeilayer)
subroutine rate(De, odev, dvdt, ilayer)
implicit none

c* start of declaratio-sinserted by spag
(ZSS - 6/9/97 - remove Ai from declarations

real*8 cfactor, tDnc, clconca, clconcb, clcritl, clcrit2,
& crate, dvt humd, odev, tavg, tcan, time, timr, tin

(:-,SS& crate, dvbt humd, odev, tavg, tcan, time, timr, tin, xin
integer iflagcl, iayer, nhist, nintv, nv

c** end of declarations serted by spag

* this returns deritives for the main calculations

parameter (nintv--130)
parameter (nv=l)

(:rr common /iik/ age,tend,x,y,z,d,filmthk,e,cthickl,cthick2,sfactg
dimension odev(n'4 dvdt(nv)
common /thist / tir(nintv), tavg(nintv), tcan(nintv),

& iui(nintv)
*,rrr common /zr-parl/ecor,ecrit,cpass,curact,
crrr & ^2,3),xread,xgas,refph,betaoxl,betahyl,
(crrr & betaox2,betahy2,rkoxl,rkhyl,rkox2,rkhy2,
crrr & al,ghyl,gox2,ghy2,scalthk,spor,taus,xcouple

C common /corrpar2/dpto, slpto, xirpo, slrpo, xipti, slpti,
c & irpi, slrpi
crrr common /.ive/dtini,dtmax,errrel,errabs

common /histry/ ist
common /newl / ciDnca, clcritI, clcrit2, clconc(nintv),

& *irtor, iflagcl

real*8 rcoef,rexjzt,crate2,cratehac, eexpt
integer ihumidair
common /prate / ref, rexpont, crate2, cratehac, eexpt
common /humid/ iluidair

failt. f
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c t r mmon /wett ing/twet
c- --------- --- ------

c menclature:

c tr (i):representative time in years
c ban(i):waste package surface temperature in L-5ius
c wtv: this is used in stead of nhist when s -tation is to be done
c for large time, especially when empir- temp, rh are used
U Q~st: number of time intervals at which temF ture, rh are stored
c ne: time at which linear interpolation is 4e for the temp.
C ,: interpolated temperature
c r size of the vector odev
c dv: dependent variable
c 6onc: chloride ion concentration near the wl aol/liter]
c mte: corrosion rate in m/yr
c kit: derivative of the dependent variable

ci' xin = 0.8
ail lint(timr, tcan, nintv, nhist, time, tin?
oil lint(timr, clconc, nintv, nhist, time, c~mcb)

C (-S - lv is real*8; changed 0. to O.ODO
ci;
c a100 i = 1, nv

odev = max(odev, O.ODO)
c P(0 otinue
c. '/21 humidair = 1

f ( ihumidair eq.O) then
C -S - 49/97 - remove xin from argument list; not need
C S al corrode(tin, time, xin, clconcb, crate, *.Wer, clcritl,
C ( clcrit2, iflagcl)

li corrode(tin, time, clconcb, crate, ilaye) :lcritl,
& clcrit2, iflagcl)

ese
c.O '/21 otehac = crate2

ote cratehac
adi f

ci

dlt crate
(....

rte==dvdt

c ;nt*, 'from rate: time,tin,dvdt(1)=', time,Itdvdt(1)

turn

*^ cor) .spg processed by spag 4.00aa at 14:01 on 7jan 1997

C ( S - 9/97 - remove xin from parameter list
C (-S routine corrode(temp, time, xin, clconcb, ile, ilayer,
C t-S& clcritl, clcrit2, iflagcl)

*routine corrode(temp, time, clconcb, crate, layer,
& clcritl, clcrit2, iflagcl)

)licit none
c st.ir of declarations inserted by spag

mi*8 aa, age, bb, berp, berpO, berpl, betahzjetahyl,
& betahy2, betaox, betaoxl, betaox2, cathul cbulko2,
& cfarad, clconcb, clcritl, clcrit2, conv,,pass

wl*8 crate, cratehac,crate2, cthickl, cthic}lcuract,
& curhy, curmax, curox, d, ddw, delt, dens, dense2,
& do2w, dzc, e, ecor, ecorl, ecrit, ecthdr

ml*8 eec, eexpt, erpO, erpOO, erpOl, filmthk,yhy, ghyl, ghy2,

failt.f
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& gox, goxl, gox2, ph, ftemi, pttemo, rcoef, xgas,refph,
& rexpont, rgas, rkhy

real*8 rkhyl, rkhy2, rkox, .Kdl, rkox2, rptemi, rptemo,
& sfactor, slpti, slptislpttemi, slpttemo, slrpi, slrpo,
& slrptemi, slrptemo,
& scalthk, spor, taus, iiff,yieldstr,dkic

C CSS - 6/9/97 - remove declaration i xin - not needed
C CSS& xcouple, xin, xipti, pto, xirpi, xirpo, xkh,

real*8 temp, tend, time, tkwkref, twet, wtmoll, wtmol2, x,
& xcouple, xipti, xipt.),xirpi, xirpo, xkh,
& xko2, xread, xxxl

real*8 xxx2, xxx3, y, yko2, jyl, z, zc, zo2
integer i, icorr, iflagcl, i-yer

c*** end of declarations inserted bvipag
c-
c corrosion rate & corrosion ixential in the water film on the wp
c-_

common /bulk / age, tend, x.y, z, d, filmthk, e, cthickl,
& cthick2, sfacr, yieldstr, dkic

common /corrparl/ ecor, ecrii cpass,curact, aa(2, 3),
& xread, xgs.arefph,betaoxl, betahyl, betaox2,
& betahy2, Axl, rkhyl, rkox2, rkhy2, goxl,
& ghyl, goxi)ghy2, scalthk,spor, taus, xcouple

c common /corrpar2/ xipto, slpA, xirpo, slrpo, xipti, slpti,
c & xirpi, sIrrx

dimension bb(6)
common /wetting/ twet
common /cripotout/ xipto, ptznno, slpto, slpttemo, xirpo,

& rptemo, skpo, slrptemo
common /cripotin/ xipti, ptWi, slpti, slpttemi, xirpi, rptemi,

& slrpi, sliemi
common /prate / rcoef, rexpcv, crate2, cratehac, eexpt
common /flags / icorr

c-- _----
c ecrit: critical potential fa localized corrosion (volts she)
c refph: reference ph
c aa(l,3): cpass = aa(~.)+aa(l,2)*t+aa(1,3)*t**2
c aa(2,3): cpass = aa(2i.)+aa(2,2)*t+aa(2,3)*t**2
c bb(6): ecrit = bb(l)+bb(2)*tbb(3)*t**2+
c bb(4)* loglON~lar chloride)+bb(5)*no3/cl+
c bb(6)*(ph-phmf)
c xipto: outer overpack ep intrcept
c pttemo: temp. coef. of outeriverpack ep intercept
c slpto: outer overpack ep sle
c slpttemo:temp. coef. of oute-toverpack ep slope
c xirpo: outer overpack erp ivercept
c rptemo: temp. coef. of outerwverpack erp intercept
c slrpo: outer overpack erp sipe
c slrptemo:temp. coef. of outfeoverpack erp slope
c xipti: inner overpack ep intrcept
c pttemi: temp. coef. of inne:fverpack ep intercept
c slpti: inner overpack ep sle
c slpttemi:temp. coef. of innetoverpack ep slope
c xirpi: inner overpack erp iarcept
c rptemi: temp. coef. of inneriverpack erp intercept
c slrpi: inner overpack erp spe
c slrptemi:temp. coef. of inncoverpack erp slope
c betaoxl, betahyl: beta kinet.s parameters for oxygen and water
c for wp outerwverpack
c betaox2, betahy2: beta kineiis parameters for oxygen and water
c for wp inneroverpack
c tkref: reference temperaturt[k]; kinetic data is for 25 celsius,
c therefore use only ttt temperature here
c rqas: universal gas constar [j/mole*k]
c xqas: partial pressure of Wgen [atm]
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c xkh: henry's law cctant for oxygen solubility[mol/kg/ati /
c eec: previous ee
c cfarad: faraday constL [coulomb/equivalentl
c rkox: rate constant f oxygen reduction [coulomb m/mol/yiz
c gox: activation enet for oxygen rate constant [j/mol]
c scalthk:thickness of sde layer (m)
c filmthk:thickness of v~rr film in m prior to effluent creat ri
c taus: tortuosity/gecery correction for liquid diffusion
c of oxyg through boiler scale
c spor: porosity of -*e deposited on the wp [=1.0 fir liq.ilm]
c betaox: beta kinetics pameter for oxygen reduction
c ghy: activation ent- for water reduction (j/mole)
c rkhy: rate constant fr water redution in (coulomb/m'2/yr)
c curox: current densil tor oxygen reduction
c curhy: current densit)or hydrogen ion reduction
c cathod: cathodic curreadensity
c do2w: diffusion coelfrient of oxygen in aqueous sol.[m'2/-.t
c zo2: # of electrons tvolved in the process/mole
c ddw: diffusivity oi Dlecular oxygen in water at 25 c
c wtmoll: molecular wei.^hof outer layer [kg/mole]
c wtmol2: molecular weiakof inner layer [kg/mole]
c densel: density of outflayer [kg/m^3]
c dense2: density of inrelayer [kg/m^3]
c crate: corrosion ratei the outer overpack [m/yr]
c crate2: corrosion ratEt the inner overpack[m/yr]
c xread: previous bb(l J now xread so that bb(l) etc. are p]-rly
c assigned to otlin xread
c cpass: passive currerdensity in coulomb/m^2/yr
c ecor: corrosion poteiial (volts she)
c xcouple:a fraction repmenting degree of coupling bet. two Jwrs
c cbulko2:outer oxygen csentration in moles per m^3 of water
c tk: temperature ir llvin
c temp: temperature ir elcius
c time: time in years
c xxxl,xxx2,xxx3,yyyl: local intermediate variables

c note: xin-> mole fition water vapor on waste package sunce
c-- _------

cfarad = 96485.
rgas = 8.3144
ddw 0.063
densel - 7860.
wtmoll = 0.05585
dense2 = 8140.
wtmol2 -- 0.05747

csm5/22 scalthk = 0.0
ph = refph
tkref = 273.15 + 25.
tk 273.15 + temp

if ( ilayer.eq.1 ) thfr
betaox = betaoxl
betahy = betahyl
rkox = rkoxl
rkhy = rkhyl
gox = goxl
qhy = ghyl

c--> critical potentialsita for outer layer (a516 steel)
c xipto = -584.8
c pttemo = 3.92
c slpto = -24.5
c slpttemo = -1.1

failt. f
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, / , ,
//L- L

c

c
c
c

C

xirpo -620.3
rptemo =0.47
slrpo --95.2
slrpter.c= 0.88

erpOO = to + pttemo*temp
herpO = Ekto + slpttemo*temp
erpOl = rpo + rptemo*temp
berpl = Ekpo + slrptemo*temp
erpO ei#l - xread*(erpOO - erj T

bb(l) = E00
bb(2) =CJ
bb(3) CS
berp bevl 4 xread*(berpO - beci'
bb(4) = hep
ecrit = b~l) + bb(4)*logIO(clco6I.
divide b 1000. to convert froo

ecrit = ecit/1000.
cpass = a4l, 1) + aa(l, 2)*tk + a> ,

else
betaox = htaox2
betahy = htahy2
rkox = ric2
rkhy = rkR2
gox = go),;
ghy = qhyl

:*tk

alloy 825)C-->

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

criticaIpotentials data for in>. '
xipti =O0.
pttemi -0.
slpti -240.
slptten.i= 0.
xirpi =22.8
rptemi =-4.1
slrpi -=64.
slrpten~i= -0.80

erpOO = Y t i + pttemi*tenp
berpO = s~ti + slpttemi*temp
erpOl = xipi + rptemi*teup
berpl = skpi + slrptemi*temp
erpO = ertl + xread*(erpOO -e

bb(l) = evO
bb(2) = C.
bb(3) = C
berp be1 t xread*(berpO - be.
bb(4) = bep
ecrit = bfl) + bb(4)*1og1O(clco,:

divide # 1000. to convert fro
ecrit = ecit/1000.
cpass = a42, 1) + aa(2, 2)*tk + n~

C

*tk

end if

c print*, 'erpCberp,clconcb=',erpO,bf z

if ( cpass.t.0. ) then
write (*, ') '-ve passive curren'
stop 'bad assive current density'

end if

calculate ovgen concentration aq9
henry's law,amount of air presentI
thickness ofwater film

, cpass

' ising temperaturee,
trrent density, aind

c ->
C- ->

C- ->
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yyyl = (l./tkref - Vtk)/rgas /

c partial pressure oitygen over the solution; th Lis a constant
c here because we arfEssuming that the o2 in the irsphere is
c in equilibrium witi ie liquid film on the waste pkage.
c xgas=0.21*(1.0-xin,
c cbulko2=xgas*henry'10.

cc4/22 xgas = 0.21
ecthdr = 14612.
do2w = ddw*exp(ect) yyyl)
xkh = exp(0.2984 - t59617*10.**3)/tk + (1.0496 U.**6)/tk/tk)
cbulko2 = xgas*xkh-10.

c I estimate corrosion pential by equating oxygen tkction plus
c ' hydrogen evolution th passive current density

delt = 2.0
xxxl = betahy*cfarLurgas*tk)

xko2 = rkox*exp(goxtyl)
c is k298 assumed to kl.0 ?

xxx2 = xko2*max(sceaik,filmthk)/(4.0*cfarad*do25/us*spor)
zo2 = 4.0
xxx3 = betaox*zo2*r.kad/(rgas*tk)

c4.x6 if ( ilayer.nf-') then
eec = 0.
dlo 50 i = 1, 15

yko2 = rkhy*exj$iy*yyyl)
curhy = -yko2*e4 - xxxl*eec)

c note: oxygen cuj.t must be constrained to < dfusion
c limited current amax. since cathodic currents negative,
c take the maximumalue to get the lowest absojoe value

curmax= -4.*cfcd*do2w*taus*spor*cbulko2/ma;..althk,
& filmtli,

xko2 = rkox*ex[px*yyyl)
curox -xko2*(iko2*exp( - xxx3*eec)

& /(1.0 irx2*exp(-xxx3*eec))
curox = max(cuIW, curox)
cathod -(curoz curhy)
if ( cathod.gt.qss ) then
eec = eec + die

else
eec = eec - d

end if
delt = delt/2.C

:i0 continue

c I ensure that the sumrIon of all currents equal toero,
c- newton-raphson methcis used as an additional stfiF

do 100 i = 1, 10
yko2 = rkhy*expty*yyyl)
curhy -yko2*eg - xxxl*eec)
curmax= -4.*cfai*do2w*taus*spor*cbulko2/ma)ialthk,

& filmthk
xko2 = rkox*exppx*yyyl)
curox = -xko2*ciko2*exp( - xxx3*eec)

& /(1.0 irx2*exp(-xxx3*eec))

curox = max(culin, curox)
cathod = -(curotv curhy)
zc = cpass - ca.od
dzc = -xxxl*curi- xxx3*curox/(l + xxx2*exp(-&x3*eec))
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if ( abs(:.tIe.l.Oe-8 ) go to 150
eec = eec ic/dzc

100 continue

"/' y )

write (*, *, rorrosion potential not conver( w in 10 '
Iterations.'&

c--> now compare p(Attials with critical potentiali

150 continue
ecorl = eec

c2/26 end if
if ( ilayer.nc.) then

eec = ecorl
cssss eexpt = -0.k

eec = eec*(]- xcouple) + xcouple*eexpt
c print*, 'xccdie,eec,ecrit=',xcouple,eec,ecrjt

end if
ecor = eec
iflagcl = 0

c print*,clconct kcritl,iflagc1
if ( ilayer.eq..and. clconcb.gt.clcritl ) ifl1w
if ( ilayer.eqg.and. clconcb.gt.clcrit2 ) iflal

1
1

c
c

c

c
c
crbc8/4/

crbc
C
c

if ( eec.ge.ecit and. iflagcl.eq.1 ) then
icorr = 1
if ( ilayer.c1 ) then

rexpont445
rcoef=E.Se -3

tdiff - tim- twet
if ( tdiffL.le-8 ) tdiff = l.e-8
if(tdiff.ltI.0) then
make an aivalent rate function that has me area between
t = 0 ar1 year, but is not infinite at 4

'97
crate=rci*((2.dO-rexpont)+2*(rexpont-l.-$*tdiff)

else
crate = uef*rexpont*tdiff**(rexpont - I)

end if

! m/yr airosion rate
print*,1metwet=',timetwet

else
crate = cim2

end if

cdbg if(time.gt-DO) write(9,*) time,eec,ecrit,crne
else

icorr = 0
if ( ilayer.h1 ) then
conv = wtrn/densel/cfarad/2.

else
conv = wtn-d/dense2/cfarad/2.25

end if
crate = cpas&onv

cdbg if(time.gt.20) write(9,*) time,eec,ecrit,czre
end if

c penetration (i.qr 8.66 t**0.45 with t in yr.
c print*, 'time;bp,ecrit,eec,crate=', time,temrnrit,eec,crate

return
end

**==lint.spg processedby spag 4.00aa at 14:01 on 7 .x1997

f Otf a
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subroutine lintjpc ya, nl, n, x, y)
implicit none

c*** start of declaraticiinserted by spag
real*8 h, x, xa, A ya
integer k, khi, 6, n, nl

c*** end of declarations iserted by spag
c ----
c subroutine for livar interpolation
c ----
c nomenclature:
c xa: vector cfength n of x values -ependent variable)
c ya: vector ofength n of y values
c n: length cra and ya vectors
c x: x value iwhich interpolation -required
c y: returneOalue of dependent varite corresponding to x value
c- ----. __

dimension xa(nl)'ia(nl)
c- - __-

if ( xa(l).lt.xL-% ) then
c increasing order list

if ( x.le.xa(l)) then
y ya(l)

else if ( x.gq-i(n) ) then
y = ya(n)

else
klo = 1
khi = n

20 continue
if ( khi - Jkgt.l ) then

k = (khi d - )/2
if ( xa(k;.*.x ) then

khi = k
else

klo = k
end if
go to 20

end if
h = xa(khi) -ca(klo)
if ( h.eq.O. ,pause 'bad xa input.
y = ya(klo) -ix - xa(klo))/h*(ya(ki - ya(klo))

end if
c decreasing order list

else if ( x.ge.xt) ) then
y = ya(l)

else if ( x.le.YW) ) then
y = ya(n)

else
klo = 1
khi n

50 continue
if ( khi - klo,*.1 ) then
k = (khi + kl/2
if ( xa(k). I ) then

khi = k
else

klo = k
end if
go to 50

end if

I
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h = xa(khi) - xatb)
if ( h.eq.O. ) p-e 'bad xa input.'
y = ya(klo) + (x -ia(klo))/h*(ya(khi) - ya(klo))

end if

/ S a

/k L

return
end

**==mech.spg processed by *g 4.00aa at 14:01 on 7 jan 1997

subroutine mech(jjilmel, time2, temp, penet, ifail)
implicit none

e*** start, of declarations xerted by spag
real*8 age, cdepth thickl, cthick2, d, e, filmthk, pe;

& sfactor, stbr temp, tend, timel, time2, x, y, yi,-c
& ,dkic, z

integer ifail, jj
c*** end of declarations ii.vted by spag
C-------------- ------------------
c
c
c
c -- --

subroutine to test ifor mechanical failure by fracturr .'
stress associated 61i welds in the presence of a flaw c,
produced by locali,.acorrosion

_-- - -_-- -.-- - _- - - _- - - -_-- -_-- - _- - - _ -

idual
epth

common /bulk /
&

crrrr common /wpgmty/
c--

agetend, x, y, z, d, filmthk, e, cthi.-
cthI2, sfactor,yieldstr,dkic
wpi,.wpdia

_- - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - -_- - -

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

nomenclature:
temp:
ifail:
cdepth:
penet:
strss:
yieldstr:
pi:

temFature at the wp surface [c]
=0 p not failed; =1: wp failed
crza depth or the depth of a corroded p'

terie component of the residual stres r
yielstrength of a516 grade 55 steel [pE '
the vnstant pi

c sfactor: safe factor considering the increase c),
c stiqth at the welds
c----__

c debugging parametersjj, timel, time2

crrrr print*, jj,timel,tji

ifail = 0
crrrr pi = 4. * atant)
csm4/14 sfactor 1.4
csm4/14 yieldstr =21e6

print*, 'from mech. adule: sfactor, yieldstr=', sfactoc

c limit temperature tahe applicable range of the stress.,

c3/3/79
c3/3/79

cssss
c
c
c
c

if ( temp.ltl. ) temp = 25.
if ( temp.gt.O. ) temp = 100.

cdepth = penet
strss = yieldstr*sf&or

call fracfail(strss,.edepth, ifail)

print*
print*,'punifo,cdeptclt,strss=',punifo,cdepthclt,str-.
print*, 'timel, penetl timel, penet
print*

C failt. f
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I :S 2-

~/-/ 1-return
end

**==fracfail.spq pr vsed by spag 4.00aa at 14 ion 7 jan 1997

subroutine fnfail(strss, cdepth, ifail:
implicit nont

c*** start of declartins inserted by spag
real*8 age, X,z,d, filmthk, e, cthickl, thick2,

& sfact.z yieldstr,dkic, tend, xdkic
real*8 cdeptadki, pi, strss, yfunc, yvah
integer ifaii.

c*** end of declaratius inserted by spag
c---------- --------------------------

c fracture fai~x analysis based on stressitensity calculation
c-----------------------------------

common /bulk 1 age, tend, x, y, z, d, fibhk, e, cthickl,
& cthick2, sfactor,yieldsti,tic

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_- - - - - - - _ - -

c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c -

nomenclature:
cdepth:
yvalue:
dkic:

yfunc:
strss:
pi:
ifail:

----- - - - - - - - - -~~~~~~~~

crack depth or the depth 4a corroded pit [m]
geometry factor
fracture toughness of a5I6rade 55 steel
=250 [mpa-m**0.5]

a function call
tensile component of the midual stress [pa]
the constant pi

pi = 4.*atan(l)
csm/4/14 dkic 250.e6

print*, 'froamech. module: dkic=', dkic
xdkic = dkic *l.e6
yvalue = yfu;,cdepth)
dki = strss*wlue*(pi*cdepth)**.5
if ( dki.gt.-ic ) ifail = 1

cssss
c
c
c

print*
print*,'dki,.4ic,yvalue,cdepth=',
print*

dki,xdk,yvalue,cdepth

return
end

**==yfunc.spg proceed by spag 4.00aa at 14:01 t 7 jan 1997

real*8 functi yfunc(tt)
implicit none

c*** start of declarikns inserted by spag
real*8 alow, aDp, tt, xx, yy
integer i

c*** end of declaratis inserted by spag
dimension xx(l), yy(30)

c--------------------------------------------- ---------------------

c function proj to determine a corrected pmetry factor for
c calculating Vt stress intensity for the hcture toughness
c failure critecn. this factor corresponds!o a part-through
c thickness thiwail crack with a length (2

failt.i
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15~-.4 7
c
C

c
C

c

c
C
c
C-

equal to two ;is its depth (a) for a hollow cylinder of al
thickness, t -.12 m, in which the crack shape factor i4
function of a/& the values in the table are extracted f-
the case pres(d by s.t. rolfe and j.m. barson [fractuimnd
fatigue controhn structures. prentice-hall. englewood cufs,
nj. 1977. p. 19 where a magnification factor (mk) varyi-rfrom 1.0
to 1.06 was irbduced for shallow cracks with depths ranrp from 0
to 0.5t and vEang from 1.06 to 1.6 for deep cracks rangil from 0.5t
to t. the cor)&ed shape factor used in the code is defi as
y= mk q**(-0J.laccording to rolfe and barson.

-- -- -_- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

store the tabdata

c2/27
xx(1)= .006
xx(2)= .012
xx(3)= .018
xx(4)= .024
xx(5)= .030
xx(6)= .036
xx(7)= .042
xx(8)= .048
xx(9)= .054
xx(10)= .060
xx(ll)= .066
xx(12)= .072
xx(13)= .078
xx(14)= .084
xx(15)= .090
xx(16)= .096
xx(17)= .102
xx(18)= .108
xx(19)= .114
xx(20)= .120

yy(l)= 0.714
yy(2)= 0.719
yy(3)= 0.723
yy(4)= 0.727
yy(5)= 0.731
yy(6)= 0.736
yy(7)= 0.740
yy(8)= 0.744
yy(9)= 0.749
yy(10)= 0.753
yy(ll)= 0.757
yy(12)= 0.80Q
yy(13)= 0.843
yy(14)= 0.885
yy(15)= 0.923
yy(16)= 0.972
yy(17)= 1.014
yy(18)= 1.056
yy(19)= 1.099
yy(20)= 1.142

c find location k tt

if ( tt.le.xx(T,) then
yfunc = yy(1)
return

end if

if ( tt.ge.xxeA ) then

10
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I S V
yfun.- yy(20) L
retu Y

end if

do 100 i= 1, 20
if ( tLle.xx(i) ) go to 200

100 contin r

200 continr
atop =(i)
alow = 1(i - 1)

c2/27 ytw = (tt - alow)/(atop - alow)*(yy(i) - yy(i- }
yfunc -y(i-l)+(tt - alow)/(atop - alow)*(yy(i) - yy!H))

return
end

**==input.spg pocessed by spag 4.00aa at 14:01 on 7 jan 19'-'

subroutbe input
implictnone

c*** start of cklarations inserted by spag
real*8 a, aqe, betahyl, betahy2, betaoxl, betaox2, ctior,

& tconc, clconca, clcritI, clcrit2, constantl, cus,
& sate2, cratehac,ctemp, cthicki, cthick2, curat
& s dtini

real*8 fmax, e, ecor, ecrit, eexpt, errabs, errrel, 1Jthk,
& wthick, ghyl, ghy2, goxl, gox2, grainr, humdclamdc2,
& ttemi,
& gtemo, rcoef, xgas,refph, rexpont

real*8 ihyl, rkhy2, rkoxl, rkox2, rptemi, rptemo, sftur,
& ipti, slpto, slpttemi, slpttemo, slrpi, slrpo,frptemi,
& irptemo,scalthk, spor, taus, tend, timintv,yie-ktr,
& tic

real*8 wdia, wplen, x, xcouple, xipti, xipto, xirpi, xpo,
& imad, y, z

integernflag, iflagcl, nhista, nintv, nseries, nset
integeriflagtpa

c*** end of deoirations inserted by spag
c._-_-_-_-_

c purposeread input parameters
c most vdiables are passed in common blocks and all the iput is simple
c non-forutted and could be easily upgraded at a later dke.
c-_-_-____---

parameti (nintv=2000)
common julk / age, tend, x, y, z, d, filmthk, e, cthkil,

& cthick2, sfactor,yieldstr,dkic
crrrr iommon /thist/timr(nintv),tavg(nintv),tcan(nirQ,humd(nintv)

common prrparl/ ecor, ecrit, cpass,curact, aa(2, 3),
& xread, xgas,refph, betaoxl, betahyl, ttaox2,
& betahy2, rkoxl, rkhyl, rkox2, rkhy2, xl,
& ghyl, gox2, ghy2, scalthk,spor, tausicouple

c common Arrpar2/ xipto, slpto, xirpo, slrpo, xipti, sYi,
c & xirpi, slrpi

common plve / dtini, dtmax, errrel, errabs
common ,empl / iflag, nset, timintv,humdcl,humdc2,cternhista
common Aryoxdc/ grainr, gbthick, constantl, nseries
common ewl / clconca, clcritl, clcrit2, clconc(nin1l

& cfactor, iflagcl
common pgmty/ wplen, wpdia
common fripotout/ xipto, pttemo, slpto, slpttemo, xiip

& rptemo, slrpo, slrptemo

failt.f
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common /crip' I/ xipti, pttemi, slpti, slp hi, xirpi, rp!

& slrpi, slrptemi
common /pratt v rcoef, rexpont, crate2, cra: c, eexpt
common /tpaol Jn/iflagtpa

L//G

Ic
c nomenclatu
c age:
c tend:
c d:
c filmthk:
c e:
c cthickl:
c cthick2:
c sfactor:
c grainr:
c nseries:
c gbthick:
c constantl:
c

c betaox:
c betahy:
c rkox:
c rkhy:
c gox:
c ghy:
c aa(1,3):
c aa(2,3):
c ecrit:
c refph:
c taus:
c

c spor:
c dtini:
c dtmax:
c errrel:
c errabs:
c ecor:
c cpass:
c scalthk:
c curact:
c timr(i):
c tavg(i):
c tcan(i):

re
acff the waste in years at tim if emplaceit,
ertime for simulation
ver diffusion coefficient [m^2/T]
tfikness of water film [m] on tbtwp
e-qration rate [m^3/yr]
wj uiter overpack initial thickn*us [ml
wj nner overpack initial thickncs [mi
setty factor for uncertainties .rmechanical p
gea radius [micrometer]
n-ir of terms in infinite serit-Efor wp oxi(i
glan bundary thickness [micromeie]
a nstant relating matrix and gian boundary

diff us ivities
be$ kinetics parameter for oxygctreduction
belikinetics parameter for wate. eduction
ratconstant for oxygen reductior[coulomb m/
ratconstant for water redution x [coulomb/i^
ar1tation energy for oxygen ratennstant [j/i,
adration energy for water reduutDn [j/molc]
cla = aa(1,1)+aa(1,2)*t+aa(1,3'11.**2
cp- = aa(2,1)+aa(2,2)*t+aa(2,3 ***2
c iical potential for localized mrosion [vo'
reience ph
tcxiosity/geometry correction forliquid dif I

of oxygen through boiler scak
posity of scale deposited on thewp (=1.0 f(,'
ir.val time step [yr]
menum time step [yr]
rekive error
aliute error
ccosion potential [volts she]
pr.^ve current density [coulomb/£2/yr]
tkI'ness of scale layer [m]
ac1i'e current density in [coulor.On'2/yr]
reesentative time [yr]
avxge repository temperature [cisius]
wase package surface temperaturc-celsius]

c--> read basic contA parameters

c first card
read (9,

is a mment line

c end time of simultbn in years. simulations alwav start
c at time = 0 years

read (9, *)
read (9, *)
read (9, *) la
write (22, *) tend I tend

c--> container size a geometry

read (9, *)
read (9, *)
read (9, *) wen, wpdia
write (22, *) plen,wpdia', wplen, wpdia
read (9, *) cickl, cthick2

I

( II
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write (22, *) 'cthickl,cthick2 = ' thickl, cthick2

c--> thermal section

read (9, *)
read (9, *)
read (9, *) iflag, iflagtpa ifia'tpa applies only

c there are total of 12 sets of tabu X i.e, nset = 12
read (9, *) nset
write (22, *) 'iflag,nset=', iflag wet

c time interval for screening input lie
read (9, *) timintv
write (22, *) 'timintv=', timintv

c read(9,*) nhista ! used onljien iflag is one
c write(22,*) 'nhista=', nhista

to chloride
maximum

c--> age of the waste [y]

read (9, *)
read (9, *)
read (9, *) age
write (22, *) 'age [y] ' age

c--> dry oxidation at the wp overpack out..surface

read
read
read
read
read
read

(9, *)
(9, *)
(9, *) grainr
(9, *) nseries
(9, *) gbthick
(9, *) constantl

c grain bounda,7-diffusivities
write (22, *) 'grainr,nseries=', gqgir, nseries
write (22, *) 'gbthick,constantl='.bithick, constantl

c--> liquid condensation

read (9, *)
read (9, *)
read (9, *) humdcl,humdc2
read (9, *) filmthk
read (9, *) ctemp
write (22, *) 'humdcl,humdc2,filmtb-ctemp= ',

humdcl,humdc2, filrk, ctemp&

c--> corrosion parameters

read (9, *)
read (9, *)
write (22, *)
write (22, *) 'corrosion parameters'
write (22, *)

c outer overpack

read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read

(9,
(9,
(9,
(9,
(9,
(9,
(9,
(9,

xipto
pttemo
slpto
slpttemo
xirpo
rptemo
slrpo
slrptemo

write (22, *) 'xipto,pttemo=', xipicpttemo

II
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write
write
write

c inner

read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read

write
write
write
write

(.*)'slpto, slpttemo=', ipto, slpttemo
(. *) 'xirpo,rptemo=', >imo, rptemo
).* *) 'slrpo,slrptemo=' irpo, slrptemo

o Ypack

9,') xipti
9 *) pttemi
9 t) sipti
9 ) slpttemi
9 t) xirpi
99;.) rptemi
9 t) sirpi
9 ¢) slrptemi

(27. *) 'xipti,pttemi=', xi~i, pttemi
(2. *) 'slpti,slpttemi=', tpti, slpttemi
(27. *) 'xirpi,rptemi=', xiai, rptemi
(?; *) 'slrpi,slrptemni=', irpi, slrptemi

) xl�-

read (9 *) betaoxl, betahyl
read (9')
read (9 ') betaox2, betahy2
read (9 ')
write (21 *) 'betaoxl, betahyl , betaoxl, betahyl
write (27 *) 'betaox2, betahy2 , betaox2, betahy2
read (9 *) rkoxl, rkhyl
read (9,') goxl, ghyl
read (9 ') rkox2, rkhy2
read (9;S) gox2, ghy2
write (27. *) 'rkoxl,rkhyl,qoxl,cl= ', rkoxl, rkhyl,

& ghyl
write (A *) 'rkox2,rkhy2,gox2,42= ', rkox2, rkhy2,

& ghy2
read (9 t) aa(l, 1), aa(l, 2), 4i, 3)
read (9c) aa(2, 1), aa(2, 2), 42, 3)
write (2 *) 'aall ... aal3 = ',*a(l, 1), aa(l, 2),
write (2Z *) 'aa2l ... aa23 = '.aa(2, 1), aa(2, 2),
read (9') eexpt
read (9,) rcoef
read (9, ) rexpont
write (2'. *) 'eexpt,rcnef,rexpoi', eexpt, rcoef, re
read (9,) cratehac,crate2
read (9 ) xcouple
read (9.) xread
write (21 *) 'cratehac,crate2,xmple,xread=', crateh

h rate2, xcouple, xread
read (9,') clconca
read (9, * cicritl
read (9,) cl.crit2
write (22. *) 'clconca=', clconca
write (2. *) 'clcritl=', clcritl
write (22 *) 'clcrit2=', clcrit2
read (9,-) cfactor
write (2; *) 'cfactor=', cfactor
read (9, ) xqas,refph
write (2Z *) 'xgas,refph = ', x't,refph
read (9,') scalthk, taus, spor
write (21 *) 'scalthk,taus,spor =', scalthk, taus, s]
read (9,')
read (9,;)
read (9, *) yieldstr, sfactor
write (27. *) 'yieldstr, sfactor -, yieldstr, sfactor
read (9, ') dkic
write (27. *) 'dkic =', dkic

goxl,

gox2,

aa(l, 3)
aa(2, 3)

xpont

ac,

;por
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//GLc numerical solver conti parameters

read (9, *)
read (9, *)
read (9, *) dtini, dt m
write (22, *) 'dtini, 1nax= ', dtini, dtmax
read (9, *) errrel, eFbs
write (22, *) 'errrel rrabs = ', errrel, errabs
write (22, *)

&

return
end

** dryoxdwp.spg processed biipag 4.00aa at 14:02 on 7 jan F7

subroutine dryoxdwp(ir, tyears, tempc, grainr, nseriis
& gitick, constanti, penetd)

implicit none
c** start of declarations in eted by spag

real*8 constantl, dddlddd2, dfsvtygb, dfsvtym, gbth;4
& qrainr, penetd 4i, rgasl, sum, templ, tempc, iihr,
& tyears, xxxl

integer ipr, nnn, nsens
c** end of declarations inserC by spag

r - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

c
c
c
c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

nomenclature:
pi:
tempc:
templ:
dfsvtym:
dfsvtygb
constantl:

the ctant pi
tempet-f're in celcius
tempc i kelvin
matri.Jiffusivity
grain handary diffusivity
a connmt relating matrix and grain hndary
oxygenliffusivity in metal
grain viius [micrometer]
grain hdary thickness [micrometer]
time izyears
tyearsmn hours
numbe-'f terms in infinite series fo.-p oxidation
boundis diffusivities

grainr:
gbthick:
tyears:
thour:
nseries:

note:
dq:
rgasl:

dm/constantl
universal gas nistant
= 1.987 (cal)/f mol)(k)
- 4.184e-3*.91 (kj)/(g mol)(k)

c debudding parameter ipr
c print*, ipr

c print*, 'grainr,gbthickwnstantli' ,grainr,gbthick,con.,Atl

pi = 4.*atan(l.)
rgasl = 1.987

c
c
c

constantl = l.e-2
nseries = 25
gbthick = 0.7e-3 ! [micrometer]

templ = 273. + tempc
xxxl = 169./(4.184e-3*asl*templ)

c print*, 'rgasl,templ,fxl=',rgasl,templ,xxxl

( failt. f
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if ( xxxl.q ;5. ) xxxl - 65.
dfsvtym = 5''e-6*exp( - xxxl) L
dfsvtym = dvtym*l.el2*60*60
dfsvtyqb =i vtym/constantl
dddl = 4.*ditym/(grainr*gbthick*dfsvtygl;

timehr = ty ns*365.*24.
sum = 0.
do 100 nnn 1', nseries

ddd2 = df ym*nnn**2*pi**2*timehr/grai. 2
if ddd2 .65. ) ddd2 = 65.
sum = sun 'exp( - ddd2)

c print*, 'idl,ddd2,exp(-ddd2)=',dddl,didexp(-ddd2)
100 continue

penetd = 1.4rt(dddl*sum)

c convert frowicrometer to meter:

penetd = pevd/l.e6

c print*, ' dridwp:- ipr,tyears,tempc,diff fpenetd'
c * ,ipr,tyears.anpc,dfsvtyqb,penetd

return
end

failLt
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TPA Version 3.2.3 Test Plan for PA-SCR-287 Nov. 17, 1999

Task Description: The flag, iflagtpa (set at 1 in ebsfail.def), caused the chloride concentration
(CC) to be incorrectly implemented.TPA 323n has been modified so that
when
iflagtpa-=1, CC is written to chlrdmf.dat by ebsfail.f, and when
iflagtpa=2, CC is written to chlrdmf.dat by subroutine multiflodata, and
when
iflagtpa=3, CC is written to chloride.dat by failt.f.
The CC from the appropriate file is read in by subroutine chloride.

Affected module: failt.f (contains subroutines multiflodata( and chloride().

Analyst: Michael Muller

Controlled Version: TPA Version 3.2.3i, Oct 08, 1999.
vulcan:/project/tpa/test src_3.3/323i/ runI and run5

323n version: directory: vulcan:/project/tpa/testsrc_3.3/323n/ run3, run4, run5, and run6

Tests:

1) Compare control version to 323n version with iflagtpa=2.
2) Compare 323n version with ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 1 and

UpperUnsaturatedLayerPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=O) = 0 and iflagtpa=1 to 323n with
iflagtpa=2.
3) Compare 323n version with ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 1 and

UpperUnsaturatedLayerPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=0) = 0 and iflagtpa=2 to 323n with
iflagtpa=2.
4) Compare 323n version with ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=O) = 1 and

UpperUnsaturatedLayerPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=O) = 0 and iflagtpa=3 to 323n with
iflagtpa=2.

Details:

Tests will be run for 50K years and 5 (arbitrary) realizations.

Test 1. Run control version (iflagtpa=l) and compare to 323n version with iflagtpa=2.
Purpose: Check that output files are the same.

Files to compare: chlrdmf.dat, failt.out

Pass/Fail Criteria: Since control version always used multiflodata regardless of iflagtpa, the



output should be identical. Also, chlrdmf.dat should show chloride
concentrations greater than zero and failt.out should show "chloride flag"
turned on at some point in time.

Results: pass. Output files are identical for the same times. File chlrdmf.dat shows chloride
concentrations greater than zero and failt.out does show chloride flag turned on at
946 years for 323i and 971 years for 323n.

Test 2. Run 323n version with ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=O) = 1 and
UpperUnsaturatedLayerPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=O) = 0 and iflagtpa=1 to 323n with
iflagtpa=2 (testl).

Purpose: Setting IAF and UULPF should force ebsfail.f to output zero's to chlrdmf.dat.
This will be seen in chlrdmf.dat and show up in failt.out.

Files to compare: chlrdmf.dat, failt.out

Pass/Fail Criteria: Setting IAF and UULPF force ebsfail.f to output zero chloride to
chlrdmf.dat. Since iflagtpa=1, this file should be the one used. So,
chlrdmf.dat should have zero chloride concentration and failt.out should
show no "l's" for "chloride flag" which indicates that the chloride
concentration did not go above a certain level. Note that this is in contrast
to output files from test 1 in which iflagtpa=2.

Results: pass. File chlrdmf.dat shows zero for all chloride concentrations and file failt.out
shows all "O's" for chloride flag.

Test 3. Run 323n version with ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=O) = 1 and
UpperUnsaturatedLayerPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=O) = 0 and iflagtpa=2 to 323n with
iflagtpa=2 (test 1).

Purpose: Setting IAF and UULPF should force ebsfail.f to output zero's to chlrdmf.dat.
Since iflagtpa=2, this will not be seen in chlrdmf.dat and not show up in failt.out.

Files to compare: chlrdmf.dat, failt.out

Pass/Fail Criteria: Setting IAF and UULPF force ebsfail.f to output zero chloride to
chlrdmf.dat. However, since iflagtpa=2, subroutine multiflodata
overwrites this file and the output from ebsfail.f is not used. So,
chlrdmf.dat should be identical to output file from test 1 in which
iflagtpa=2 (but in which IAF=O and UULPF=1 and ebsfail.f wrote non-
zero chloride concentrations which were not used). File failt.out should be
different from test 1 since IAF and UULPF change the scenario but it
should show some "I "s for the chloride flag.
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Results: pass. File chlrdmf.dat is identical with test 1. File failt.out is different from test 1

and shows some "l"s for chloride flag.

Test 4. Run 323n version with ImportanceAnalysisFlag(yes=l,no=O) = 1 and
UpperUnsaturatedLayerPresenceFlag(yes=l,no=O) = 0 and iflagtpa=3 to 323n with
iflagtpa=2 (test 1).

Purpose: Setting iflagtpa=3 will force the chloride.dat file to be used instead of chlrdmf.dat.
This will show up in failt.out. Setting IAF and UULPF provide an extra layer of
testing but are not necessary and won't change the outcome.

Files to compare: chloride.dat, chlrdmf.dat, failt.out

Pass/Fail Criteria: Setting IAF and UULPF force ebsfail.f to output zero chloride to
chlrdmf.dat. However, since iflagtpa=3, chloride.dat is used and
chlrdmf.dat is not used. So, file chloride.dat should be present (written
from failt.f) and chlrdmf.dat will be identical to one of the previous tests
but failt.out should be different from that test. In particular, it should be
different from test 1.

Results: pass. File chloride.dat is present. File chlrdmf.dat is identical to test 3 and failt.out
is not the same as that test. Also, it does show chloride flag turned on at 1188
years which is different from testl (on at 971 years).
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